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The outcomes of economic decisions depend upon factors yet unknown at the moment when
the decisions are made. Therefore, decisionmakers need useful estimates of these factors in
order to make a sensible and justified decision which minimizes their expected loss. For
example, producers like to know the future state of the economy to adjust their production
plans or inventory management; an entrepreneur needs an estimate of any coming recession-
ary period to decide whether to invest or not; a policymaker is interested in changes in labor
market conditions to formulate new policy or suggest labor market interventions. It is one of
the econometrician’s tasks to deliver these estimates of short- to mid-term future economic
conditions by computing quantitative model-based forecasts which serve as inputs to the
decisionmaker. Naturally, such forecasts demand insights into the economic dynamics which
need to be properly integrated into a model. The topics in this thesis touch upon issues
related to the modeling of macroeconomic relations to be applied for forecasting purposes.
Historically, economists have been ambitious in formulating all-encompassing macroeco-
nomic models. These models were supposed to both explain the behavior of economic agents
and at the same time to generate practically useful and reliable forecasts. Although tempting
and conceptually most satisfying, economic reality turned out to be stubborn, and, in the
best case, willing to fit these models only for short periods of time. As a result, different
schools of economic thought evolved, each with its own set of basic assumptions. Despite
these differing and often conflicting theoretical perspectives, nowadays economists do agree
about one thing: an economic model must find substantial support in the data and generate
predictions in accordance with what is found empirically.
Diebold (1998) distinguishes two traditions in current macroeconomics. First, the non-
structural approach, taking the requirement of empirical evidence for the applied model as
starting point, and second, the structural approach which still aspires to both understand
and forecast economic behavior. The latter is the more appealing approach from the de-
ductive point of view, and shows promising recent developments with dynamic stochastic
general equilibrium modeling. However, this new field still encounters a vast amount of
computational challenges to empirically test the theoretical models. The former is the more
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pragmatic approach to obtain grip on economic reality. Because of its greater empirical
effectiveness it is persistently used by policymakers and applied for commercial use, for at
least the last four to five decades.
The topics discussed in this thesis are to be placed in the nonstructural tradition as
well. The main purpose in each chapter is to establish a statistical relationship between a
macroeconomic variable of interest y and predictor variables x. The latter are either past
realizations of y or economic variables known at earlier points in time that relate predictively
to future y. This approach essentially boils down to the identification of significant cross-
variable reduced-form correlations to be exploited for forecasting goals. Boldly stated, the
nonstructural approach is a shortcut to circumvent the demanding twofold process of building
a realistic structural economic model that at the same time produces useful forecasts. Instead
it immediately directs attention to forecasting, mainly motivated by the proven greater
empirical effectiveness. The main ingredients of this approach consist of economic intuition,
stylized facts based on historical data, and a wide spectrum of statistical techniques.
In the nonstructural tradition, forecasting requires a statistical model of the macroeco-
nomic target variable y. Such a model contains two fundamentals. First, any target variable
will always be (at least) partially determined by instrinsically unpredictable components
like news, political developments, unforeseen technological advances et cetera. On the other
hand, the dynamic behavior of y and its relationship to explanatory variables x provide reg-
ularities which allow for prediction. The predictable part of y forms the second fundamental
of the model. The challenge for the (nonstructural) econometrician is to design statistical
models and operationalize methods to identify relevant predictor variables and their predic-
tive relation to the variable of interest such that the unpredictable part of y is as small as
possible. Furthermore, his models should provide an adequate description of the statisti-
cal characteristics of the unpredictable part in order to properly incorporate this source of
uncertainty into predictive statements.
1.2 Motivation
The linear predictive regression model is the workhorse of the econometrician and nearly
always serves as the starting point for nonstructural model building. Though powerful, it
drastically simplifies reality and as such it will only partially capture the predictable part
of y. The chapters in this thesis deal with (substantial) departures from this basic model in
various ways, by the relaxation of (parts of) its stringent assumptions. The resulting models
better approximate economic reality and produce more accurate and reliable forecasts.
Econometric topics
The first two topics addressed in this thesis include variable selection, that is, the quest for
optimal predictors from a given set of variables x, and the optimal selection of the lead time
of an x which is a priori known for leading y. Both issues feature in, at least conditionally,
linear models (Chapters 2 and 3). Two other topics are, first, potentially time-varying effects
of predictors on y, which is discussed for both linear and nonlinear models (Chapter 4), and,
second, nonstandard relations between x and y, covering nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity,
and nonnormality of the target variable (Chapter 5). Why these topics are relevant for
macroeconomic forecasting is discussed next.
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Not only the computational resources econometricians rely on today have undergone
a small revolution, also the amount of (publicly) available economic data has increased
tremendously. The basic regression model assumes the set of predictor variables x to be
known. Though, with the big set of data on many economic variables this is certainly
not straightforward and the econometrician should take one step back and first identify
the most relevant predictors for a given forecasting problem. Naively putting all potential
predictors into the model is not the best way to proceed. Since many variables will either be
irrelevant or strongly related to others, this increases inefficiency and troubles the predictive
signal such that the produced forecasts become less precise. On the other hand, omitting
relevant predictors from the model leads to biased forecasts. The implementation of model
averaging provides an elegant solution, as discussed by Hoeting et al. (1999). Each potential
predictor gets assigned a posterior probability of being relevant for forecasting y, which
is incorporated into the predictive distribution. An alternative is factor modeling, which
summarizes the sample information from a large number of economic variables into a small
number of factors, which in turn serve as predictors of y (Stock and Watson, 2002b). Or,
the partial least squares method which, in an iterative procedure, extracts the info in the
data set most strongly related to y (Garthwaite, 1994). Both alternatives are more ad-hoc
methods to significantly decrease the dimension of the data set, whereas model averaging,
as employed in Chapter 2, also allows for economic cross-variable inference about which x’s
are particulary related to y.
In the 1920s, empirical business cycle modeling experienced a growing interest (see Mor-
gan, 1990, Ch. 2), and instead of tracing the source of business cycle fluctuations—although
that goal remained active in the background—attention shifted to finding a “barometer”
anticipating any changes in business activity. One of the main findings was the identifca-
tion of three types of macroeconomic variables, which is maintained up to this day (The
Conference Board, 2001). That is, once the business cycle is approximated (e.g. by the
cyclical movements in gross domestic product, of which the estimation is a demanding ex-
ercise itself), a series coincides with the cycle, or either leads or lags it. Obviously, the set
of leading variables forms the input to the construction of the business barometer. Thus,
the problem of variable selection as encounterd in Chapter 2 is already taken care of. Given
the set consisting of a moderate amount of leading variables, the econometrician’s task lies
in properly relating them to business fluctuations y. More in particular, the number of
months the x’s are leading and the relative strength of their relation to y need to be identi-
fied. These issues are addressed in Chapter 3, and though their nature has not changed in
nearly a hundred years, the methods to analyze them have. Persons (1919) analyzed similar
issues in his seminal work in the field. He used slides with the plotted time series of the
macroeconomic variables and, using an overhead projector, he shifted these horizontally over
the business cycle series such that a panel of “observers” could visually decide upon each
leading indicator’s lead time and correlation with the business cycle (Morgan, 1990, provides
an historical discussion of Persons’ methods). In Chapter 3 this procedure is “automated”
using modern computational techniques, replacing the subjective judgement by quantitative
statistical inference.
The previous two topics are examined with models that presume relationships between
x and y to be stable over time. When assuming the parameters of these functional relations
to be constant, all available data can be used in the estimation routine to identify their
unknown values. In macroeconomic forecasting, (dynamic) models of which the parameters
are estimated using time-series data, i.e., a set of successive observations of the economic
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variables, various theoretical reasons exist that make it plausible that the model parameters
are time-dependent instead. Moreover, substantial empirical evidence for this assumption
is found as well. Stock and Watson (1996) report evidence for permanent changes in time-
series models’ parameters by applying statistical testing procedures. In contrast to these
structural changes, Hamilton (1989) introduces models that formulate switching between
different parameter regimes that determine the way x and y are related, and shows their
empirical importance. Ignoring the possibly time-varying character of model parameters,
either permanent or transitory, has obvious consequences for identifying cross-variable re-
lations and macroeconomic forecasting. In Chapter 4, a method is discussed to deal with
parameter changes and their implications for empirical modeling.
In the linear model the effect of a change in x on y is always the same. In a model
with time-varying parameters the effect does change, but it depends on time and not on
the value of x. Assuming a nonlinear relationship between predictor and predicted variable
allows for testing whether the strength of the relation changes with the value of x. For
instance, a leading indicator can contain more predictive power for negative growth rates
of the economy than for predicting positive growth. Such nonlinearities directly affect the
predicted y. Threshold regressions, models in which the parameter values change once x
drops below a threshold value (and their smooth-transition generalizations), can be applied
to incorporate nonlinearities (Teräsvirta, 2006). If the decisionmaker has a nonstandard loss
function (see Geweke, 2005, Section 2.4, for examples), and requires forecasting statements of
the value-at-risk type like “with a 5% probability y will decline with at least 8% next quarter,”
modeling the (possibly nonlinear) conditional mean of the target variable may not suffice.
If a decision heavily depends upon the likelihood of atypical events, for example a severe
recessionary period, the entire conditional distribution is important, with special interest
turned to the left tail of y. A model is required that adequately describes the statistical
properties of the unpredictable part and prevents underestimation of the likelihood of large
negative shocks. This substantial set of considerations demands the econometrician to make
a whole series of model assumptions. Instead, a nonparametric approach eliminates most of
such possibly restrictive assumptions and it lets the data to be primarily leading in pointing
out what form of distribution y fits best. In Chapter 5, such an approach is implemented
for forecasting changes in economic activity by exploiting the flexibility of mixture modeling
(Richardson and Green, 1997).
Bayesian analysis
During the process of finding an econometric solution to the initial problem—how to con-
struct useful macroeconomic forecasts—many subproblems are encountered. In this thesis,
such subproblems as which predictors to use (Chapter 2), what lead times of business-cycle-
leading indicators to set (Chapter 3), whether to consider model parameters constant over
time (Chapter 4), or what functional form between x and y to specify (Chapter 5). To arrive
at a practically workable model, these questions need to be answered. However, each answer
and resulting choice of model entails the exclusion of all other models. Since there generally
is no guarentee that the right choices are made, ideally econometricians incorporate this type
of uncertainty into their outcomes.
The Bayesian framework for statistical analysis accounts for the different sources of uncer-
tainty in an unambiguous and formal way, according to the rules of probability. It produces
the so-called posterior predictive distribution which formalizes the beliefs about future y
given the predictor x, after having observed a set of predictor-target pairs from the past.
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First, the econometrician puts forward his prior belief about the target variable by suggest-
ing a (moderate) range of specifications that statistically relate x to y. These specifications
contain parameters of which the values are unknown, and a belief about what values are a
priori considered likely is specified as well. The prior is formulated relying on experience and
(expert) economic knowledge. Second, using a set of observed (x, y)-pairs the prior belief is
updated to obtain its posterior counterpart. That is, the prior belief and the sampled data
combined lead to a new ranking of models and their posterior likely parameter values. Third
and finally, this posterior belief is used to construct the posterior predictive belief about a
future y, which is a “weighted average” of the statistical specifications according to their
respective posterior model probabilities (model uncertainty) and posterior likely parame-
ter values (parameter uncertainty). All applications in this thesis are analyzed following
this principle such that the various types of uncertainty are made an inherent part of any
predictive statement.
Beside being conceptually appealing, the Bayesian approach offers some far-reaching
computational advantages as well. The fact that the linear predictive regression model is
easy to estimate made it the fundamental empirical model, and econometricians of course
admitted it to be too simplistic in many cases. However, computational resources at the
time inhibited the implementation of more sophisticated and realistic models. Nowadays, the
development of modern simulation techniques (see, for example, Robert and Casella, 2004,
for an overview) combined with exponentially grown computing power and storage capacity
have made it possible to estimate, and forecast with, models substantially deviating from this
basic statistical model. Applying the Bayesian principle, to implement these more involved
models they are “broken down” into computational subproblems which are often solved by
applying simulation methods. The topics and empirical applications in this thesis would have
been impossible to examine and operationalize were it not for modern computing power and
techniques like latent-variable modeling (see, e.g., Smith, 1973) which are employed in all
four chapters. Geweke (1999, 2001) provides a discussion of the Bayesian framework, both
from the perspective of decisionmaking, dealing with the different sources of uncertainty,
and with regard to the extensive computational advantages it provides.
1.3 Outline
The four chapters after this introduction deal with empirical applications of the previously
mentioned topics and can be read independently. Appendices A and B contain definitions
of probability distributions and results for Bayesian regression settings, respectively, which
are frequently applied throughout this thesis. The following outline provides per chapter the
macroeconomic application on hand, a short description of the econometric methodology
and brief empirical results.
Chapter 2 is build on the question which macroeconomic and financial variables possess
the most predictive ability for the (qualitative) federal funds target rate decisions as made
by the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). The analysis is conducted for the 157
FOMC decisions during the period January 1990–June 2008, using dynamic ordered probit
models with a Bayesian endogenous variable selection methodology to implement the model
averaging principle. Real-time data on a set of 33 candidate predictor variables are used in
order to produce practically useful forecasts. Indicators of economic activity and forward-
looking term structure variables, as well as survey measures turn out to be most informative
from a forecasting perspective. For the full sample period, in-sample probability forecasts
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achieve a hit rate of 90 percent. Based on out-of-sample forecasts for the period January
2001–June 2008, 82 percent of the decisions are predicted correctly. This chapter is based
on Van den Hauwe et al. (2013).
Macroeconomic indicators leading the business cycle form the core of Chapter 3. Po-
tential heterogeneity in both the lead times and the relative importance of the ten leading
indicators which jointly (and contemporaneously) build The Conference Board’s (TCB) com-
posite leading index, is examined. To this end, both business-cycle information contained
in continuous coincident series like industrial production and employment, as well as the
zero-one recession indicator are linked to the ten individual leading indicators with unknown
lead times and possibly heterogenous weights. In the Bayesian framework, the resulting
mixed discrete-continuous parameter space is straightforwardly dealt with and, additionally,
it provides the context to generate real-time recession-probability forecasts. Posterior results
show that leading indicators can be grouped according to their lead time, being either one
to three months, or longer horizons up to one year. Financial variables turn out to get rela-
tively the largest weights. We exploit these results to form an alternative composite leading
economic index with heterogeneity in lead times as well as in weights which is better capable
of forecasting recessions both in- and out-of-sample. Chapter 3 is based on Van den Hauwe
et al. (2014).
In Chapter 4, an approach based on Dirichlet process mixtures models is proposed to
deal with parameter changes in empirical macroeconomic models. The key element of the
approach consists of a dynamic latent-variable specification for the model parameters which
supports new-born parameter values at each point in time. New parameter values are gener-
ated from a so-called base prior distribution. The modeling procedure consists of the choice
of a parametric likelihood specification and a base prior with the proper support for the
parameters liable to change. The flexibility in the combinations of these two inputs shows
advantageous compared to existing methods. Moreover, the approach accounts for both an
unknown number of in-sample and potential out-of-sample parameter changes, since these
numbers are specified as stochastic variables. The computational procedure involves one-
observation likelihood evaluations and simulation from mixture distributions. The flexibility
of the approach is illustrated on nonlinear and discrete time series models, and models with
restrictions on the parameter space. Applications cover forecasting employment and gross
domestic product and provide decisive empirical evidence for changes in parameter values.
The contents of this chapter are based on Van den Hauwe et al. (2015).
The joint distribution of macroeconomic activity and a leading economic variable is
estimated using a Bayesian nonparametric approach in Chapter 5. The data indicate the
ex ante unknown form of cross-sectional dependence structure, which is operationalized
by the flexibility of multivariate mixture modeling. The implied conditional distribution
allows for an examination of any nonlinearities between the predictor and the economic
activity measure. Further nonstandard statistical characteristics as heteroskedasticity and
nonnormality of economic shocks are checked for by comparing the model to parametric
threshold-regression alternatives. Applying both TCB’s fully revised and real-time composite
leading indexes as predictors for economic activity during the period January 1965–December
2013, decisive empirical evidence is found in favor of the nonparametric model. Not merely
nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity find support in the data, but nonnormality, caused by
a heavier left tail which assigns more weight to extreme negative economic shocks, as well.
Chapter 5 is based on Van den Hauwe (2015).
CHAPTER 2
Federal Funds Target Rate Decisions and Model Averaging
2.1 Introduction
The federal funds target rate is one of the key monetary policy instruments of the Fed-
eral Reserve. As it signals the current stance of monetary policy, the federal funds rate is
commonly considered to be an important indicator of the state of the U.S. economy. Not
surprisingly then, decisions concerning the target rate as made by the Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC) are closely watched by investors, firms, and other economic agents.
Likewise, speeches, interviews, and other types of communication by FOMC members are
routinely scrutinized for information about future target rate decisions. Surprises in target
rate decisions have been documented to have a pronounced impact on financial markets, see
Bernanke and Kuttner (2005), Faust et al. (2007), Andersen et al. (2007), and Chulia-Soler
et al. (2010), among many others.
Federal funds target rate decisions are made by the FOMC during their meetings held
approximately every six weeks, and are the outcome of a complicated decision-making pro-
cess. The target rate is set as a guideline for the Federal Reserve’s open market operations,
that is, purchases and sales of U.S. Treasury and federal agency securities, which is one of
the Fed’s principal tools for implementing its monetary policy (in addition to the discount
window and reserve requirements). Numerous economic indicators are closely monitored by
the FOMC, in order to determine the most appropriate course of action. Most attention is
believed to be paid to inflation (in deviation from a target) and the output gap, in accordance
with the main goals of the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy to promote price stability and
maximum sustainable output growth and employment (Federal Reserve Board of Governors,
2005), as formalized in the Taylor rule, see Taylor (1993). The minutes of FOMC meetings
indicate, however, that a large number of other economic variables, reflecting developments
in the labor market, housing market, and financial markets, also play a substantial role in
the considerations.
The aim of this chapter is to assess which macroeconomic and financial variables are most
informative for the FOMC’s federal funds target rate decisions from a forecasting perspective.
We analyze the 157 target rate decisions made during the period January 1990–June 2008,
and consider a set of 33 possible predictors. The variables in this set are classified into
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three categories. First, we include recent realizations of inflation, output and unemployment,
based on the fact that these macroeconomic variables are most directly related to the Federal
Reserve’s monetary policy goals. Second, we examine the information embedded in several
other macroeconomic and financial variables. Most of the macro variables in this group
are established leading indicators, providing signals about future economic developments
that are potentially useful for predicting FOMC decisions. Similarly, the forward-looking
nature of asset prices such as stock prices and interest rates has been shown to result in
predictive ability for macro variables like output and inflation, see Stock and Watson (2003),
among others. It seems natural to examine whether this also holds for FOMC target rate
decisions. Third, we include survey measures of consumer confidence and expectations, as
well as professional forecasts of inflation, output and interest rates. This is motivated by
the results in Ang et al. (2007), who demonstrate that survey-based measures and forecasts
outperform macro variables and asset prices in forecasting inflation.
We should emphasize at the outset that we do not aim to determine which variables are
leading in the actual FOMC deliberations; we do not intend to get into the heads and minds
of the FOMC members. Rather, we take the perspective of an “outsider” who is merely
interested in forecasting upcoming FOMC decisions. For this reason, for example, we do not
include the Greenbook forecasts as these would not be available in real-time to outsiders.
We employ ordered probit models for our analysis, to take into account that actual target
rate decisions are discrete, in the sense that, with few exceptions, they occur in multiples of
25 basis points. We limit ourselves to modeling and forecasting the sign of the target rate
decisions (or, in economic terms, the direction of monetary policy), making no distinction
between changes of different magnitudes.
Federal funds target rate decisions of a given type come in clusters. On the one hand,
this feature often is interpreted as a sign of interest rate smoothing by the FOMC. Several
reasons for this “inertia” in monetary policy decisions have been put forward. These include
uncertainty about the true structure of the economy and uncertainty about the accuracy
of initial data releases of important macro variables, in particular output and employment.
A third reason is the possibility to influence market expectations if monetary policymakers
demonstrate that they (are willing to) implement a consistent, long-run interest rate policy,
see Dueker and Rasche (2004) for a discussion. On the other hand, the clustering of target
rate changes may also reflect persistence in shocks to the macroeconomic variables that
drive monetary policy in general and the FOMC decisions in particular. Rudebusch (2002)
suggests that much of the evidence for interest rate smoothing may in fact be the result
of omitting some relevant determinants of target rate decisions from the model. As it is
not really possible to include all relevant variables, empirically it is difficult to distinguish
between policy inertia and persistence of macroeconomic shocks. While this distinction is
important for the economic interpretation of the clustering of similar target rate decisions,
from a forecasting perspective the true explanation is less crucial. Following Rudebusch
(2002), we simply allow for autocorrelated errors to capture the temporal dependence in the
FOMC decisions. In the empirical analysis we compare this dynamic ordered probit model
to a static version, in order to assess the importance of explicitly accounting for the observed
clustering.
FOMC target rate decisions, and possible determinants thereof, have been studied previ-
ously by means of (dynamic) ordered probit and logit models by Dueker (1999), Vanderhart
(2000), Hamilton and Jordà (2002), Dueker and Rasche (2004), Hu and Phillips (2004), Pi-
azzesi (2005), Grammig and Kehrle (2008), Kim et al. (2009), Hayo and Neuenkirch (2010),
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Monokroussos (2011), Scotti (2011) and Kauppi (2012), among others. We make three con-
tributions to the existing literature. First, previous studies consider a predetermined set of
explanatory variables. We, however, explicitly address the question which macroeconomic
and financial variables bear most predictive content for target rate decisions. This is made
possible by adopting a Bayesian approach for inference and forecasting. In particular, we
employ the endogenous variable selection approach developed by Kuo and Mallick (1998),
which for each candidate predictor renders a probability that it should be included in the
forecasting model. Alternatively, we can interpret this procedure as a form of Bayesian model
averaging. In terms of forecasting, model uncertainty is accounted for by averaging across
different models, based on the posterior probabilities of inclusion of the different predictors.
The Bayesian approach also facilitates to specify the dynamic probit model for FOMC deci-
sions in calendar time. Months without a decision can be considered as missing observations
which can easily be dealt with in a Bayesian setting.
Second, while most of the previous literature on target rate decisions only considers
the in-sample fit of ordered probit (or other) models, we explicitly focus on out-of-sample
forecasting. For this purpose, we update the parameter beliefs each time the outcome of a
new FOMC meeting is observed by employing a recursive importance sampling scheme. As
we integrate with respect to these updated posterior beliefs, our real-time forecasts do not
only account for model uncertainty but also for parameter uncertainty.
Third, we take care to construct our probability forecasts of the target rate decisions
in real time, in order to mimic the FOMC decisionmaking as realistically as possible. In
addition to the recursive updating of the parameter beliefs mentioned above, this means
that we account for the fact that many macroeconomic variables are revised after their
initial release. Hence, the values of variables like output, employment and inflation as
they are available to us now are not necessarily the same as those that were available to
the FOMC members in the past at the time of their target rate decisions, nor to outside
forecasters at the time of their predictions of the FOMC decisions. Neglecting this aspect may
crucially affect the results of historical forecasting exercises as conducted here, see Diebold
and Rudebusch (1991a), Rudebusch (2001), Stark and Croushore (2002), and Croushore
(2006, 2011), among others. In order to address this issue we put together a real-time data
set for the macroeconomic variables that we consider as possible predictors of the target rate
decisions. This data set enables us to use the values of these variables as they actually were
available to the forecaster (and the FOMC) at each point in time.
Our main empirical results are as follows. First, we find that measures of recent (changes
in) economic activity like the output gap and industrial production, which are closely linked
to the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy goals, indeed have substantial predictive content
for the FOMC target rate decisions. Perhaps surprisingly, the predictive ability of past
inflation is much more limited. The most important individual predictor is the spread
between the six-month T-bill rate and the effective federal funds rate, reflecting the forward-
looking nature of the term structure. In agreement with Ang et al. (2007), we find that
survey-based measures and forecasts contribute to forecasting the FOMC decisions. This
holds in particular for consumer confidence, expectations about the labor market and term
structure forecasts. Survey forecasts of inflation, however, do not bear useful predictive
information. Second, the dynamic ordered probit model with endogenous variable selection
correctly predicts 90 percent of the target rate decisions in-sample (during the complete
sample period January 1990–June 2008) and 82 percent during the out-of-sample period
January 2001–June 2008. It is crucially important to incorporate the clustering of similar
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target rate decisions in the model. Compared to the hit rates of 90 and 82 percent for
the in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts achieved by the dynamic model, the static model
predicts 74 and 77 percent of the target rate decisions correctly. Finally, using real-time
data instead of fully revised data (as available at the time of the analysis) does not lead to
any reduction whatsoever in forecasting performance. Using fully revised data, the dynamic
probit model produces forecasts that result in hit rates of 89 and 81 percent.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2 we describe the dynamic or-
dered probit model with endogenous variable selection for the FOMC target rate decisions.
Subsequently we discuss the Bayesian procedure for inference and real-time forecasting. In
Section 2.3 we summarize the main features of the federal funds target rate during the sam-
ple period January 1990–June 2008, and introduce the data set of candidate predictors and
its real-time properties. We discuss the posterior and forecasting results in Section 2.4, and
conclude in Section 2.5.
2.2 Methodology
In this section we discuss the dynamic probit model that we use to describe the discrete
federal funds target rate changes. Section 2.2.1 deals with model specification. We opt for
a Bayesian approach for inference and forecasting. We consider the prior for the model
parameters in Section 2.2.2 and discuss the blocks of our posterior simulation scheme in
Section 2.2.3. Finally, in Section 2.2.4, we outline our procedure for obtaining real-time
Bayesian forecasts. Full details of the computational procedures for posterior simulation
and forecasting are provided in Appendix 2.A.
2.2.1 Model specification
Federal funds target rate decisions are (mostly) made during the scheduled meetings of the
FOMC. These are held approximately every six weeks, in total eight times per year. Our
dynamic probit modeling framework is not specified in “meeting time” (as in Hamilton and
Jordà, 2002 and Hayo and Neuenkirch, 2010) though, but in calendar time with a monthly
frequency, as in Hu and Phillips (2004) and Kim et al. (2009). A crucial difference with
these studies, which rely upon static models, discarding months without an FOMC meeting
is not the natural way to proceed in our set-up with dynamic probit models. We discuss this
issue in detail below.
We define rt as the prevailing target rate at the end of month t for t = 1, . . . , T . As we
aim to model the direction of FOMC target rate decisions we take the sign of ∆rt = rt−rt−1




1 if ∆rt < 0 (target rate decrease),
2 if ∆rt = 0 (no change),
3 if ∆rt > 0 (target rate increase).
(2.1)
This variable summarizes the target rate decisions made by the FOMC during its meetings
and, therefore, is necessarily missing if there is no meeting in month t. To describe the
discrete and ordinal nature of yt, we introduce a latent continuous variable r∗t that drives the
classification, see Albert and Chib (1993) and Geweke (2005), for example. The introduction
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of the latent variable has two justifications. First, it establishes the link of yt with potential
explanatory variables. Second, we can conveniently interpret r∗t as the publicly unobserved
target rate that is central to the FOMC in choosing its policy. With our application in mind,
if in month t the (absolute) deviation between the previously announced target rate rt−1 and
the latent “desired” target r∗t becomes too large, the target rate is adjusted. Formally this
decision rule, providing the link between rt, yt and r∗t , becomes
yt = j ⇔ r∗t − rt−1 ∈ (αj−1, αj] , (j = 1, 2, 3), (2.2)
in which the αj ’s are threshold parameters satisfying the restriction −∞ = α0 < α1 < α2 <
α3 = ∞. If, for example, r∗t is higher than rt−1 by an amount that exceeds α2, the target
rate is increased in month t such that rt > rt−1.
For predicting future FOMC decisions we specify the way r∗t relates to macroeconomic
and financial information available at the moment of constructing the forecast. We assume
a linear relation between the unobserved target rate r∗t and covariates summarized in the
vector xt = (x1t, . . . , xKt)′, such that
r∗t = β
′xt + ut, (2.3)
in which β = (β1, . . . , βK)′ and {ut} is an unobserved random process. We stress that in the
implementation we require that information included in xt is predetermined at the end of
month t−1 (including publication lags), such that the model can indeed be used for real-time
prediction of the target rate decision in month t. We note that our approach is conservative,
in the sense that the FOMC may have had more recent information at its disposal when
making the target rate decision in month t. We, however, can produce the forecast earlier
in time.
The FOMC monitors a large number of macroeconomic and financial variables to guide
its target rate decisions, in addition to inflation and output measures that are directly
related to monetary policy objectives. This raises the question which economic indicators
are the most useful for predicting the FOMC decisions. We incorporate this uncertainty
with respect to the exact content of the vector xt in our analysis of the ordered probit
model. This approach has two advantages. First, it allows us to do inference on which
economic variables are important predictors of the Fed’s monetary policy decisions. Second,
when constructing forecasts of future target rate decisions, we can account for this model
uncertainty by averaging over different models containing different combinations of predictor
variables.
We follow the approach of Kuo and Mallick (1998) because it is computationally easy
to implement and does not require extensive tuning as, for example, the method proposed
by George and McCulloch (1993). We have K potential predictors xkt, (k = 1, . . . , K). For
describing the selection of these covariates in the model we introduce K additional binary
parameters γk, indicating whether the k-th variable is included in the model (γk = 1) or not
(γk = 0). Effectively, we decompose the regression parameters βk in (2.3) as βk = ψk · γk
with ψk denoting the effect of xkt on the latent target rate when it is included in the model.
Modeling the uncertainty regarding relevant predictors this way boils down to determining
which of the 2K different predictor combinations are most likely to have predictive power for
the target rate decisions.
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The final part of our model specification concerns the distributional assumptions for ut in
(2.3).1 We allow for temporal dependence in ut in order to capture the persistence in FOMC
decisionmaking. In particular, we assume the Gaussian first-order autoregressive structure
ut = ϕut−1 + εt, εt
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1). (2.4)
A similar type of persistence is considered plausible by Rudebusch (2002). This structure
allows for temporal dependence in the latent target rate r∗t in (2.3), in addition to the
temporal dependence due to autocorrelation in the predictor variables xt. We assume that
the shocks εt are normally distributed and independent of the predictors xs, (s ≤ t). Their
effect on the latent target rate dies out exponentially over time, which is in contrast with the
dynamic ordered probit models of Eichengreen et al. (1985) and Dueker (1999), because they
impose the latent interest rate to be integrated. In the empirical application, we compare
the dynamic ordered probit model with a static model, obtained by setting ϕ = 0 in (2.4).
Finally, two remarks are in order. First, our dynamic probit model is specified in calendar
time. About one third of our sample period concerns months without an FOMC meeting.
In these months, we do not observe an outcome yt as defined in (2.2). However, we do know
that the unobserved target rate behaves like r∗t | {θ, r∗t−1} ∼ N(β′xt + ϕ(r∗t−1 − β′xt−1), 1),
according to (2.3)–(2.4). For example, if in month t− 1 the FOMC decides to increase the
target rate, in t there is no meeting and in t + 1 they keep the target rate constant, the
persistence in the latent target rate suggests an “interpolated” value for r∗t . However, it is
not restricted to be in one of the three bandwidths. The availability of both the interpolated
latent target rate of month t and predictors xt, make these months informative about β (if
and only if ϕ 6= 0). We note that this situation is different from the one in which month t
does have an FOMC meeting but it is decided to keep the target unchanged. According to
the model specification in (2.2), in such a case the difference between the latent target rate
r∗t and the prevailing actual target rate rt−1 must have realized in the range (α1, α2] and this
truncates r∗t .
At this point it is also useful to note that another possibility to incorporate dynamics
in the probit model is to add yt−1 to the regressors xt in (2.3). We note that this variable,
representing the actual target rate decision in month t− 1, is not observed if the FOMC has
no meeting in the previous month. Dealing with these missing values in a proper way turns
out to be more complicated with respect to simulating r∗t in our posterior sampler, especially
if there are no FOMC meetings several months in a row. Hence, we opt for the more elegant
AR(1) specification for ut in (2.4).
Second, because we do not exclude months without meetings, neither in the model es-
timation, nor in our forecasting experiment discussed later, our model provides monthly
predictions. Hence, due to our sample selection, every forecast we construct is necessarily
conditioned on the event of a meeting and each forecasting statement should start with say-
ing: “If the FOMC organized a meeting next month, the forecast for its outcome would be
. . . .”
1If we consider r∗t as the latent target rate which directs monetary policy, we can adopt the economic
interpretation of Bernanke and Blinder (1992) and label ut as an unanticipated monetary policy shock as
opposed to the anticipated part captured by β′xt.
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2.2.2 Prior distribution
We adopt a Bayesian approach for inference and forecasting in the dynamic probit model
with endogenous variable selection. Therefore we have to specify prior beliefs about the
parameter values in (2.2)–(2.4).
For the threshold parameters αj we opt for a flat (improper) prior, not imposing any
kind of asymmetry that would a priori favor a particular target rate adjustment category.
However, due to the ordering of the categories of yt, we do restrict this prior to the region
{(α1, α2)′ ∈ R2 : α1 < α2}.
Our prior for the autoregressive parameter ϕ is such that stationarity of the ut process
is guaranteed. We take the truncated normal distribution ϕ ∼ N(b, B) × I{ϕ∈S} with S =
(−1, 1). Obviously, for large B the prior for ϕ becomes a uniform distribution on the region
defined by S. We take b = 0 and B = 10. If r∗t would be integrated (as is imposed in
Eichengreen et al., 1985 and Dueker, 1999), we should find the posterior mode of ϕ at one.
The regression parameters in (2.3) deserve extra attention due to the endogenous variable
selection procedure. As discussed before, we decompose β into the product of inclusion
indicators γ = (γ1, . . . , γK)′ and regression effects ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψK)′. We take the inclusion
of the k-th predictor to be a priori independent of the inclusion of the other K−1 variables.
Consequently, the prior for each γk is a Bernoulli distribution with probability of success
pik, i.e., γk |pik ∼ Ber(pik). Alternatively we could follow Chipman (1996) to find a prior
distribution that incorporates a dependence structure for variable inclusion. However, such
an alternative would force us to think a priori about the predictors in terms of complements
and substitutes. We prefer a jointness analysis a posteriori.
A prior on the pik’s implies a prior on the model size. The latter is defined as the number of
included covariates given by N(γ) =
∑K
k=1 γk. We restrict the prior inclusion probabilities to
be equal, that is, we set pik = pi for k = 1, . . . , K. We opt for the conditionally conjugate Beta
prior pi ∼ Be(c1, c2). In this setting the prior expected model size is equal to Kc1/(c1 + c2).2
We make the prior on the inclusion probability uninformative in the sense that we consider
all values pi ∈ [0, 1] to be equally likely (which is achieved by setting c1 = c2 = 1). As a
result, the prior distribution of the model size is, with a variance of 96.25, quite dispersed as
well.3 Some researchers prefer smaller models, therefore we experiment with more stringent
values of the ci. In our case it turns out that sample information strongly dominates the
inclusion prior though.
One of the advantages of Kuo and Mallick’s (1998) approach is the specification of the
prior forψ. It is specified independent of the inclusion indicators γ, in contrast to the mixture
of normals idea of George and McCulloch (1993). This facilitates the posterior simulation
considerably and has no undesirable model restrictions. We use a conditionally conjugate
Gaussian prior for ψ with mean a and covariance matrix A, that is, ψ ∼ N(a,A). The
conditional conjugacy of this prior allows us to integrate the regression effects analytically.
As we demonstrate below, in our simulation scheme to obtain posterior results (based on the
Gibbs sampler), γ is sampled after integrating with respect to ψ. For the regression effects it
2If we notice that N(γ) |pi ∼ Bin(K,pi) and apply the law of iterated expectations, we compute the prior
expected model size as E[N(γ)] = EpiEγ | pi[N(γ)] = Epi[Kpi] = Kp¯i, with p¯i = E [pi] = c1/(c1 + c2).
3In a fashion similar to deriving the first moment, we compute the second moment of N(γ), and af-
ter some manipulation we obtain the prior variance of model size Var [N(γ)] = E
[
N(γ)2
] − E [N(γ)]2 =
K {p¯i(1− p¯i) + (K − 1)Var [pi]}. With the variance of the Beta distribution being Var [pi] = c1c2/[(c1 + c2 +
1)(c1 + c2)
2]. To provide a benchmark value for the variance in our case: the most informative Beta prior
with mean 0.5 gives the lower bound of the variance of 8.25.
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holds that if γk = 0, the corresponding ψk is not identified by the data and is approximately
(exactly if A is diagonal) sampled from its prior distribution. Kuo and Mallick (1998)
recommend to make the prior relatively uninformative and choose a diagonal prior covariance
matrix A with elements equal to 16 if the explanatory variables are standardized. We adopt
their recommendation and set a = 0K and A = 16IK , though we have experimented with
different values. Provided that these prior variances do not take extreme values, we find that
posterior results are robust.
2.2.3 Posterior simulation
We obtain posterior results by using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, see




simulated alongside the model parameters θ = {α1, α2, pi, ϕ,ψ,γ}, see Tanner and Wong
(1987) and Albert and Chib (1993). The posterior density of the parameters and latent
variables after having observed the sample y = (y1, . . . , yT )′ is given by
p(θ, r∗ |y) ∝ p(θ)p(y, r∗ |θ),
in which p(θ) and p(y, r∗ |θ) are the prior density of the model parameters and the complete
data likelihood function of the model, respectively.
It is well known that Gibbs sampling in ordered probit models may suffer from mixing
difficulties, especially if some form of temporal dependence in the latent variables is allowed
as in (2.4), see Liu and Sabatti (2000), for example. The main reason for this is that the
sampled threshold parameters display high correlation. We solve this issue partly by fixing
the lower threshold in (2.2) at zero and at the same time including an intercept in (2.3).
Removing one of the threshold parameters from the specification clearly improves the mixing
of the sampler. We only use this reparameterization for posterior simulation. For inference,
results are easily converted back into the familiar, interpretable model specification. The
MCMC simulation scheme to sample from the posterior consists of the following six steps.
Step 1. Sample the threshold α2 from its full conditional posterior (uniform distribution);4
Step 2. Sample ϕ given the other parameters and r∗ with a Metropolis–Hastings sampler as
suggested by Chib and Greenberg (1994) (proposal values from truncated normal
distribution);
Step 3. Sample pi from its full conditional posterior (Beta distribution);
Step 4. Sample the latent target rate r∗t from its full conditional posterior for t = 1, . . . , T ,
as in Girard and Parent (2001) (truncated normal distributions);
Step 5. Sample γk for k = 1, . . . , K in a random order, from its conditional posterior after
marginalization with respect to ψ, see Kuo and Mallick (1998) (Bernoulli distribu-
tions);
Step 6. Sample ψ from its full conditional posterior, see also Kuo and Mallick (1998) (mul-
tivariate normal distribution).5
4We note that we sample the transformed upper threshold, but given the intercept we have a draw of the
original upper threshold as well.
5Due to the reparameterization, in this step we simulate the regression parameters and the intercept in
one block from their joint multivariate normal distribution.
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The first step proceeds in a similar fashion as for a standard (static) ordered probit model,
see e.g. Albert and Chib (1993). Since we do not condition on the first observation, we cannot
sample the autoregressive parameter from a truncated normal distribution. Therefore, in
Step 2 we implement the Metropolis–Hastings sampler to simulate ϕ as suggested by Chib
and Greenberg (1994). In Step 3, the full conditional posterior of pi reduces to pi |γ ∼
Be(c1+N(γ), c2+K−N(γ)). Finally, to take care of the dynamics in the latent variables and
the treatment of the first observation, we rewrite the conditional model in linear regression
form and execute the next three steps of the simulation scheme. We provide details of our
posterior simulation procedure in Appendix 2.A.2.
2.2.4 Forecasting
To construct real-time Bayesian forecasts of the FOMC target rate decisions that account
for both model and parameter uncertainty, we derive the posterior predictive distributions.
The one-step-ahead predictive distribution of ys, derived at the end of month s− 1, is given
by its probability density function
p(ys |y1,s−1) =
∫
p(ys |y1,s−1, r∗;1,s−1, θ)p(r∗;1,s−1, θ |y1,s−1) d{r∗;1,s−1, θ}, (2.5)
in which vn,m = (vn, . . . , vm)′, (1 ≤ n < m ≤ T ). Given draws from the posterior distri-
bution with pdf p(r∗;1,s−1, θ |y1,s−1), we use Monte Carlo integration to solve the integral in
(2.5). We note that we can analytically compute p(ys |y1,s−1, r∗;1,s−1, θ) = p(ys | r∗s−1, θ) by
evaluations of the normal cumulative distribution function. Because θ contains the predictor
inclusion parameters γ, each draw from the posterior also indicates a particular selected com-
bination of predictors. According to this principle, forecasts by models which are a posteriori
considered more likely get a larger weight in the “model-free” predictive distribution.
For model evaluation we gauge the predictive power by considering one-step-ahead fore-
casts. We compute these forecasts for the last T − τ observations, that is, for months
s = τ + 1, . . . , T . For every prediction we incorporate all sample information revealed by
that date. Therefore we update our posterior distribution for every forecast we make.
We limit the computational burden by using importance sampling methods. The forecast
for ys is based on all information available up to and including month s − 1. Hence, based
on draws from p(r∗;1,s−1, θ |y1,s−1) we construct the forecast for month s according to (2.5).
Before computing the next one-step-ahead forecast, for ys+1, we incorporate the additional
information revealed by the latest target rate decision ys to update the posterior beliefs. We
avoid rerunning the entire MCMC sampler by using importance sampling with the posterior
from the previous period, p(r∗;1,s−1, θ |y1,s−1), as importance function. To construct the
forecast for ys+1 we actually need a sample from p(r∗;1,s, θ |y1,s), but our importance function
does not provide a draw for r∗s . We solve this issue by extending the posterior from the
previous period with p(r∗s |y1,s, r∗;1,s−1, θ) and, hence, we obtain r∗s by simulating from a
truncated normal distribution. In Appendix 2.A.3 we describe this forecasting procedure in
full detail and show how to derive the importance weights.
2.3 Data and target rate characteristics
We investigate the federal funds target rate at a monthly frequency for the period Jan-
uary 1990–June 2008. It can be argued that during this sample period, covering most of
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Greenspan’s term as chairman of the Board of Governors plus the start of Bernanke’s reign,
the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy objectives have been kept constant.6 We build on
this by assuming that the set of macroeconomic and financial variables that are most infor-
mative for predicting target rate changes (possibly because they are most closely monitored
by the FOMC) have been the same throughout this period. Besides, a structural break in
the parameters would be hard to identify given the limited time span of the (clustered and
discrete-valued) data.
The FOMC meets eight times per year at previously set dates. Our sample period,
which covers 222 months in total, contains 148 months with such a scheduled meeting.
Unscheduled meetings are held occasionally (sometimes by conference call), if required by
sudden unexpected economic developments or other major events affecting the economy. In
addition to the 148 months with scheduled meetings, we observe nine months with an FOMC
target rate decision not made during a scheduled meeting.7 We retain these months in our
sample and in fact consider them identical to months with regular meetings.8
The announced target rates are displayed in Figure 2.1, with summary statistics being
provided in Table 2.1. During the sample period the target rate varied considerably, between
a minimum of 1.00 percent in 2003–04 and a maximum of 8.25 percent during the first half
of 1990. Figure 2.1 clearly shows that decisions of the same type appear in clusters. For
example, periods of sustained declines of the target rate occurred in the early nineties, in
2001, and during the final year of the sample period. To a large extent these target rate
declines coincide with U.S. recessions as declared by the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search (NBER) and shown in Figure 2.1 by the shaded areas. Similarly, multiple consecutive
decisions to increase the target were made during 1994, 1999, and the period from mid-2004
till mid-2006. These clusters can be captured by our model via two mechanisms. First, they
may be due to temporal dependence in the predictor variables and, second, conditional on
the predictors interest rate smoothing allows for additional persistence in the decisions.
Our data set further consists of a set of macroeconomic and financial variables that are
considered potential predictors for the FOMC decisions. These variables can be catego-
rized in three groups. The first group comprises measures related to inflation, output and
(un)employment. These variables are most closely related to the monetary policy objectives
of the Federal Reserve and for this reason might be expected to play a key role in the FOMC
decision-making process. The second group of variables consists of recent realizations of
several other macro and financial variables that provide information on economic develop-
ments. Most of the variables in this group, such as new orders and building permits, have a
forward-looking character. As discussed in the introduction, the FOMC considers multiple
6During our sample period, substantial changes did occur in Federal Reserve’s operating procedures and
communication policy (see Poole, 2005, Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2007, among others).
7Specifically, these months cover decisions made on January 9, 1991; April 30, 1991; 13 September, 1991;
April 9, 1992; September 4, 1992; October 15, 1998; April 18, 2001; and September 17, 2001 (target rate
decreases) and on April 18, 1994 (target rate increase). There are also months with both unscheduled and
scheduled meetings. For example, an unscheduled target rate decrease was announced on January 22, 2008,
but this was followed later that month by another target rate cut following the scheduled meeting on January
29–30. We include such months among the 148 scheduled months.
8We have examined an alternative definition of the dependent variable yt in (2.1), which has observations
if and only if there is a scheduled meeting in month t. Months with an unscheduled meeting are not
omitted from the sample, but yt is again treated as missing in such a case. Estimation results for this
specification are not much different from those reported in Section 2.4. In particular, similar predictor
variables are considered relevant in forecasting the target rate decisions and estimated thresholds do not
indicate substantial differences.
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Notes: The graph shows monthly observations of the federal funds target rate (black graph), with circles
indicating the FOMC decisions to change the target rate and diamonds representing no-change decisions.
The shaded areas correspond with U.S. recessions, according to the NBER business cycle turning points.
Table 2.1 Summary statistics
FOMC decisions Federal funds target rate
# Decreases 40 Mean 4.35
# No-changes 86 Minimum (June 2003–May 2004) 1.00
# Increases 31 Maximum (January 1990–June 1990) 8.25
Standard deviation 1.85
Notes: The table presents summary statistics for the federal funds target rate and the 157 FOMC decisions
during the period January 1990–June 2008 (222 months).
economic indicators in its deliberations, reflecting developments in financial markets, the la-
bor market, and the housing market, among others. Including this second group of variables
allows us to examine whether these indicators provide any supplemental information for
predicting target rate decisions, in addition to inflation and output. The third group of vari-
ables consists of survey-based measures of consumer/purchasing managers’ confidence and
forecasts of inflation, output and interest rates. The latter are taken from the Survey of Pro-
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fessional Forecasters conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, see Croushore
(1993). Including this group of variables is motivated, among others, by Ang et al. (2007)
and Campbell and Diebold (2009), who demonstrate that survey-based measures provide
more accurate out-of-sample forecasts for inflation and stock returns than historical macro-
economic and financial variables. Koenig (2002) establishes an empirical relation between
the purchasing managers’ index and monetary policy.9
An important feature of the macroeconomic variables in the first and second group is
that they are subject to revisions after their initial release. As a consequence, the currently
available time series is different from the one that was at the FOMC members’ disposal at the
time they met. These revisions can be substantial, in particular for output- and employment-
related variables. Diebold and Rudebusch (1991a) and Stark and Croushore (2002), among
others, analyze the consequences and potential pitfalls in case a forecasting experiment is
conducted with latest-available data instead of variables measured in real time, see also the
recent surveys of Croushore (2006, 2011). We note that the survey-based measures in the
third group of predictors are not subject to revisions, which can be considered an additional
advantage of this type of variables. In order to make our empirical analysis as realistic as
possible, we employ data as available on a real-time basis. For this purpose, we combine
data taken from the Alfred database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s real-time database and real-time data for the components of
The Conference Board’s leading economic index.10 Our resulting “real-time vintage data”
(Koenig et al., 2003) is set up such that xt contains the observations on the covariates as
they were historically available at the end of month t − 1, when the forecast for the target
rate decision in month t was made.
Table 2.2 lists the complete set of 33 potential predictors we use in our analysis. Some
variables are transformed, mostly by converting them to growth rates (see the final column
of Table 2.2). Two further issues are worth mentioning. First, variables measured only at a
quarterly frequency, such as the SPF forecasts, are transformed to monthly observations by
keeping the value constant for the three months within the quarter. We justify this method
by observing that during the three-month period no new information about the variable
is revealed. Second, we allow for a so-called “averaging” period. That is, we take moving
averages or growth rates over the m most recent available observations of the predictors.
This reflects the idea that possibly the FOMC does not only focus on what has happened
to a certain economic indicator in the most recent month, which can be a noisy signal, but
instead also considers developments over a longer period of a few months. We experiment
with different values of m to analyze the robustness of our results.
2.4 Results
This section is divided into three parts. First, we report posterior results using the full
sample period January 1990–June 2008, focusing on the question which variables appear
9A referee pointed us at the non-manufacturing constituent of the purchasing managers’ index, but since
we can only reconstruct it back to July 1997, we examine the all-industries index instead.
10The real-time database of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia is constructed and maintained as
described in Croushore and Stark (2001). We use their (monthly) vintages of GDP, but due to redefinitons
of real potential GDP, we encounter problems in forming a real-time output gap. Therefore we construct our
own series of real potential GDP in real time by applying a Hodrick–Prescott filter per vintage to real-time
GDP.
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Table 2.2 Set of potential predictors
Post.In.Pr.
Predictor’s description Ab. Dy. St. Tr.
Panel A: Monetary policy variables
1. Inflation, CPI: U.S. city average: All items: Seasonally adjusted INF 0.02 0.19 gr
2. Output gap, Real GDP less its HP-filtered trend OUT 0.47 0.12 av
3. Unemployment gap, Unemployment rate less CBO NAIRU UG 0.05 0.04 av
Panel B: Other macroecnomic and financial variables
4. The Conference Board’s leading economic index LEI 0.02 0.01 gr
5. Average weekly hours, manufacturing WHM 0.05 0.02 gr
6. Average weekly initial claims for unemployment insurance CUI 0.01 0.01 gr
7. Manufacturers’ new orders, consumer goods and materials NOC 0.02 0.01 gr
8. Vendor performance, slower deliveries diffusion index VPI 0.02 0.02 gr
9. Manufacturers’ new orders, nondefense capital goods NOK 0.01 0.01 gr
10. Building permits, new private housing units NBP 0.04 0.01 gr
11. Stock prices, 500 common stocks SP5 0.01 0.01 gr
12. Money supply, M2 M2 0.01 0.01 gr
13. Interest rate spread, 10-y Treasury bonds less Fed funds 10TFF 0.05 0.97 av
14. The Conference Board’s coincident economic index CEI 0.34 0.02 gr
15. Employees on nonagricultural payrolls ENP 0.04 0.01 gr
16. Personal income less transfer payments PI 0.07 0.02 gr
17. Index of industrial production IP 0.48 0.41 gr
18. Manufacturing and trade sales MTS 0.01 0.02 gr
19. Interest rate spread, 6-month T-bill less Fed funds 6TFF 1.00 1.00 av
20. Capacity utilization: Manufacturing CUM 0.07 0.04 av
21. Household sector: Household credit market debt outstanding HCM 0.11 0.06 gr
22. Total consumer credit outstanding TCC 0.02 0.01 gr
Panel C: Survey measures and professional forecasts
23. TCB Consumer confidence CC 0.08 0.14 av
24. TCB Consumer confidence: Present situation CCP 0.52 0.13 av
25. TCB Consumer confidence: Expectations CCE 0.04 0.03 av
26. Un. of Michigan consumer sentiment index CS 0.03 0.09 av
27. Un. of Michigan consumer sentiment index: Current conditions CSC 0.04 0.59 av
28. Un. of Michigan consumer sentiment index: Expectations CSE 0.03 0.05 av
29. Average (mean) duration of unemployment MDU 0.28 0.17 av
30. ISM Purchasing managers’ index ISM 0.02 0.10 av
31. Anxious index: Probability decline real GDP in following quarter AI 0.02 0.02 av
32. SPF: Mean expected 3-month T-bill rate in the following 4 quarters 3TE 0.14 0.97 av
33. SPF: Mean expected CPI inflation rate in the following 4 quarters INE 0.05 0.03 av
Notes: “Ab.” reports the variable’s abbreviation; “Post.In.Pr.” contains the predictor’s posterior inclusion
probabilities for the dynamic (“Dy.”) and static (“St.”) model, respectively; “Tr.” indicates the applied
transformation, which either is the annualized growth rate 1200/m(xt − xt−m)/xt−m (gr), or the moving
average (xt + xt−1 + . . .+ xt−m+1)/m (av) over the m most recent months.
to be most informative for FOMC target rate decisions. Next, we present real-time out-
of-sample forecasts of the target rate decisions during the period January 2001–June 2008.
Third and finally, with a number of robustness checks we examine the sensitivity of the
results to the choice of priors and the transformations applied to the predictor variables.
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Table 2.3 Properties of marginal posterior distributions
Dynamic ordered probit Static ordered probit
Percentiles Percentiles
Param. Mean St.D. 5th 95th In.Pr. Param. Mean St.D. 5th 95th In.Pr.
β6TFF 2.97 0.58 2.05 3.95 1.00 β6TFF 2.77 0.41 2.12 3.47 1.00
βCCP 2.39 0.93 0.88 3.89 0.52 β10TFF −1.40 0.35 −1.98 −0.85 0.97
βIP 0.67 0.22 0.32 1.03 0.48 β3TE 1.39 0.29 0.88 1.79 0.97
βOUT 1.83 0.67 0.70 2.91 0.47 βCSC 0.80 0.23 0.44 1.14 0.59
βCEI 0.55 0.20 0.24 0.89 0.34 βIP 0.47 0.18 0.20 0.77 0.41
βMDU −1.24 0.50 −2.05 −0.41 0.27 βINF 0.36 0.14 0.13 0.60 0.19
β3TE 1.41 0.86 0.07 2.90 0.14 βMDU −0.74 0.36 −1.40 −0.18 0.17
βHCM −0.49 0.23 −0.86 −0.13 0.11 βOUT 0.61 0.27 0.17 1.05 0.17
βCC 0.98 1.64 −1.54 4.17 0.08 βCC 0.72 0.49 0.06 1.26 0.14
βPI 0.46 0.27 0.01 0.89 0.07 βCCP 0.77 0.51 −0.01 1.41 0.13
pi 0.15 0.07 0.05 0.28 – pi 0.18 0.07 0.08 0.31 –
α1 −3.29 1.25 −5.33 −1.30 – α1 −1.76 0.27 −2.24 −1.36 –
α2 3.75 1.34 1.72 6.05 – α2 2.06 0.30 1.63 2.60 –
ϕ 0.93 0.04 0.85 0.97 –
Notes: The table shows properties of the marginal posterior distributions of the model parameters in the
dynamic and static ordered probit models, obtained with the full-sample data. Properties of the posteriors
of the parameters associated with the ten most relevant predictors (that is, with the highest posterior
inclusion probabilities Pr [γk = 1 |y] [“In.Pr.”]) are shown conditional on the variable’s inclusion: Posterior
expectation E [βk |y, γk = 1] (“Mean”); posterior standard deviation Var [βk |y, γk = 1]1/2 (“St.D.”); the 5th
and 95th percentiles.
2.4.1 Posterior results
We present the key properties of the marginal posterior distributions of the dynamic ordered
probit model’s parameters in the left panel of Table 2.3. We obtain these results by applying
the MCMC simulation scheme of Section 2.2.3 using the full sample period January 1990–
June 2008 and an averaging period equal to one month (m = 1). For comparison, we present
the posterior results for the nested static ordered probit model, that is, with the restriction
ϕ = 0 in (2.4), in the right panel of this table. In Appendix 2.B we provide convergence
diagnostics for the MCMC procedure.
Several conclusions emerge from these posterior results. First, we find strong evidence for
temporal dependence in the target rate decisions that goes beyond the dependence caused by
the inclusion of autocorrelated predictor variables. The posterior mean of the autoregressive
parameter in the dynamic probit model is equal to 0.93. Since the posterior mass is tightly
concentrated around 0.9, the effect of a shock εt remains noticeable for a substantial period
of time. The posterior mean of 0.93, for example, corresponds with a half-life of shocks of
nine months. Despite this high persistence we do not find evidence for r∗t to be integrated.
The posterior mode of ϕ equals 0.94 and p(ϕ = 0.94 |y) ≈ 2 · p(ϕ = 0.99 |y).
Second, relying on the posterior inclusion probabilities Pr [γk = 1 |y], (k = 1, . . . , K),
only a limited number of predictor variables appear to be informative for the target rate
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decisions. We report these probabilities for the ten most frequently sampled covariates in
the rightmost columns of the panels in Table 2.3 and compare these to the posterior average
inclusion probability pi.11 For the dynamic model we find that six variables have a conditional
posterior inclusion probability that exceeds the posterior mean E [pi |y], which equals 0.15.
These variables are the spread between the six-month T-bill rate and the effective federal
funds rate (6TFF), The Conference Board’s consumer confidence index: present situation
(CCP), industrial production growth (IP), the output gap (OUT), The Conference Board’s
coincident economic index (CEI) and the expected mean duration of unemployment (MDU).
6TFF is by far the most important predictor, in agreement with Hamilton and Jordà (2002).
This spread is included in the model with probability equal to one, which is almost twice
as high as the inclusion probability of the second-most frequently sampled variable, The
Conference Board’s consumer confidence measure of present economic conditions. Although
its inclusion probability of 0.14 is slightly smaller than the posterior of pi, the SPF forecast
of the three-month T-bill rate (3TE) also contains predictive content. Interestingly, inflation
only has a posterior inclusion probability of 0.02, indicating that lagged inflation is not
important for predicting FOMC decisions. Similarly, the SPF inflation expectation (INE)
has a small posterior inclusion probability of 0.05.
For the static model we also find six variables for which Pr [γk = 1 |y] > E [pi |y] = 0.18.
These include the spread between the six-month T-bill and the effective federal funds rate,
growth in industrial production and the professional forecast of the three-month T-bill rate,
which also are found to be important in the dynamic model. In addition, the spread between
the ten-year T-bond rate and the effective federal funds rate (10TFF), the University of
Michigan’s consumer sentiment index: current conditions (CSC), and the inflation rate (INF)
satisfy this condition. Although their inclusion probabilities are below the posterior mean
of pi, the output gap, expected mean duration of unemployment, The Conference Board’s
consumer confidence measures (CC, CCP) and the purchasing managers’ index (ISM) (see
Table 2.2) contribute substantially to describing FOMC decisions.12
A priori we were almost uninformative about the size of the model. The posterior mean
of the inclusion probability pi indicates that the data are in favor of small models with about
five predictors included. Furthermore, the posterior inclusion probabilities are lower for the
dynamic probit model, which is due to the strong explanatory power of the autoregressive
dynamics in this model. In Section 2.4.3 we discuss other Beta priors for pi to check the
robustness of our results.
If we exclusively focus on the marginal inclusion properties of the predictors, the interac-
tion between covariates remains hidden, as pointed out by Doppelhofer and Weeks (2009a).
In order to investigate these interactions we compute Doppelhofer and Weeks’ (2009a) joint-
ness measure for all pairs of explanatory variables {xkt, xlt}, (k 6= l = 1, . . . , K).13 This
measure, denoted Jk,l, accounts for both joint inclusion and exclusion of the two variables
over the total model space to assess their mutual dependence. Negative values indicate that
the two variables are substitutes, which means that they contain approximately the same
information with respect to the target rate decisions. Positive values suggest a complemen-
11We display the marginal posterior inclusion probabilities for all examined predictors in Table 2.2.
12We also have estimated the model with the set of predictors augmented with the non-manufacturing part
(NMI) of the purchasing managers’ index. We can only do this for the period August 1997–June 2008, but
we find results in agreement with Koenig (2002). That is, NMI is included as predictor with probability 0.27.
Moreover, for this sample period the “overall” index ISM seems more important as well, with an inclusion
probability of 0.14. We stress that we obtain these results with a limited time span of data.
13There are alternatives to this measure, see the comments in Doppelhofer and Weeks (2009b).
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Table 2.4 Posterior jointness measures for predictor pairs
Dynamic ordered probit Static ordered probit
Complements Substitutes Complements Substitutes
Pair Jk,l Pair Jk,l Pair Jk,l Pair Jk,l
CC CCE 2.6 CEI IP −3.2 CSC 3TE 3.0 10TFF OUT −3.4
MDU OUT 1.9 CCP OUT −2.7 10TFF CSC 2.6 CC CSC −2.7
CS CSE 1.6 CEI PI −1.9 CS CSE 2.6 CSC OUT −2.5
INF PI 1.6 CCP MDU −1.6 MDU OUT 2.3 CCP CSC −2.4
3TE INE 1.5 WHM PI −1.3 CUM MDU 1.9 CS CSC −2.1
INF CSC 1.4 CEI HCM −1.2 IP MDU 1.7 CCE 3TE −1.9
CEI ENP 1.4 NOC IP −1.0 CCE CUM 1.6 10TFF INE −1.8
NOK HCM 1.4 CC CCP −0.9 INE OUT 1.5 10TFF CCP −1.7
WHM OUT 1.3 WHM IP −0.9 CCP 3TE 1.4 CSC CSE −1.6
PI MTS 1.2 CCP HCM −0.8 IP CCP 1.3 CSC MDU −1.6
Notes: The table shows Doppelhofer and Weeks’ (2009a) jointness measure for predictor pairs in the dynamic
and static ordered probit models obtained with the full-sample data. The jointness measure for predictors xkt
and xlt is defined as Jk,l = log10
[
q(k, l)q(k¯, l¯)
]− log10 [q(k, l¯)q(k¯, l)] in which q(k, l) = Pr [γk = 1, γl = 1 |y]
is the posterior joint inclusion probability, q(k¯, l¯) = Pr [γk = 0, γl = 0 |y] the posterior joint exclusion prob-
ability, and q(k¯, l) = Pr [γk = 0, γl = 1 |y] and q(k, l¯) = Pr [γk = 1, γl = 0 |y] are the two posterior mutual
exclusion probabilities. Jeffreys’ classification (Greenberg, 2008) is used to assess the strength of the rela-
tion: |Jk,l| > 2 indicates a decisively strong relation; 1 < |Jk,l| < 2 a (very) strong relation, and |Jk,l| < 1
corresponds with a (weak) substantial relation. Negative values indicate substitutes, positive values signal
a complementary relation.
tary pair such that the two variables are jointly in/excluded most of the time and together
they are more informative than either one in isolation. If Jk,l = 0, inclusion of variable k is
a posteriori statistically independent of variable l’s inclusion.
Table 2.4 shows the ten pairs of strongest complements and substitutes for both the
dynamic (left panel) and static (right panel) ordered probit models. TCB’s consumer confi-
dence index and its expectations component are strong complements. We find a similar result
for the consumer sentiment indexes of the University of Michigan (CS and CSE); measures
of the current economic situation need the forward-looking character of consumers’ future
expectations to jointly predict FOMC decisions. Many of the complementary pairs contain
a current economic activity measure and a type of forward-looking variable. For example,
the output gap and the expected duration of unemployment, which both are important pre-
dictors when considered in isolation as shown in Table 2.3, are often jointly in/excluded.
Growth in TCB’s coincident index is a strong substitute for both industrial production and
personal income. This may not be surprising, given that these variables are two of the four
constituents of the CEI (together with employment and manufacturing sales). The pairs
of substitutes mostly consist of current economic activity measures, for example, present
consumer confidence and the output gap or hours of manufacturing and personal income.
For the static probit model we find more predictor pairs that form strong substitutes.
Although in this specification the model size is generally larger, many of the different in-
cluded variables contain the same information for the target rate decisions. Especially pairs
of economic activity variables and different present consumer confidence measures contain
similar predictive content. We observe that the SPF forecast of the three-month T-bill rate
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is a strong complement for current consumer sentiment (JCSC,3TE ≈ 3). The latter, in turn,
forms a strong complementary pair with the spread between the ten-year T-bond and the
federal funds rate; the pair has a jointness measure of 2.6. For complementary pairs we find
a similar result as in the dynamic model: activity variables and forward-looking measures
mutually complement each other.
The posterior most likely combinations of covariates are obviously combinations of the
posterior most likely included predictors discussed above. For the dynamic probit model, the
specification that includes the interest rate spread (6TFF), the present situation consumer
confidence (CCP) and TCB’s coincident economic index (CEI) is the most likely with a pos-
terior probability of 0.07. The second most likely model substitutes industrial production
for CEI. Most combinations consist of a measure of current economic activity, such as indus-
trial production, the coincident index or the output gap, complemented with survey-based
information like the SPF three-month T-bill rate forecast, consumer confidence indexes or
households’ expectations about the duration of unemployment. The autoregressive compo-
nent in the dynamic probit model accounts for a large part of the dynamics in the latent
target rate r∗t . The static ordered probit specification, though, needs more explanatory vari-
ables to describe these dynamics. We expect the main predictors which are important in
the static model but less in the dynamic variant (10TFF, 3TE, CSC and IP) to pick up
the strong dynamics in r∗t−1. We find that these four covariates jointly explain about 50
percent of the total variation in the lagged latent target rate. For both the dynamic and the
static specification we find small probabilities of individual models, indicating that model
uncertainty is substantial. Consequently, averaging over models for descriptive or forecasting
purposes may be preferable compared to relying upon a single specification with a particular
choice of explanatory variables.
We measure the effects of the covariates on the target rate decisions by the marginal
posteriors of the parameters βk. We focus on the effect of an explanatory variable condi-
tional on being included in the model. We therefore consider the properties of the marginal
conditional densities p(βk |y, γk = 1) as reported in Table 2.3. Obviously, we can only
draw meaningful conclusions about these effects if the specific variable is incorporated fre-
quently enough, that is, if Pr[γk = 1 |y] is reasonably large. Table 2.3 shows the mean,
standard deviation and the 5th and 95th percentiles of the posterior distributions condi-
tional on predictor inclusion. We compute the unconditional posterior mean of βk by using
E [βk |y] = E [βk |y, γk = 1] · Pr [γk = 1 |y], because E [βk |y, γk = 0] = 0.
Economic activity measures all have a positive effect, that is, larger values of these
variables imply a higher likelihood of a target rate increase. This corresponds well with
the idea that the FOMC tries to temper economic activity during expansionary periods
by setting a higher target rate, in order to prevent inflation from becoming too high. If
households expect that it will become more difficult to find a job in the coming months,
this points at a slowdown in economic growth. The likelihood that the Fed will intervene
and stimulate the economy by setting a lower target rate will increase, which explains why
Pr [βMDU < 0 |y, γMDU = 1] ≈ 1. A similar explanation holds for the effect of households’
debt outstanding (HCM).
The negative effect of the spread between the ten-year T-bond rate and the effective
federal funds rate in the static probit model may seem strange at first. However, we can
interpret this variable as a proxy for long-run inflation expectations, as pointed out in,
e.g., Estrella and Mishkin (1997). As such, it may not be a variable the FOMC reacts
upon directly, but it rather measures market expectations of what the FOMC will decide at
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Notes: The graphs show the functional relation of the unconditional probabilities for the different types of
FOMC decisions with the predictor variable. The solid, dotted and dashed lines represent the probabilities
of a decision to decrease, leave unchanged, and increase the target rate, respectively. The probabilities
are obtained while keeping constant all other predictor variables at their sample means. The probabilities
can be interpreted as long term forecasts, since temporal dependence is integrated out such that r∗t |θ ∼
N(β′xt, (1−ϕ2)−1). The displayed effects are conditional upon including the variable in the model (γk = 1);
further parameter uncertainty is integrated out.
upcoming meetings and what the long-run impact of its decisions will be. If people expect
inflation to be high for a relatively long period of time as the result of a relatively low target
rate, long-term interest rates should increase to compensate. The ten-year T-bond rate thus
serves more as a predictor of FOMC outcomes than an indicator to which the FOMC reacts.
This reasoning is contrary to the explanation of the effect of a short-term spread like 6TFF,
which represents short-term market expectations about inflation/economic activity to which
the FOMC does react. Estrella and Mishkin (1997) also find different predictive natures
of spreads with different maturities with regard to forecasting inflation and output growth.
Mishkin (1990a, b) discusses similar issues as well.
To get a better understanding of the effects of the explanatory variables, we display the
three category probabilities as functions of a predictor value in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 for the
dynamic and static probit models, respectively. We show effects of the six posterior most
relevant predictors. The steeper the graphs are, the stronger the effect of the explanatory
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Notes: In the static model we use r∗t |θ ∼ N(β′xt, 1). For further notes, see Figure 2.2.
variable. We see that 6TFF, CCP and OUT have the largest impact on the type of FOMC
decision. In Figure 2.3 we observe that 6TFF has an even stronger effect in the static probit
model. Due to the negative effect of MDU, the graphs for a target rate increase (dashed
line) and decrease (solid line) switch roles compared to variables with a positive influence.
We further note that the effects in these figures are marginal effects, i.e., holding constant
the other variables at their sample means. However, we have previously seen that relevant
predictors tend to come in complementary sets. Hence, the depicted marginal effects provide
a lower bound for the joint impact.
A third finding from Table 2.3 is that the posterior results for the thresholds α1 and α2
also reveal a difference between the static and dynamic models. In the latter model, the
posterior means of the thresholds are almost twice as large (in absolute value), substantially
expanding the no-change region for the latent target rate. This is an implication of the
difference in model specification. In the dynamic model, r∗t will be more variable in an
absolute sense because the unconditional variance of the error ut equals 1/(1 − ϕ2) > 1.
To check whether the FOMC decides “symmetrically” with regard to upward or downward
target rate adjustments, we compute Pr[α1 + α2 > 0 |y]. In case of symmetric behavior
α1 + α2 would equally likely be positive or negative. In the dynamic probit model this
probability is 0.60 and the static model has a value of even 0.85. This suggests that the
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Notes: The graph shows monthly observations of the (one month lagged) federal funds target rate (black
graph), the latent target rate (bold black graph) and the thresholds (dotted graphs). The shaded areas
correspond with U.S. recessions, according to the NBER business cycle turning points.
FOMC is more reluctant to increase the target rate than to decrease it (as r∗t must take
more extreme values in order to trigger an increase of the target rate).14
Finally, Figure 2.4 shows the posterior time-path of the latent target rate r∗t and the
thresholds that determine what decision will be taken. In order to facilitate the interpretation
of this figure, we have pinned down the upper threshold at 0.50 and scaled down the other
cut-off value and r∗t correspondingly. The latent target leads the announced target, with
a maximum sample correlation (0.70) for a twelve-month lead time. This point is well
illustrated when we focus on the period following the millennium change. Before the target
was lowered in 2001, we observe that the latent rate had already been decreasing for several
months. A similar pattern appears for the upward target rate adjustments from mid-2004
onwards. This leading characteristic is in line with previous research, see Hu and Phillips
(2004). The graph also shows that large changes in the target rate (|∆rt| > 0.25) coincide
with relatively large (absolute) values of r∗t . For example, the rapid and pronounced decline
in the latent rate during the second half of 2007 resulted in downward target changes of
14If we had a proper prior for the threshold parameters, we could compute the Savage–Dickey density
ratio to formally test FOMC’s symmetric decision-making restriction α1 = −α2.
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Figure 2.5 Smoothed in-sample probabilities, dynamic model







(a) Target rate increase







(b) No target rate change







(c) Target rate decrease
0.50 and even 1.25 percentage points at single meetings. We note that this leading property
of the latent target rate is quite promising for the ability of the dynamic probit model to
actually predict future FOMC target rate decisions, which is the topic we turn to next.
2.4.2 Forecasting
We examine the predictive ability of our dynamic ordered probit model in two ways. First,
we compute the smoothed one-step-ahead probabilities of a decrease, no-change or increase of
the target rate for each month in the full sample period January 1990–June 2008. Specifically,
we compute the mean of Pr[yt = j |θ, r∗t−1] = Φ(αj + rt−1 − µt) − Φ(αj−1 + rt−1 − µt),
(j = 1, 2, 3), over simulated values from the full-sample posterior p(θ, r∗ |y). We use that
µt = β′xt + ϕ(r∗t−1 − β′xt−1) is the conditional mean of r∗t . Figure 2.5 displays the results,
with the shaded bars representing the actual FOMC decisions. The dynamic probit model
fits well, achieving a hit rate of 90 percent. The hit rate is defined as the percentage of
correctly predicted target rate decisions, in which the forecast is that decision that has the
highest posterior probability. If we consider the static probit model, the in-sample hit rate
deteriorates with 16 percentage points to 74 percent. The dynamic probit probabilities
show pronounced behavior, assigning most of the weight to a single decision. The static
probit model generally gives more moderate probability forecasts for target rate increases
and decreases and assigns more weight to the no-change decision.
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Figure 2.6 Real-time one-month-ahead out-of-sample probabilities, dynamic model







(a) Target rate increase







(b) No target rate change







(c) Target rate decrease
Second, we employ our real-time Bayesian forecasting procedure and obtain out-of-sample
posterior predictive distributions for the period January 2001–June 2008. We depict the one-
step-ahead probabilities in Figure 2.6. We first focus on the target increases in the upper
panel of Figure 2.6. The dynamic probit model succeeds in predicting the cluster of target
rate increases from mid-2004 till mid-2006 rather well. Already at the start of 2004 the
probability of a target rate hike gradually increases. In June, when the FOMC decided to
increase the target rate for the first time, it was up to 0.5. For all other target rate increases
in this period the probability forecast is in the range [0.6; 0.9]. For the first meeting after
this period of consecutive target rate increases, in August 2006, the model predicts that
a rise and no change would realize with probabilities 0.7 and 0.3, respectively (see middle
panel of Figure 2.6). Hence, the probability of a target rate increase was already declining
considerably.
The probability forecasts for the beginning of the cluster of target rate decreases in 2001
are not very accurate, see the lower panel of Figure 2.6. This holds especially for the decrease
of June 2001 with a probability forecast of only 10 percent. Possibly the posterior was not yet
precise enough to generate accurate forecasts, with only 88 meetings available in our sample
before 2001. In-sample these meetings are fitted quite well though, as seen in Figure 2.5.
Closer inspection of the predictors reveals that some of the posterior most likely variables
fail to indicate the occurrence of a recession and thus the need for lower interest rates. In
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Table 2.5 Hit rates and predictive likelihoods
Model Data type In-sample H.R. Out-of-sample H.R. Pr.Li.
Dynamic Real-time 89.8 (141/157) 82.3 (51/62) −11.2
Static Real-time 73.9 (116/157) 77.4 (48/62) −17.4
Dynamic Latest-available 88.5 (139/157) 80.6 (50/62) −11.6
Static Latest-available 77.7 (122/157) 72.6 (45/62) −14.6
Benchmark I: Time-invariant 54.8 (86/157) 43.6 (27/62) −30.4
Benchmark II: Pure AR(1) 81.5 (128/157) 85.5 (53/62) −14.4
Notes: Hit rates (“H.R.”) are equal to the percentage of correctly predicted target rate decisions, when
the forecast of the decision is given by yˆt = argmax{Pr [yt = j] : j = 1, 2, 3}. The benchmarks are (I) an
ordered probit model with time-invariant probabilities pi = (pi1, pi2, pi3)
′ (effectively, β = 0K in (2.3) and
ϕ = 0 in (2.4); we use the uniform Dirichlet distribution as prior for pi) such that the dependent variables
are temporally independent, and (II) a pure AR(1) model (β = 0K in (2.3)) for the latent target rate r
∗
t .
“In-sample” refers to hit rates for probability forecasts obtained with the full-sample data covering January
1990–June 2008; “Out-of-sample” refers to hit rates for probability forecasts for January 2001–June 2008.
The column with the heading “Pr.Li.” contains the log10-valued predictive likelihoods for the out-of-sample
period.
particular, throughout 2001 MDU and CCP even point towards an expansion. MDU only
starts to increase in January 2002, while CCP increases until December 2001. During the
following period, running from 2002 till the end of 2003, the target rate remained fairly stable
with two isolated FOMC decisions to lower the target (November 2002 and June 2003). A
prolonged period of consecutive decreases of the target rate started again at the end of
2007. During the six months before, the associated probability forecast already increases.
Following the final decrease in May 2008 this probability quickly returns to zero. We further
note that for the whole sample, in periods of an increasing target rate, the probability of a
decrease is virtually zero, and vice versa.
For the static probit model we find less pronounced probability forecasts. Especially
during the period of consecutive increases in 2004–06, the no-change decision is given con-
siderable probability. For the period July 2002–December 2003 the static model considers
target rate decreases more likely than the dynamic model. Also for the static probit model,
we find a substantial and persistent rise in the probabilities of a target increase or decrease
already a few months before a period of such target rate changes actually starts.
A researcher with a zero-one loss function is interested in hit rates (Geweke, 2005, Ch. 2).
The corresponding point forecasts are the predictive modes of ys |y1,s−1, (s = τ + 1, . . . , T ),
with τ + 1 as January 2001. We report out-of-sample hit rates in Table 2.5. Point forecasts
of the dynamic probit model predict 82 percent of the meetings correctly. The static probit
model achieves an out-of-sample hit rate of 77 percent. A formal Bayesian out-of-sample
comparison of our models requires the computation of the predictive likelihood p(yτ+1,T |y1,τ )
though. For the dynamic model we find a (log10) value of −11.2, compared to −17.4 for
the static model, which shows that the dynamic variant finds decisively more support in the
data with a predictive Bayes factor exceeding 2 (see the final column of Table 2.5).
The final two rows in Table 2.5 display the results for two benchmark models: a static
model without any explanatory variables and a model with an AR(1) specification only.
The first benchmark model is labelled “time-invariant” as its three category probabilities do
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not depend upon t. Clearly this model is outclassed by all other models, both in terms of
in-sample fit as well as out-of-sample forecasting performance. In the model with an AR(1)
specification but without explanatory variables, the persistence of the latent target rate is
estimated to be even stronger than in the model with macro and financial predictors. As
a result, the pure AR(1) model delivers the same point forecasts as the simple forecasting
rule “next month’s decision equals this month’s.” This results in an out-of-sample hit rate
of 85.5 percent, outperforming both the static and dynamic probit models. In terms of
predictive likelihood, however, the dynamic probit provides decisively better forecasts than
this benchmark with a predicitive Bayes factor of 3.2 in its favor.
Finally, we examine the difference between using revised data and data available in real
time. Visual inspection of the probability plots of the dynamic model reveals no significant
differences. In Table 2.5 we see that the predictive likelihood using real-time data is slightly
greater than in the case with latest-available data. The Bayes factor is around 0.4, indicating
weak support for preferring real-time to revised data. We observe an improvement in the
in-sample fit of the static model if we switch from real-time to revised data. We find such an
improvement in terms of the out-of-sample performance too, with the predictive likelihood
increasing from −17.4 to −14.6. However, at the same time the out-of-sample hit rate
declines from 77.4 to 72.6 percent if we substitute real-time for latest-available data.
To give an insight into the advantages of model averaging, we also estimate the models
with a fixed set of regressors. For both the dynamic and static ordered probits we choose the
posterior most likely predictor combination. Unreported results show that the fixed-regressor
models have better predictive likelihoods because they generally assign more probability
to the most frequently sampled no-change category. The advantage of model averaging
becomes most visible during the isolated target decreases in November 2002 and especially
in June 2003 (Figure 2.6). These decisions are considered more likely compared to the fixed-
predictor model, since model averaging incorporates an additional source of uncertainty
which is expressed in a more dispersed predictive distribution. To forecast future FOMC
decisions we could use this information and combine forecasts of the model with the given
set of predictors with forecasts from a specification with endogenous variable selection.
2.4.3 Robustness checks
We assess the robustness of our empirical results in two respects, namely the choice of prior
for the predictor inclusion probability pi and the “averaging” period m used for constructing
our predictor variables.
By replacing the uninformative Beta prior with a Be(3, 1) (prior mean for pi of 0.75 but
relatively large variance) or a Be(10, 10) (prior mass relatively tightly concentrated around
pi = 0.5), the posterior mean of pi increases from 0.15 to 0.25 and 0.30, respectively. The
type of posterior most likely variables does not change though. These larger models also
do not result in better forecasting results. Our findings support the idea that we should be
careful with interpreting the posterior inclusion probabilities. These can easily be inflated
via the prior without enhancing the fit of the model, as the prior simply forces to include
irrelevant predictors more frequently. On the other hand, preferring smaller models a priori
by using Be(1, 10) and Be(1, 4) (with prior means for pi of 0.09 and 0.20), we obtain exactly
the same ten most likely included predictors, in both cases. Posterior means of pi become
0.11 and 0.13, respectively. Also in terms of forecasting performance we do not find crucial
differences with log10 predictive likelihoods of −11.1 and −11.3. Not surprisingly, since these
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prior beliefs are more in line with the information from the data and therefore close to the
posterior results with an uninformative prior.
The choice of the averaging period m does have consequences. If we set it equal to three
months, similar predictors as for m = 1 are selected. However, the forecasting performance
deteriorates, mainly because the reversal decisions become harder to forecast. The smoothing
of the predictors makes the probabilities react more sluggishly. An even more extreme
choice of nine months has the result that hardly any explanatory variables provide useful
information. A pure AR(1) process for r∗t is then the posterior most likely model. As a
result, the probabilities become very smooth with always considerable mass assigned to the
no-change class. Obviously, since in this model no exogenous information is incorporated,
changing patterns are difficult to predict and we simply extrapolate the past. However, the
predictive likelihood of a pure AR(1) for the latent target rate takes a value of −14.4, which
still results in an improvement over a benchmark model with time-invariant probabilities
and a static ordered probit model, see Table 2.5. We attribute this to the strong dynamics
in r∗t , as outcomes of future meetings in the short run will likely be of the same type as yt.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we model the discrete changes in the federal funds target rate during the
period January 1990–June 2008. We focus on the direction of change as decided by the
FOMC during their meetings held approximately eight times per year, using ordered probit
models. The key modeling issue that we address concerns the question which economic
indicators help to predict the FOMC decisions. For this reason we use an endogenous variable
selection procedure. We consider a set of 33 potential predictors, including macroeconomic
and financial series and forward-looking variables obtained from the Survey of Professional
Forecasters.
Our empirical results show strong evidence for persistence in the target rate decisions,
beyond the persistence caused by the (strongly) autocorrelated covariates. Most predictive
ability is found for, first, economic activity measures like industrial production, the output
gap and the coincident index, and, second, term structure variables like interest rate spreads.
In addition, SPF-based forecasts for the three-month T-bill rate and different survey-based
variables that measure current and future consumer confidence have predictive content.
We also propose a Bayesian forecasting scheme on a real-time basis to construct out-of-
sample probability forecasts, efficiently using all information available at the time of pro-
ducing the forecasts. For this purpose, we construct a real-time data set and update the
posterior parameter beliefs with importance sampling techniques each time a new obser-
vation comes in. The Bayesian approach makes sure that we can appropriately deal with
parameter and model uncertainty to end up with a parameter- and model-free forecast.
Meetings in the period January 2001–June 2008 are predicted well. 82 percent of the
outcomes during the out-of-sample period 2001–08 are correctly predicted. In-sample we
even achieve a hit rate of 90 percent. Changes in the economy and subsequently in the
outcome of FOMC meetings are quickly incorporated in the forecasts. For example, before
the FOMC started increasing the target rate in mid-2004, its probability forecast was already
rising for four months. The dynamic ordered probit model improves forecasting performance
substantially compared to a static model. The latter achieves hit rates of 77 (in-sample) and
74 percent (out-of-sample).
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2.A Technical details
In this appendix we provide details of the Bayesian analysis of our dynamic ordered probit
model. We discuss the posterior simulation procedure in Sections 2.A.1–2, and the forecastig
methods in Section 2.A.3.
2.A.1 Prior distribution and complete data likelihoood















× pic1+N(γ)−1(1− pi)c2+K−N(γ)−1 × I{α1<α2}, (2.A.1)
in which K is the total number of potential predictors, and N(γ) =
∑K
k=1 γk is the size of
the model, conditional on the variable inclusion indicators γ.
To derive the complete data likelihood of our model (2.1)–(2.4) we collect the latent
target rates in r∗ = (r∗1, . . . , r
∗
T )
′ and the target rate decisions in the vector y = (y1, . . . , yT )′.
The complete data likelihood is decomposed as p(y, r∗ |θ) = p(y | r∗, θ)p(r∗ |θ). The first
pdf on the left follows from the mapping rule in (2.2) and noting that conditional on r∗t , yt
is degenerate. To derive the second pdf, p(r∗ |θ), we use the first-order Markov property of
{r∗t } by combining (2.3) and (2.4). The first latent variable in the sample, r∗1, is modeled by
its marginal distribution (conditional on its predictors) r∗1 |θ ∼ N (β′x1, (1− ϕ2)−1). If we
combine both densities we obtain the complete data likelihood























2.A.2 Posterior simulation steps
We set up an MCMC sampler to simulate from the augmented posterior p(θ, r∗ |y) which
is proportional to the product of (2.A.1) and (2.A.2). However, we first reparameterize the
model to improve the mixing of the Markov chain (see, e.g., Cowles, 1996, Liu and Sabatti,
2000, for difficulties with MCMC in ordered probit models). We define the transformations
β∗0 = −α1, α∗2 = α2 − α1 and w∗t = r∗t − α1, (t = 1, . . . , T ), such that we eliminate the lower
threshold parameter. We apply an MCMC sampler to generate a sample from p(θ∗,w∗ |y)
in which w∗ = (w∗1, . . . , w
∗
T )
′ and θ∗ = {β∗0 , α∗2, pi, ϕ,ψ,γ}. To keep this reparameterization
consistent with the original model, the implied prior on the transformed parameters consists
of p(α∗2) ∝ I{α∗2>0} and p(β∗0) ∝ 1. We note that if we have a sample from p(θ∗,w∗ |y), we
also have a sample from the required p(θ, r∗ |y). The details of the six steps of the simulation
scheme in Section 2.2.3 are as follows.
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Step 1: Threshold parameter
In the reparameterized model we have to sample only one threshold parameter. We sample
α∗2 from its full conditional posterior which is a uniform distribution on the interval [a¯l, a¯u].
That is, we simulate





{w∗t − rt−1}, 0
}
, a¯u = min
t:yt=3
{w∗t − rt−1}.
Step 2: Autoregressive parameter
Due to the initialization of the latent target rate, we implement an independence Metropolis
step to simulate ϕ. Conditional on w∗ and θ∗−ϕ we know the original latent targets r
∗ and
we compute ut = r∗t − β′xt, (t = 1, . . . , T ). Hence the full conditional posterior reads
p(ϕ |y,w∗, θ∗−ϕ) ∝ exp
{
−(u2,T − ϕu1,T−1)′(u2,T − ϕu1,T−1)/2
}









which is the exact likelihood specification of a Gaussian AR(1) model. Following Chib
and Greenberg (1994), we simulate a truncated normal candidate value ϕ(m) | {w∗, θ∗−ϕ} ∼
N(b¯, B¯)× I{ϕ(m)∈(−1,1)}, in which the two parameters are
b¯ = B¯(u2,T
′
u1,T−1 + b/B), B¯ = 1/(u1,T−1
′
u1,T−1 +B−1).
















and with probability 1− η we keep the current draw and set ϕ(m) = ϕ(m−1).
Step 3: Variable inclusion probability
We sample the “overall” probability of predictor inclusion from its full conditional posterior,
which is the Beta distribution
pi | {y,w∗, θ∗−pi} ∼ Be(c1 +N(γ), c2 +K −N(γ)).
N(γ) indicates the number of included predictors in the current iteration of the sampler.
Step 4: Latent data
With the intercept stacked with the regression parameters in β∗ = (β∗0 ,β
′)′, and augmenting
the vector with predictors accordingly to x∗t = (1,x
′
t)
′, the transformed latent target behaves
like w∗t − β∗′x∗t = ϕ(w∗t−1 − β∗′x∗t−1) + εt with εi i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1). The temporal dependence in
combination with the truncation (caused by conditioning on the observed decisions) makes
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the simulation of all latent variables in one block impossible. Instead, we sample them
consecutively from their full conditional posteriors, see Albert and Chib (1993).






1−β∗′x∗1)+ ε2 to derive the full conditional posterior of the initial w∗1. We
write them as a two-observations normal linear regression model with unknown parameter













respectively. Therefore, we sample from the truncated normal distribution







+ I{y1=2}I{0<w1−r0≤α∗2} + I{y1=3}I{w1−r0>α∗2}
)
.
For w∗t , (t = 2, . . . , T − 1), we derive the full conditional posteriors in a similar fashion.
We use the two equations w∗s = β
∗′x∗s + ϕ(w
∗
s−1 − β∗′x∗s−1) + εs, (s = t, t+ 1), to obtain the














Then, we simulate from the truncated normal distribution








+ I{yt=2}I{0<wt−rt−1≤α∗2} + I{yt=3}I{wt−rt−1>α∗2}
)
.
The final latent variable in the sample is simulated from the truncated normal distribution
w∗T | {y,w∗−T , θ∗} ∼ N(β∗′x∗T + ϕ(w∗T−1 − β∗′x∗T−1), 1)×
(
I{yT=1}I{wT−rT−1≤0}
+ I{yT=2}I{0<wT−rT−1≤α∗2} + I{yT=3}I{wT−rT−1>α∗2}
)
.
In case of no FOMC decision in month t, that is, yt is missing, there is no truncation and
we sample from the derived normal distribution without truncation restrictions.
Steps 5: Variable inclusion indicators
Instead of deciding upon a variable’s inclusion conditional on its regression effect, as Kuo and
Mallick (1998) do, we integrate out the regression effects analytically in order to substantially
decrease dependence in the Markov chain. We first rewrite the model to correct for the
autocorrelation in w∗t . We construct the auxiliary dependent zt and independent vt variables
by collecting terms involving β∗:
zt ≡ w∗t − ϕw∗t−1 = β∗′(x∗t − ϕx∗t−1) + εt = β∗′vt + εt, (t = 2, . . . , T ),
z1 ≡ (1− ϕ2) 12w∗1 = β∗′x∗1(1− ϕ2)
1
2 + ε1 = β
∗′v1 + ε1.
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Since β∗′ = (β∗0 ,ψ
′) (1,γ ′) ≡ ψ∗′  (1,γ ′), we obtain the linear regression setting
z = V(γ)ψ∗ + ε, V(γ) = (v1, . . . ,vT )
′ 
(
ιT ⊗ (1,γ ′)
)
,
with error vector ε = (ε1, . . . , εT )′ ∼ N(0T , IT ) and a γ-dependent design matrix.
As we have a conditionally conjugate prior for ψ∗ we can marginalize the conditional
joint posterior of the inclusion indicators and regression effects. We define g(γ) = piN(γ)(1−
pi)K−N(γ) and obtain












∝ g(γ)|A| 12 exp
{
−[(z−V(γ)a)′(z−V(γ)a) + (a − a∗)′A∗−1(a − a∗)]/2
}
,
in which the prior parameters are a∗ = (0, a′)′ and A∗−1 is defined as A−1 expanded with a
left column and a top row consisting of zeros. The two posterior parameters are
a = A(V(γ)′z + A∗−1a∗), A = (V(γ)′V(γ) + A∗−1)−1. (2.A.4)
We simulate each inclusion indicator γk, (k = 1, . . . , K), from the distribution with
probability mass function p(γk |y,w∗, θ∗−{ψ∗,γk}), which is proportional to (2.A.3). That is,
we compute
qk ∝ p(γk = 1,γ−k |y,w∗, θ∗−{ψ∗,γ}), 1− qk ∝ p(γk = 0,γ−k |y,w∗, θ∗−{ψ∗,γ}),
and sample from the Bernoulli distribution γk | {y,w∗, θ∗−{ψ∗,γk}} ∼ Ber(qk) in which we
obtain the probability of success qk after normalization.
Step 6: Regression parameters
If we have an updated γ, we simulate the regression parameters inψ∗ (which also contains the
intercept/transformed lower threshold) in one block from their joint full conditional posterior
ψ∗ | {y,w∗, θ∗−ψ∗} ∼ N(a,A), with the Gaussian mean and variance given in (2.A.4).
2.A.3 Bayesian forecasting
During the real-time Bayesian forecasting exercise we need to generate the series of one-step-
ahead predictive densities p(ys |y1,s−1), (s = τ+1, . . . , T ), which are given by equation (2.5).
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, with a sample from p(r∗;1,s−1, θ |y1,s−1) we are able to evaluate
the required integrals. In order to avoid calculating posterior results for every month s, we
opt for sequential importance sampling techniques (see, for example, Robert and Casella,
2004, for a discussion).
We start with the following decomposition of the distribution we have to sample from,
p(r∗;1,s−1, θ |y1,s−1) = p(r∗s−1 |y1,s−1, r∗;1,s−2, θ)p(r∗;1,s−2, θ |y1,s−1). (2.A.5)
Given a sampled value {r∗,1,s−2, θ} from the distribution with density to the right of (2.A.5),
we simulate r∗s−1 from p(r
∗
s−1 |y1,s−1, r∗;1,s−2, θ). The latter is the pdf of a normal distribution
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with mean µs−1 = β′xs−1 + ϕ(r∗s−2 − β′xs−2), unit variance and, due to the given FOMC
decision ys−1, truncated to the interval (rs−2 + αys−1−1, rs−2 + αys−1 ].
To sample from p(r∗;1,s−2, θ |y1,s−1) we use importance sampling. As importance function
we apply the posterior density using data up to and including period s− 2, that is, the pdf
p(r∗;1,s−2, θ |y1,s−2). We write the target density as
p(r∗;1,s−2, θ |y1,s−1) = p(ys−1 |y
1,s−2, r∗;1,s−2, θ)
p(ys−1 |y1,s−2) p(r
∗;1,s−2, θ |y1,s−2), (2.A.6)
which shows that the importance weights are given by
ws(r
∗;1,s−2, θ) = p(ys−1 |y1,s−2, r∗;1,s−2, θ)/p(ys−1 |y1,s−2).
Because of the appearance of the posterior with data y1,s−2 in (2.A.6), we apply the im-
portance sampling decomposition recursively and start with a sample from p(r∗;1,τ , θ |y1,τ ).
Hence, for s = τ + 2, . . . , T , we simulate the latent variables r∗s−1, and use Monte Carlo
integration with importance-weight corrections to compute the predictive density of ys as
follows.
Step 1. Simulate the latent target rate from the truncated normal distribution
r∗s−1 | {y1,s−1, r∗;1,s−2, θ} ∼ N(µs−1, 1)× I{(r∗s−1−rs−2)∈(αys−1−1, αys−1 ]},
with µs−1 = β′xs−1 + ϕ(r∗s−2 − β′xs−2);
Step 2. Update the importance weight ws(r
∗;1,s−2, θ) using the initialization wτ+1 = 1 and
the recursive relation
ws(r
∗;1,s−2, θ) ∝ p(ys−1 |y1,s−2, r∗;1,s−2, θ)ws−1(r∗;1,s−3, θ);
Step 3. Evaluate the weighed conditional probabilities
Pr[ys = j | r∗s−1, θ] · ws = [Φ(αj + rs−1 − µs)− Φ(αj−1 + rs−1 − µs)] · ws,
using the simulated value {r∗s−1, θ}, for all possible categories (j = 1, 2, 3), with Φ(·)
the standard normal cumulative distribution function;
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1–3M times (= number of simulation runs), and compute p(ys |y1,s−1)
by using the simulation-sample average of the values generated in Step 3.
2.B Convergence checks
In this appendix we provide convergence diagnostics for our MCMC sampler. To obtain
posterior results, we use a long single run of the chain. After a burn-in period, during
which the effect of the initialization of the Markov chain dies out, continuation of the chain
generates a dependent sample {r∗;(m), θ(m)}Mm=1 from p(r∗, θ |y). Hence, we need to determine
this burn-in period and the number of runs M that serve as input to the computation of
posterior characteristics of the model parameters (see Geyer, 1992, Brooks and Roberts,
1998).
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Table 2.B MCMC convergence diagnostics
β6TFF βCCP βIP βOUT βCEI βMDU β3TE βHCM
Geweke test 1, p-value 0.14 0.12 0.89 0.51 0.69 0.63 0.85 0.09
Geweke test 2, p-value 0.49 0.18 0.78 0.05 0.68 0.16 0.59 0.58
Inefficiency factor 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02
N.S.E. 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02
pi α1 α2 ϕ ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4
Geweke test 1, p-value 0.44 0.27 0.20 0.65 0.40 0.71 0.10 0.36
Geweke test 2, p-value 0.26 0.79 0.77 0.95 0.27 0.24 0.94 0.67
Inefficiency factor 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.35
N.S.E. 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.07 0.00
Notes: Functions to examine convergence of the joint distribution: ω1 = piϕ, ω2 = β6TFFβMDU, ω3 =
r∗Jan90r
∗
Jan91 and ω4 = log |α2| − log |α1|. N.S.E. and inefficiency factors for the regression effects βk are
conditional on inclusion of the corresponding predictor, such that we can directly use them in association
with Table 2.3.
We start with running the MCMC sampler for a period of 50, 000 runs. The first 10, 000
are considered as burn-in of the chain and the next 40, 000 are used to test whether conver-
gence of the sampler has been achieved. Geweke (1992, 2005) provides a method to check
convergence of sample means, which is a necessary condition for convergence in distribution
of the chain. We use the first and last 15, 000 runs of the 40, 000-period to construct two
(approximately) mutually independent samples. For a given function h we compute the






i ) and the consistently estimated autocovariance
times τ̂ 2i , (i = 1, 2), which take into account the correlation within the subsamples. Then,
under the null of equal means in the two subpopulations, MP (h1 − h2)2/(τ̂ 21 + τ̂ 22 ) d→ χ2(1),
for MP large. In the first row of the upper panel in Table 2.B we report p-values for this
test with h the identity function, for the regression parameters of the eight most relevant
predictors. The first four entries in the lower panel display the outcomes of the test for the
thresholds, the autoregressive parameter and the “overall” inclusion probability. We find
no indication of non-convergence based on these marginal properties. In addition we con-
sider four functions that measure jointness between parameters and therefore could indicate





Jan91 and ω4 = log |α2| − log |α1|. The final part of the first row in the lower
panel shows that we cannot reject convergence in terms of these jointness measures either.
Next, we run the chain for another M = 100, 000 periods on which we base our empirical
results. As a double-check we implement the Geweke test again for this period. We use the
first and last 25, 000 draws. The second rows of both panels in Table 2.B depict the p-values.
The parameter associated with the output gap attains the smallest value of 0.05. Based on
these results we can safely use the draws for inference.
To examine the degree of Markov chain-induced dependence in the simulation sample we
compute inefficiency factors (Robert and Casella, 2004, Ch. 12). They are the inverses of
the autocorrelation times of {h(r∗;(m), θ(m))} and therefore enable comparison to simulation
estimates based on an uncorrelated sample. The third rows of the two panels in Table 2.B
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display the inefficiency factors for the same functions as we used to test convergence. With
respect to the marginal measures, all factors are of the order 10−2, which is common to
this type of models, see, e.g., Cowles (1996). It means that, for example, the reported
posterior mean of ϕ in Table 2.3 has the same precision as its simulation estimate based on
an uncorrelated sample of 2, 000 draws. We report this precision of the estimated means, as
measured by the numerical standard error (N.S.E.) and estimated by τ̂ /
√
M , in the fourth
rows of Table 2.B. For the fourth jointness measure we observe that this transformation
eliminates the correlation substantially with an efficiency factor close to one third, and
hence small N.S.E. for the estimated E [ω4 |y] ≈ 0.14. We note that this latter result is in
agreement with the estimated relative reluctance to increase the target rate, as we find in
Section 2.4.
CHAPTER 3
Leading Indicators and Their Unknown Lead Times
3.1 Introduction
Economic activity displays pronounced cyclical movements, alternating between peaks and
troughs. For business and policy makers alike it is highly relevant to forecast these fluctua-
tions, as this may enable them to take precautionary measures to ease their possible negative
consequences. Having available a set of economic indicators leading the state of the economy
for a particular horizon is therefore of much use.
In the business cycle forecasting literature the use of leading indicators takes an inter-
esting intermediate position. While it does specify interrelatedness of economic variables, it
generally does not attempt to do so in a theory-implied structural way though, but rather
in terms of exploiting reduced-form correlations, see Auerbach (1982) and Diebold (1998).
In that spirit the leading indicators have survived the various debates and orientations in
macroeconomic forecasting. The (monthly) releases of leading indicators and composite
leading indexes like The Conference Board’s (TCB) are still anxiously awaited by investors
and policy makers.
A substantial part of the literature on leading indicators is about the evaluation of a
composite leading index’ ability to forecast turning points, see Hymans et al. (1973), Neftçi
(1982), Zarnowitz and Moore (1982), Diebold and Rudebusch (1989, 1991b) and Lahiri
and Wang (1994), among others, and to forecast economic variables like output growth,
see, for example, Stekler and Schepsman (1973), Diebold and Rudebusch (1991a). The
relation of the business cycle with the cyclical movements in the composite leading index
forms another important research topic. Filardo (1994), Hamilton and Perez-Quiros (1996),
Camacho and Perez-Quiros (2002), Paap et al. (2009) and Çakmakli et al. (2011) assume
a single cycle shared by coincident and leading variables, but it differs in terms of possibly
regime-dependent phase shifts. Both strands of literature have in common that they perform
ex-post analyses in the sense that they consider the composite leading economic index as
given.
In this chapter we take a step back and propose a model-based approach to extract
an alternative leading index which serves as a better instrument to signal business cycle
regime changes, see Marcellino (2006) for a survey of alternative approaches. We consider
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two relaxations of the relatively simple way in which TCB constructs its composite index
from the individual leading indicators, see The Conference Board (2001). First of all, TCB
computes contemporaneous averages of the ten leading indicators, therefore assuming that
the lead times are the same for all indicators. Clements and Galvão (2006) consider each of
the leading variables in isolation and find that forecasting performance for a given horizon
depends on the specific leading variable used. This suggests heterogeneity across lead times
of individual indicators. We therefore relax TCB’s assumption of homogenous lead times and
allow the indicators to differ with respect to the number of months they lead the business
cycle. Second, after standardizing the variances of the ten leading variables, TCB assigns
equal weights to each of the leading indicators in the construction of the composite index.
We, instead, estimate the relative importance of individual indicators and allow for potential
unequal weighing of the indicators in our alternative leading index.
To determine the appropriate indicator-specific lead times and the weights to build our
alternative composite index, we need a proxy of the business cycle itself. It is generally
believed that coincident indicators share the same underlying cycle without phase shifts,
which is assumed to correspond to the business cycle. Furthermore, the decisions of the
National Bureau’s of Economic Research (NBER) business cycle dating committee are widely
accepted to indicate the turning points in the unobserved business cycle, see, for example,
Issler and Vahid (2006). Based on these considerations we use a bivariate model in which
we link the ten individual leading indicators to both TCB’s composite coincident index and
the zero-one recession indicator as released by the NBER. We set up the model in such a
way that each leading indicator is allowed to have its own lead time and relative weight.
By jointly considering the composite coincident index and the zero-one recession indicator,
we extract a stronger leading signal compared to a univariate analysis, in which we solely
consider either the coincident index or the NBER turning points.
Since we regard the lead times and the weights of the individual indicators as unknown
parameters we have a discrete-continuous parameter space. By adopting a Bayesian analysis
this issue is straightforwardly dealt with. Moreover, Bayes’ approach provides the natural
context for generating updated real-time forecasts of recession probabilities, which are useful
in out-of-sample analyses.
The contributions to the literature are summarized as follows. First, we combine business-
cycle information from two different sources, that is, TCB’s composite coincident index and
the NBER turning points. We relate this information to the ten leading macroeconomic
variables and allow their lead times to be different across variables. By employing Bayesian
methods we estimate the unknown lead times. Second, we examine whether some indicators
are more important in leading the business cycle than others by estimating their respec-
tive weights in our new alternative leading index. We formally test both relaxations using
Bayes factors. Third, we use both fully revised data and the leading variables as they were
historically available (see, for example, Croushore, 2006, 2011, for forecasting implications).
Although the most recent release of TCB’s data is attentively watched, its value can be
questioned (Diebold and Rudebusch, 1991a, b). Our real-time approach, however, allows
us to recombine the predictive information from the individual indicators in such a way
that we obtain a composite leading index that is actually available at the time of making a
business-cyle forecast and has improved predictive performance. Fourth, our Bayesian meth-
ods enable to extract an “optimal” leading index for a given forecasting horizon, available in
real time, if wanted. We average out parameter uncertainty about lead times and indicator
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weights according to the posterior distribution updated up to and including the month in
which we want to forecast.
The main results of our approach are as follows. First, posterior results show decisive
evidence in favor of heterogeneity in the lead times of the ten individual leading indicators.
Specifically, two distinct groups of macroeconomic variables emerge. On the one hand,
several leading indicators have a rather short lead time up to three months, including claims
on unemployment benefits (one month), new orders for consumer goods (two months) and
new orders for capital goods (three months). On the other hand, we also find a group
of leading indicators which have much longer lead times of six months or more, including
stock prices (six months), money supply (nine months) and the interest rate spread (twelve
to thirteen months). Second, we find strong differences in weights of individual variables
in our alternative leading index. For example, the interest rate spread is almost twice as
important as most other indicators, and, on the contrary, weekly hours in manufacturing
makes an almost negligible contribution. Third, Bayes factors are decisively in favor of
our alternative leading index compared to a composition with equal lead times and weights
(TCB’s). Fourth, both in-sample and out-of-sample analyses show that our methods produce
more accurate forecasts of recession probabilities. The evidence for indicator-specific weights
is less convincing in the out-of-sample experiment compared to using our alternative leading
index with equal weights (but with heterogenous lead times). This result is however largely
due to the mediocre fit of the 2001 recession.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the bivariate model
and the methods to extract and test our alternative leading index in Section 3.2. In Sec-
tion 3.3 we introduce the set of macroeconomic variables and the methods of The Conference
Board to construct its composite leading and coincident economic indexes. We provide both
full-sample posterior results and the outcomes of the real-time out-of-sample forecasting ex-
periment in Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5 we conclude. We relegate technical details of
the computational procedures to Appendix 3.A.
3.2 Methodology
In this section we put forward our novel model-based approach to extract an alternative com-
posite leading economic index. Following the model specification described in Section 3.2.1,
we discuss the Bayesian procedures used for the statistical analysis of the model in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Finally, we describe the out-of-sample forecasting experiment to check the use-
fulness of the proposed leading index, in terms of predicting the state of the business cycle,
in Section 3.2.4.
3.2.1 Model specification
The current state of the economy is usually interpreted as the state of the cyclical component
which coincident economic variables have in common. The Conference Board aggregates
four of these coincident variables to obtain an impression of that state, represented by the
composite coincident economic index (CEI). In addition, the NBER turning-point dates
provide qualitative information about the business cycle. We jointly model both business
cycle variables, which allows us to extract a more powerful leading signal for our alternative
index compared to single-variable models. If we would only take the recession indicator
as coincident measure, we had very limited information as it is a mere zero-one variable.
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Moreover, the NBER recession-dating procedure is not mechanical, which can raise questions
about why a particular month is labeled as recessionary and not as part of an expansion.
By considering the additional (continuous) coincident measure, we partly tackle this issue.
We use the monthly symmetric growth rate of TCB’s composite coincident index and
the recession indicator released by the NBER as dependent variables that describe the state
of the economy in month t. We relate these two business-cycle measures to lagged values
of the J = 10 individual leading variables that form the input to The Conference Board’s
composite leading indicator. The construction of our alternative leading index is motivated
from a forecasting perspective. At the end of month t we have realizations of the ten leading
indicators for that month and their past values at our disposal for predicting the state of the
business cycle next month.1 On the basis of these data, by computing a weighed average
of lead-time-dependent values, we obtain a forecast for the state of the economy in month
t+ 1. This weighed average forms our index for one-month-ahead prediction. In general, we
obtain the h-months-ahead leading index by establishing a direct link between the leading
indicators up to and including month t and the coincident indicators in month t+h, for any
h ≥ 1. The thus computed compositions of individual leading indicators lead the state of
the business cycle optimally in terms of correlation by h months.
We have a two-dimensional dependent vector with both a continuous and a binary random
variable, and denote it yt = (y1t, y2t)′, (t = 1, . . . , T ), with y1t the symmetric growth rate of
the CEI in month t and y2t indicating whether month t corresponds to a recession (y2t = 1)
or an expansion (y2t = 0). In addition, we define the unobserved continuous variable z2t that
determines the binary variable y2t in the familiar probit setting, that is, y2t = I{z2t<0} (see,
for example, Albert and Chib, 1993). The functional form of our general bivariate model
without any parameter restrictions is given by
y1t = β0 +
J∑
j=1
βjxj,t−κj + ε1t = µ1t + ε1t, (3.1)
z2t = α0 +
J∑
j=1
αjxj,t−κj + ε2t = µ2t + ε2t, (3.2)
with the (standardized) symmetric growth rates xj,t, (j = 1, . . . , J), of the leading indicators
as explanatory variables. Since these variables are leading, the lead times κj ≥ 1. Con-
ditional on the model parameters (and explanatory variables), we assume the innovations
εt = (ε1t, ε2t)
′ to be independent over time and to follow a bivariate normal distribution
with zero mean and a covariance matrix of which the variance term of ε2t is fixed at 1 for
identification purposes. We note that we pool information by assuming that the lead times
κ = (κ1, . . . , κJ)
′ in both equations are the same, motivated by the fact that both depen-
dent variables share the same contemporaneous cyclical component. Our alternative leading
indexes follow from further pooling by imposing various restrictions across indicator weights
β = (β1, . . . , βJ)
′ and α = (α1, . . . , αJ)′, as we cover next.
TCB assumes equal lead times and equal weighing of all ten leading variables to construct
its composite leading economic index (LEI), which we further discuss in Section 3.3. In our
1For the moment we ignore the publication delay of several leading economic variables. That is, month
t’s vintage in the real-time data matrix does not contain values for some of the variables in month t yet. In
our real-time data analysis we actually build a forecast with the month-t vintage for the business cycle in
month t. Which is useful nevertheless since the first release of the latter is only in month t+ 1. We refer to
Bańbura et al. (2013) for such “nowcasting”-related issues.
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model in (3.1)–(3.2) this corresponds with κj = ` ≥ 1 (but unknown what value ` takes),
βj = β¯, and αj = α¯, (j = 1, . . . , J). We first investigate to what extent the individual
variables differ in the number of months they lead the business cycle, while maintaining the
restriction of equal weights. We examine this case by setting βj = β¯ and αj = γβ¯, (j =
1, . . . , J). Under these parameter restrictions we define the growth rate of our alternative
leading index as β¯
∑J
j=1 xj,t−κj .
We cast the specification with equal weights in a bivariate seemingly unrelated (SUR)
model (see Zellner, 1962, Geweke, 2005) in which each equation has the same regressor∑
j xj,t−κj associated with the common parameter β¯. The imposed restrictions provide for
the identification of the variance of the latent process, since we write the equivalent of (3.2)
as z∗2t = α0/γ + β¯
∑J
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and ρ the correlation between the two error terms.2 The intercept of the latent variable is
now reparameterized as α∗0 = α0/γ. In our empirical application though, we report results
about α0 to keep the interpretation in terms of the original model.
In addition to indicator-specific lead times, we also investigate the relative importance of
the ten individual indicators. The Conference Board adds up the ten standardized leading
variables and therefore ignores that some leading variables may contain a stronger predic-
tive business-cycle signal than others. If we identify the relative strength of the individual
indicators, we can suppress noise and extract an improved leading index. We impose a
relative-importance restriction across the two equations. For example, if a variable is twice
as important as another in signaling a recession, this variable is twice as important as the
other in leading the coincident index as well, again for reasons of sharing a cycle without
phase shifts. Formally the restriction means that we set α = γβ. With this specification we
define the growth rate of the alternative leading index as
∑J
j=1 βjxj,t−κj . Analogous to the
equal-weights case, this restriction also allows us to rewrite the bivariate model in the SUR
framework, each equation having the same ten explanatory variables xj,κt−j , (j = 1, . . . , J),
and the covariance matrix is again unrestricted.3
3.2.2 Statistical analysis
We perform the statistical analysis of our models in the Bayesian framework. One of the
advantages of taking the Bayesian approach is that it straightforwardly deals with the mixed
continuous-discrete parameter space. In this section we derive the likelihood function of
the model’s parameters, and we discuss prior specifications and the posterior simulation
procedure.
2The main advantage of this reparameterization is that the covariance matrix is now unrestricted, which
facilitates its sampling in the posterior simulation procedure needed for the Bayesian analysis of the model.
3The indicator-weight parameters are independent of the corresponding lead times. If we relax this
assumption and use lead-time-specific parameters instead, the number of parameters increases dramatically
and most of them are unidentified by the data anyway, especially if a lead time is a posteriori tightly
concentrated around one value. Visually inspecting the marginal posteriors of the weights for multimodality
is a good alternative to assess any lead-time dependence. We further note the close relation between βj and
κj, i.e., the lead time which generates the highest correlation with the business cycle gets assigned most
posterior weight. Therefore, the other lead times are associated with smaller weights (lower correlations).
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Likelihood function
We collect the unknown parameters of (the various restricted versions of) the model in
(3.1)–(3.3) in θ = {κ, β¯(β),Σ, β0, α∗0}, and we derive the likelihood contributions p(yt |θ),




′. Then we obtain
p(yt |θ) =
∫
p(yt | z∗2t, θ)p(z∗2t |θ) dz∗2t =
∫






× |Σ|− 12 exp
{
−(y∗t − µ∗t )′Σ−1(y∗t − µ∗t )/2
}
dz∗2t, (3.4)
with the two regression means stacked in µ∗t = (µ1t, µ
∗
2t)
′. With the properties of the mul-
tivariate normal distribution we evaluate the integral analytically. We have z∗2t | {y1t, θ} ∼
N(µ2|1,t, σ
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The conditional probability of a recession given the CEI’s growth rate in month t (and
the values of the leading indicators) is therefore analytically available and is given by
Pr [y2t = 1 | y1t, θ] = Φ(−µ2|1,t/σ2|1), in which Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function
of the univariate standard normal distribution. With these results, the likelihood contribu-





σ−11 φ([y1t − µ1t]/σ1), (3.7)
and φ(·) is the density function of the univariate standard normal distribution. Finally, the
integrand in (3.4) provides the contributions to the complete data likelihood function which
we use for posterior simulation.
Prior distribution
In the model with equal weights as well as in the specification with indicator-dependent
weights we regard the lead times as a priori mutually independent and specify a uniform
discrete distribution for each κj . Thus, we have the densities
p(κj) ∝ 1, κj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Kmaxj }, (j = 1, . . . , J), (3.8)
and for nine of the ten leading indicators we set a maximum lead time of twelve months.
However, because we know that interest rate spreads generally lead up to one year or more
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(Estrella and Mishkin, 1998), we set the maximum lead time of the spread between the
ten-year T-bond minus the federal funds rate to 24.4
In the model with equal weights (βj = β¯ and αj = γβ¯, for all ten indicators) we use a
conditionally conjugate prior for the single weight parameter,
β¯ ∼ N(b, B), (3.9)
with mean b = 0 and relatively large variance B = 10. This prior specification allows us to
analytically marginalize the full conditional posterior of {κ, β¯} with respect to β¯, because
conditionally we have a Gaussian linear regression model. For the remaining parameters we
take conditionally conjugate priors in the format with the reparameterized latent variable
z∗2t. This corresponds to an inverted Wishart distribution for variance matrix Σ and a
multivariate normal distribution for intercepts Π = (β0, α∗0)
′ |Σ. We set these as follows,5
Σ ∼ IW(ν,S) (3.10)
Π |Σ ∼ N(p′, qΣ), (3.11)
with p′ = 02, q = 10, S = diag(15, 2) and ν = 6. The two diagonal elements of parameter
S of the inverted Wishart prior differ as the second diagonal element implies the marginal
prior for proportionality parameter γ. In fact, we impose a Gamma prior for its square,
γ2 ∼ Ga((6 − 1)/2, 2/2). Since our two dependent variables are proxies for the business
cycle, we assume the sign of the effect of our leading index on both of them to be positive
and we safely consider γ > 0.
For the model with indicator-specific weights (α = γβ) we stick to (3.10)–(3.11) for the
intercepts and the variance matrix. In this model specification we have J different weights
though, and we take the multivariate analogue of (3.9),
β ∼ N(b,B). (3.12)
We choose its hyperparameters such that we have a relatively uninformative prior distribu-
tion and we assume the weights to be independent. Therefore we set the J means equal to
zero and the variance matrix is B = 10IJ .
Posterior simulation
To derive posterior results we apply simulation techniques. We first stack the observations
in Yi = (yi1, . . . , yiT )′, (i = 1, 2), and define the T×2 matrix Y = (Y1,Y2). We combine the
likelihood p(Y |θ) and the specified prior density p(θ), to obtain the kernel of the posterior
density p(θ |Y) ∝ p(Y |θ)p(θ). By taking the product of the terms in (3.7) we compute
the likelihood function in its closed form. However, in order to facilitate sampling from
the posterior distribution, we implement a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme
with data augmentation (Robert and Casella, 2004), for which the complete data likelihood
4Priors that take into account mutual dependence (for example of the “grouping” type in variable-selection
models as in Chipman, 1996) or non-uniformity (for instance of the Litterman type with decreasing prob-
abilities for longer lead times) are alternatives for our lead-times prior without any serious computational
complications
5The intercepts are conditional on Σ such that we sample both the intercepts and the variance matrix
in one block. We further note that this prior specification implies that the original intercept of the probit
equation α0 |Σ ∼ N(0, q), which does not depend upon proportionality parameter γ.
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additionally define z∗2 = (z
∗
21, . . . , z
∗
2T )
′, then we simulate from the latent-variable augmented
posterior
p(z∗2, θ |Y) ∝ p(Y2 | z∗2, θ)p(Y∗ |θ)p(θ),
in which the first two densities on the right form the complete data likelihood function. The
MCMC procedure consists of the following four steps.
Step 1. Sample the latent variable z∗2t from its full conditional posterior p(z
∗
2t |Y, θ, z∗2,−t) =
p(z∗2t |Y, θ), for t = 1, . . . , T (truncated conditional normal distributions);
Step 2. Sample the lead time κj from p(κj |Y, z∗2,Π,Σ,κ−j), for j = 1, . . . , J (discrete
distributions);
Step 3. Sample β¯ (β) from its full conditional posterior (normal distribution);
Step 4. Sample {Σ,Π} in one block from its full conditional posterior (inverted Wishart
distribution for the covariance matrix and a normal distribution for Π given Σ).
The first step is similar to a standard simulation step for latent variables in a probit
model (Albert and Chib, 1993). The difference is that we need to account for the dependence
between y1t and z∗2t and therefore simulate from truncated conditional normal distributions.
In the second step we first integrate out the indicator weight(s) analytically before sampling
the J lead times. Because we expect the model to generate strong dependence between the
lead times and the indicator weight(s), implementing this step improves the mixing of the
MCMC sampler substantially. The two final steps of our simulation procedure are employed
by using the well-known properties of the Bayesian normal regression model. We refer to
Appendix 3.A for derivations and details about this simulation scheme.
3.2.3 Testing alternative indexes
To statistically assess whether our alternative leading indexes better predict the state of the
economy relative to the commonly used TCB composite leading index, we propose a number
of hypotheses and a way to test these. The basic principle of the testing procedure is to
examine whether our methods are capable of retrieving information from the ten individual
leading indicators relevant for business cycle forecasting, in addition to LEI’s predictive
power.
As we operate in a Bayesian setting, we compare models based on their relative posterior
model probabilities, see, for example, Kass and Raftery (1995) and Geweke (2005). Our
testing problem is formulated in terms of comparing nested models. We augment the two
regression equations (3.1) and (3.2) with LEIt−`, TCB’s composite leading index ` ≥ 1
months lagged. If in this augmented model the coefficient(s) of our index is(are) different
from zero, our method extracts business-cycle leading information which is not incorporated
in LEIt−`.
We define the benchmark model M1 as the bivariate model only including an intercept
and TCB’s LEI ` months lagged. Models M2 and M3 are the equal-weights model and
the indicator-dependent-weights specification, respectively, both augmented with regressor
LEIt−`. To complete the prior specifications of all three models, we define Π˜ = (Π,ΠLEI)′





′ associated with LEI. As a result, we obtain the matricvariate normal prior
distribution6
Π˜ |Σ ∼ MN(02×2, 10Σ⊗ I2). (3.13)
The priors for the other parameters {κ,Σ, β¯(β)} are the same as before. We compare models
M2 and M3 to benchmark specification M1. This corresponds to the hypotheses β¯ = 0 in
M2 and β = 0J in M3. Under these hypotheses, both γ and κ are nuisance parameters.
However, since they have proper prior distributions in the nested M1 this forms no problem
for Bayesian model comparison (see Koop and Potter, 1999, for this Davies’ problem when
computing Bayes factors).
In our prior specifications it holds that p(θ−β¯ | β¯ = 0,M2) = p(θ−β¯ |M1) and p(θ−β |β =
0J ,M3) = p(θ−β |M1), which ensues from our stronger assumption of prior independence be-
tween the leading-indicator weight(s) and all other parameters. With these criteria satisfied,
we rely on the Savage–Dickey (SD) density ratio (Dickey, 1971, Verdinelli and Wasserman,




p(β¯ = 0 |M2)





p(β = 0J |M3)
p(β = 0J |Y,M3) . (3.15)
The advantage of the use of the SD density ratio is that a Bayesian analysis of model specifi-
cations M2 and M3 suffices and that we only have to evaluate the marginal posterior density
of the parameters of interest in the hypothesized values. The height of the prior densities
in the numerators in (3.14) and (3.15) are easily computed given our prior specification in
(3.9) and (3.12), respectively. To obtain the denominators we adjust Step 4 of our poste-
rior simulation scheme to sample Π˜ instead of Π (see Appendix 3.A), and use the MCMC
output to Rao–Blackwellize (Gelfand and Smith, 1990) the conditional posteriors of β¯ and
β following from Step 3 of the simulation routine. In our application we compute the Bayes
factors of M2 and M3 versus M1 for different lead times of LEI, that is, ` = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
Finally, the model with merely LEIt−` as explanatory variable is nested in both M2 and
M3. Moreover, the prior for the parameters in M1 under the nesting in M2 is the same as in
the nested version of M3, i.e., p(θ−β¯ |M1) = p(θ−β |M1). Thus, the marginal likelihoods of
M1 in the two Bayes factors cancel out and we use (3.14) and (3.15) to compute BF3,2 for
testing the equal-weights restriction.
3.2.4 Forecasting recessions
We demonstrate the practical usefulness of our new indexes by implementing an out-of-
sample forecasting procedure to predict recessionary periods. At the end of month s − 1
we construct the one-month-ahead recession-probability forecast for next month s. This
procedure requires two main inputs. The first consists of the set of leading-indicator data
upon which the leading index is based. We use both the revised and real-time variants with
6As for the intercept of the probit equation, we also specify a prior for the parameter associated with LEI
in terms of its reparameterized form. I.e., α∗LEI = αLEI/γ, and for the original parameter it therefore holds
that αLEI ∼ N(0, 10), which no longer depends upon the proportionality parameter.
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the notable difference in interpretation as we discuss in Section 3.3. The second input is the
posterior distribution in month s− 1, which has density p(θ |Y1,s−1).
In the Bayesian framework, the probability forecast we are interested in is the likelihood
of a recession in month s weighed according to the posterior distribution updated up to and
including month s−1. This way we integrate out parameter uncertainty both with respect to
the unknown lead times and the leading-indicator weights. For s = τ +1, . . . , T we compute
the series of marginalized recession probabilities
Pr
[




Pr [y2s = 1 | z∗2s] p(y∗s |θ)p(θ |Y1,s−1) dy∗s dθ
=
∫
Φ(−γµ∗2s)p(θ |Y1,s−1) dθ. (3.16)
For this expression we first analytically marginalize p(y∗s |θ) with respect to the growth rate
of TCB’s composite coincident index y1s and obtain z∗2s |θ ∼ N(µ∗2s, γ−2), resulting in the
probit expression in (3.16).
In order to avoid rerunning the MCMC scheme each month to update posterior beliefs,
we use importance sampling techniques to monthly obtain the posterior distribution. We use
p(θ |Y1,τ) as importance density and for each forecast we recursively compute the importance
weights according to
ws(θ) ∝ p(ys−1 |θ)ws−1(θ), (s = τ + 2, . . . , T ),
with initialization wτ+1 = 1. We note that in each iteration we evaluate the likelihood
contributions of the bivariate model in (3.4) to obtain the importance weights, despite the
fact that we are primarily interested in the recession-probability forecast.
For out-of-sample model comparison, we also make recession forecasts with a model
only containing TCB’s leading index, with unknown lead time ` though. To compare the
forecasting performance of our leading indexes to the LEI’s, we compute their respective
marginalized predictive likelihoods. As we are particularly interested in just one scalar
element (recession indicator) of the bivariate dependent variable, we marginalize with respect
to the other variable (CEI’s growth rate) and evaluate
p(Yτ+1,T2 |Y1,τ) =
∫ ∫




[Φ(−γµ∗2s)I{y2s=1} + Φ(γµ∗2s)I{y2s=0}]p(θ |Y1,τ) dθ,
in the final T − τ recession-expansion observations of our sample.
In addition to the one-month-ahead models, we also make forecasts for three months and
six months ahead. We obtain these forecasts in the “direct forecast” set-up as described in
Marcellino et al. (2006). That is, we directly link the dependent variable h months ahead
to information available at the end of month t. Equivalently, we say that we model month
t’s state of the business cycle using the real-time data vintage of month t− h, and we have
restricted prior support κj ≥ h for the J lead times since more recent observations are not
available yet. As a result we also obtain alternative leading economic indexes “optimized”
for a given forecasting horizon h, instead of the single leading index as released by The
Conference Board.
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Table 3.1 Leading and coincident economic indicators
Indicator’s description Ab. TCB mn. Tr.
Panel A: Leading indicators
1. Number of hours average workweek, production workers WHM USHKIM..O sgr
2. Average weekly initial claims, state unemployment insurance CUI USUNINSCE –sgr
3. Manufacturers’ new orders, consumer goods and materials NOC USCNORCGD sgr
4. Vendor performance, slower deliveries diffusion index VPI USVENDOR sgr
5. Manufacturers’ new orders, nondefense capital goods NOK USNOIDN.D sgr
6. Number of newly issued building permits, private housing NBP USHOUSATE sgr
7. Stock prices, index 500 common stocks SP5 US500STK sgr
8. Money supply, M2 M2 USM2....D sgr
9. Interest rate spread, 10-year Treasury bonds less federal funds 10TFF USYSTNFF le
10. Index of consumer expectations CCE USUMCONEH sgr
11. Composite Leading Index LEI USCYLEAD sgr
Panel B: Coincident indicators
12. Employment EMP USEMPNAGE sgr
13. Industrial Production IP USINPRODG sgr
14. Personal income less transfer payments PI USPILESTD sgr
15. Manufacturing and trade sale MTS USBSSALED sgr
16. Composite Coincident Index CEI USCOININ sgr
Notes: The table lists the ten individual leading economic variables in Panel A and the four variables that
represent the current state of the economy in Panel B. “Ab.” contains the indicator’s abbreviation we use;
“TCB mn.” reports the variable’s mnemonic applied by TCB; the final column (“Tr.”) shows whether we
transform the raw data series to symmetric growth rates (sgr) or use its level (le). The growth rate of initial
claims of unemployment insurance is multiplied by −1 because of its inverse relation with the state of the
economy compared to the other indicators.
3.3 Data and TCB’s methods
The empirical business cycle literature distinguishes three types of macroecnomic variables.
A variable either leads the business cycle, coincides with the current state of the economy,
or reacts sluggishly to economic conditions and therefore lags today’s economic situation.
In this chapter we use indicators from the first two classes. We apply coincident indicators
and the NBER-announced recession dates as measures of the current economic conditions
and we link them to predictive information available at earlier points in time, contained in
the leading variables. Well-known leading variables are interest rate spreads, stock market
returns and the number of new building permits for private housing.
In Panel A of Table 3.1 we list the ten variables that build TCB’s composite leading
economic index (LEI).7 We base our alternative leading index on this same set of variables.
Panel B of the table shows the four macroeconomic series that jointly form TCB’s composite
coincident index (CEI), namely employment, industrial production, personal income and
manufacturing sales.
7The Conference Board changed the definition of LEI in January 2012, replacing new orders for nondefense
capital goods, vendor performance, M2 and consumer expectations with alternative variables. Primarily to
prevent the use of ex-post knowledge and to establish a fair comparison between real-time and final data,
we base our analysis on the set of variables that constituted LEI up to December 2011.
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Figure 3.1 TCB’s composite economic indexes, February 1961–May 2011









(a) One-month symmetric growth rates of the coincident index









(b) One-month symmetric growth rates of the leading index
In order to summarize (part of) the information contained in the individual variables,
TCB applies a simple method to construct the single index (The Conference Board, 2001).
First, the individual series are transformed by computing month-to-month symmetric growth
rates, except for the long-minus-short interest rate spread which is used in levels. Second,
the transformed series are standardized by division by their sample standard deviations.
Because most U.S. macroeconomic time series show a large and sudden drop in volatility
halfway the 1980s (see, for example, Kim et al., 2008), these standardization factors are
computed separately for the pre- and post-1983 subsamples. Third, the transformed and
standardized series are summed to obtain the single-index growth rate. For the sample
period February 1961–May 2011 we present the one-month symmetric growth rates of CEI
and LEI in Figures 3.1(a) and (b), respectively. The shaded areas depict the recession periods
as decided upon by the NBER business cycle dating committee.
For the construction of the composite coincident index, The Conference Board takes on a
straightforward strategy with a clear interpretation. The composite coincident index at time
t reflects the state of the economy for that month. The interpretation of the composite leading
index is however less clear and its construction is restrictive. First, it is not immediately clear
how many months LEI leads the business cycle. Second, it may well be that the lead times
of the ten individual indicators differ and hence a simple contemporaneous average does not
necessarily contain the strongest leading signal possible. Third and finally, all ten indicators
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are regarded as equally important, in the sense that they all get equal weight (of course apart
from the standardization). Attributing relatively large weights to less informative leading
indicators adds noise to the composite leading index and blurs the predictive signal.
We extract an alternative leading index both with fully revised and with real-time data on
the leading indicators. For reasons of data availability as well as to compare our alternative
indexes fairly to TCB’s, we use the same set of individual leading variables. In addition
to the practical issue of data availability, we also have two distinct interpretations of the
results dependent upon the type of data used. With the real-time data we estimate the
direct link between information on the leading variables as it was historically available at
the actual time of the forecast construction and the true state of the economy. Since we are
interested in forecasting “truth,” we do use final data for dependent variable CEI (Diebold
and Rudebusch, 1991a).
At the moment of forecasting we use the most recently available releases of the ten leading
variables. Hence, using leading indicator j’s κj-months-lagged values, means using partly
revised data since we extract the κj-th off-diagonal of its real-time data matrix. Therefore, in
this scenario we examine the predictive power of real-time and partly revised data releases,
and we derive a leading index that provides practically useful forecasts in real time and that
is optimal in terms of highest correlation with the business cycle measures. On the other
hand, if we use the final data instead, we estimate the “true,” reduced-form relation between
leading indicators and the current state of the business cycle, of course under the assumption
that data revisions lead to the true values.
3.4 Results
In this section we first present the results of the testing procedure to compare the various
alternative leading indexes. Next, we discuss posterior properties of the model parameters,
including lead times and relative weights. Third, we assess the outcomes of the out-of-
sample forecasting experiment, and we conclude with a descriptive statistical analysis of the
alternative indexes.
3.4.1 Testing
The top row of Panel A of Table 3.2 shows the Bayes factors of the equal-weights model
with heterogenous lead times (M2), versus the model with LEI ` months lagged as single
regressor, when we use latest-available data. These factors are on a log10-scale, so we use
Jeffreys’ guidelines to assess whether our method improves on TCB’s, using 2 as a “critical
value.” Considering the composition of LEI, if we use its `-months lag, we test whether all
ten leading indicators have equal lead time ` by using the BF2,1’s. For all six lags of LEI we
obtain Bayes factors in the range 52–63. Hence, for all values of `, there is always at least
one leading indicator which has a lead time different from `. This result provides statistically
convincing evidence for heterogenous lead times across the ten leading indicators.
Testing whether also relaxing the equal-weights restriction extracts a stronger leading
signal for the business cycle results in the Bayes factors in the second row of Panel A. For
this model with both heterogenous lead times and indicator weights (M3) we obtain factors
in a range 58–70. This again provides overwhelming evidence in favor of our new leading
index relative to TCB’s LEI. To compareM3 toM2 we subtract their respective Bayes factors
versus the LEI model. The resulting factors are displayed in the third row of Panel A. For
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Table 3.2 Bayes factors nested model testing
LEI’s lag `
Model pair 1 2 3 4 5 6
Panel A: Revised data
M2 vs. M1 63.7 56.6 52.4 57.1 58.4 55.8
M3 vs. M1 70.1 67.6 61.3 58.7 64.0 66.5
M3 vs. M2; both contain LEIt−` 6.4 11.0 8.9 1.6 5.6 10.7
Panel B: Real-time data
M2 vs. M1 70.0 66.3 66.7 71.3 62.5 71.2
M3 vs. M1 73.4 79.3 72.6 78.1 79.9 82.8
M3 vs. M2; both contain LEIt−` 3.4 13.0 5.9 6.7 17.4 11.7
Notes: These Bayes factors for nested model testing are the result of applying the Savage–Dickey density
ratio. We compare the following models: M1 is the bivariate model with as single predictor TCB’s leading
index ` months lagged; M2 is the bivariate model with heterogenous lead times, but each leading variable
is assumed to be equally important, and augmented with LEI ` months lagged; M3 is the bivariate model
with both heterogenous weights and lead times, again augmented with LEI ` months lagged. Bayes factors
are on the log10-scale.
five out of the six lead times, the Bayes factors indicate that allowing for indicator-specific
weights decisively improves over the case with only heterogenous lead times. Since the Bayes
factor is partly a trade-off between the fit of the data (as measured by the likelihood) and
the parsimony of the model specification (as expressed in the prior-posterior difference),
we observe that introducing nine additional parameters in M3 relative to M2 results in a
decisively better predictive description of the business cycle. The smallest Bayes factor we
find is BF3,2 = 1.6, for the LEI four months lagged. Hence, following Jeffreys, this represents
not decisive but still very strong support for heterogenous weights of the indicators relative
to all leading variables equally important.
If we apply the same set of tests to our leading indexes constructed with real-time data,
we obtain the results depicted in Panel B of Table 3.2. The first row shows that our model
with indicator-specific lead times retrieves important additional business-cycle-leading infor-
mation compared to the LEI available in real time, for all lags considered. It does so even
more decisively than with fully revised data.
We find similar results forM3 against the `-months-lagged LEI. The second row in Panel B
shows Bayes factors ranging between 72 and 82, assigning virtually zero weight to the model
with only LEI. The final row of the table shows that, also for real-time data, some leading
variables turn out to be decisively more important than others in predicting the business
cycle. In summary, these testing results show overwhelming support for a leading index with
both indicator-specific lead times and weights. It extracts additional predictive power from
the set of ten leading indicators, relative to LEI. This improvement is largest is we apply
data of the real-time type.
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3.4.2 Posterior results
The left columns of Figures 3.2–3.3 show the marginal posterior distributions of the lead times
of the ten leading indicators in the equal-weights model, obtained with latest-available data.
All ten lead times have nearly all posterior weight concentrated at one particular value, with
the notable exception of the interest rate spread (10TFF) in Figure 3.3(j). We distinguish
two groups of indicators. One group consists of leading variables having relatively short lead
times up to three months. Unemployment benefit claims (CUI), new orders for consumer
goods (NOC), vendor performance index (VPI), new orders for capital goods (NOK) and
new building permits (NBP) belong to this group. The other group of indicators have
(relatively) long lead times. Weekly hours worked (WHM), S&P500 index (SP5), money
supply growth (M2), consumer expectations (CCE) and 10TFF lead the business cycle at
least five months. The latter has a more dispersed posterior lead-time distribution with
probability mass distributed over the range of twelve to seventeen months, with the mode
at 13.
If we look at the marginal posterior properties of the other parameters of model M2 in
Panel A of Table 3.3, we see that we estimate the indicator weight β¯ ≈ 0.60. The fact
that in M2 all ten indicators are forced to have this same effect causes the very pronounced
posteriors of the lead times. For example, if a few indicators are more important than others,
they leverage the value of β¯ and for the less important indicators the lead time corresponding
closest to this weight is selected. We infer whether this issue is indeed affecting the results
from the middle columns of Figures 3.2–3.3, which display the marginal posteriors of the ten
lead times in M3, the model with a potentially unequal weighing of the individual leading
variables. We make the following four remarks with regard to the change in the posteriors
of the lead times and the rank of the individual indicators in terms of relative importance,
due to the relaxation of the uniform-importance restriction when going from M2 to M3.
First, we identify two lead times (WHM and VPI) that show spiked posteriors in M2,
but which have more dispersed distributions in M3. Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(j) depict the
marginal posterior densities of the respective weights βWHM and βVPI and show that these
leading variables are less important in constructing our new leading index, with considerable
posterior mass around 0. We note that if the weight βj = 0 for indicator j, then its lead-
time parameter is not identified by the data and κj’s posterior closely resembles its uniform
prior. Equivalently, if the posterior of κj shows pronounced support for particular lead
times, its corresponding weight is different from 0. For weekly hours worked we find an
almost uniformly distributed posterior [Figure 3.2(b)] and vendor performance’s posterior
assigns slowly decreasing weights to lead times ranging from one month to seven months
[Figure 3.2(k)].
Second, three lead times (NOK, NBP and CCE) have bi-modal marginal posteriors in
M3. The lead time of new orders for capital goods changes from a clear three-month lead to
either three or six months. For new building permits posterior mass partly shifts from the
relatively short lead time of three months in M2 to longer periods of nine to eleven months
in M3. The lead time of consumer expectations goes the opposite direction: it is sharply
estimated at ten months in M2, but part of the posterior mass is generously redirected to
κCCE = 2 in M3. In Figures 3.4(m), 3.5(a) and 3.5(m) we display the weights of these
three leading indicators in building our alternative leading index. Although all three have
substantial positive weight with posterior modes around 0.30, there is minor support for 0
as well.
Figure 3.2 Marginal posteriors of lead times, revised data
























































































































Figure 3.3 Marginal posteriors of lead times, revised data, Cont.
























































































































Figure 3.4 Marginal posteriors of leading-indicator weights, revised data



















(b) WHM, M4, CEI
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(e) CUI, M4, CEI
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(h) NOC, M4, CEI
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Figure 3.5 Marginal posteriors of leading-indicator weights, revised data, Cont.
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Table 3.3 Properties of marginal posterior distributions
Percentiles Percentiles
Parameter Mean St.D. 5th 95th Mean St.D. 5th 95th
Panel A: Revised data Panel B: Real-time data
Model M2
β0 2.39 0.14 2.16 2.62 2.39 0.14 2.15 2.63
α0 1.50 0.10 1.33 1.68 1.55 0.12 1.36 1.76
β¯ 0.58 0.04 0.52 0.65 0.59 0.04 0.52 0.66
σ21 12.24 0.71 11.11 13.46 12.58 0.74 11.40 13.85
ρ 0.71 0.05 0.63 0.78 0.70 0.05 0.62 0.77
γ 0.50 0.05 0.43 0.59 0.54 0.06 0.44 0.64
Model M3
β0 2.39 0.14 2.15 2.62 2.39 0.14 2.15 2.63
α0 1.64 0.12 1.45 1.85 1.63 0.12 1.44 1.84
βWHM 0.17 0.15 −0.08 0.41 0.18 0.15 −0.08 0.42
βCUI 0.67 0.13 0.45 0.88 0.71 0.13 0.49 0.93
βNOC 0.61 0.13 0.39 0.83 0.39 0.14 0.16 0.62
βVPI 0.25 0.18 −0.10 0.51 0.43 0.14 0.20 0.66
βNOK 0.28 0.16 0.01 0.52 0.35 0.16 0.07 0.58
βNBP 0.34 0.13 0.13 0.55 0.35 0.13 0.14 0.57
βSP5 0.71 0.13 0.50 0.92 0.69 0.13 0.48 0.90
βM2 0.58 0.14 0.36 0.80 0.51 0.13 0.29 0.73
β10TFF 1.18 0.13 0.97 1.39 1.22 0.13 1.01 1.43
βCCE 0.35 0.14 0.11 0.56 0.34 0.14 0.11 0.56
σ21 12.28 0.73 11.13 13.52 12.56 0.75 11.38 13.85
ρ 0.72 0.05 0.63 0.79 0.72 0.05 0.64 0.79
γ 0.57 0.05 0.48 0.66 0.57 0.05 0.48 0.66
Notes: Model M2 is the bivariate model in which all leading indicators have equal weight β¯; in Model M3
each of the ten leading variables has its own weight βj ; both specifications allow for heterogenous lead times.
Third, a group of four leading variables (CUI, NOC, SP5 and M2) have the same spiked
lead-time posteriors in both models. If we look at model M3’s parameters in Panel A of
Table 3.3 and the plots of the marginal posterior densities in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, we also
observe that these four variables are in-group equally important in our new leading index.
With posteriors of their βj’s clearly shifted away from 0 and all four modes close to 0.60,
they are more dominant than NOK, NBP and CCE, and certainly than WHM and VPI.
Fourth, the spread between the 10-year T-bond and the effective federal funds rate is
evidently the most dominant constituent of our leading index. Figure 3.5(j) shows that
β10TFF has a posterior mode of 1.2, which makes this spread twice as important as CUI,
NOC, SP5 and M2. The fact that 10TFF is allowed to have its own weight makes the
posterior of its lead time also more pronounced. In Figure 3.3(k) we observe that the interest
rate spread leads the business cycle exactly one year or thirteen months.
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The left columns of Figures 3.6–3.7 show the posterior distributions of the lead times in
the equal-weights model when we use real-time data instead. While we find evidence for a
single lead-time value inM2 with revised data for VPI, M2 and CCE, with real-time data the
posterior mass is distributed among two lead-time values. The index of vendor performance
leads one or two months, money supply four or eleven months, and consumer expectations
four or ten months. If we apply the model with indicator-specific weights, these three leading
variables keep this feature, see Figures 3.6(k), 3.7(h) and 3.7(n).
In Panel B of Table 3.3 we observe that WHM also has small relative importance in
determining our leading index with real-time data. NOC loses importance compared to the
leading index based on revised data, with its weight declining from 0.6 to 0.4. Both weekly
hours worked and new orders consumer goods have a more diffuse lead-time posterior, as
we see in Figures 3.6(b) and 3.6(h). On the other hand, VPI has a more peaked lead-time
posterior compared to its revised-data counterpart, and it also gains additional weight. The
posterior mean of βVPI increases from 0.25 to 0.43.
For the data measured in real time, we make the following classification in terms of relative
importance by looking at the marginal posterior density plots of the indicator weights in the
left columns of Figures 3.8–3.9. From less important to most important we start again
with WHM. Next, a sizeable group consisting of NOC, VPI, NOK, NBP, M2 and CCE take
substantial weights all around 0.4. The pair CUI and SP5 are more important, each having
a weight of 0.7. Finally we see again that 10TFF, which is not liable to any revisions,
dominates the other leading indicators with β10TFF ≈ 1.2.
We recall that we use the bivariate dependent variable with both the recession indicator
and the growth rate of the coincident index to gather more information about the business
cycle and hence extract a stronger leading signal. Since CEI is a continuous variable it
contains more information due to its greater variability, and therefore implicitly has a larger
weight in identifying the relative importance of the J leading variables. We examine as
follows whether some leading indicators are more important in leading the coincident index
than leading the recession indicator. First, we define model M4 as the unrestricted bivariate
model, i.e., we do not impose any restrictions on the 2J indicator weights β and α in
(3.1) and (3.2). Second, we check the relative importance of the ten indicators across the
two equations by comparing the posterior distributions of the two vectors with regression
weights in M4.8
First, the posteriors of the lead times are very close to the ones we obtain in M3, as
we see in the right columns of Figures 3.2–3.3 (revised data) and 3.6–3.7 (real-time data).
Figures 3.4–3.5 (revised data) and 3.8–3.9 (real-time data) show in their middle and right
columns the marginal posteriors of the elements of β and γˆ−1α, respectively (with γˆ =
E [γ |Y,M3] = 0.57). If αˆj/βˆj ≈ γˆ, the equal-relative-importance restriction across the two
equations is likely to hold (with ϑˆj = E [ϑj |Y,M4], ϑ ∈ {α, β}). With latest-available data
the two smallest ratios we find belong to VPI and CCE and take values slightly above 0.2.
The weights of these variables in the two equations show substantially different posteriors
indeed, as we see in Figures 3.4(k) and 3.4(l) for VPI, and in Figures 3.5(n) and 3.5(o) for
CCE. 10TFF has the largest ratio of 0.64. The other seven are all in the range 0.35–0.60. For
real-time data we obtain very similar results. In summary, the effect of vendor performance
and consumer expectations is larger in leading the coincident index than in leading the
8We parameterize this bivariate model such that the intercept of the latent regression equation is fixed at
1 and the variance matrix is unrestricted. We refer to Appendix 3.A.3 for further details about this model
specification and issues related to posterior simulation.
Figure 3.6 Marginal posteriors of lead times, real-time data
























































































































Figure 3.7 Marginal posteriors of lead times, real-time data, Cont.
























































































































Figure 3.8 Marginal posteriors of leading-indicator weights, real-time data



















(b) WHM, M4, CEI









(c) WHM, M4, NBER



















(e) CUI, M4, CEI









(f) CUI, M4, NBER



















(h) NOC, M4, CEI









(i) NOC, M4, NBER



















(k) VPI, M4, CEI
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(n) NOK, M4, CEI
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Figure 3.9 Marginal posteriors of leading-indicator weights, real-time data, Cont.



















(b) NBP, M4, CEI









(c) NBP, M4, NBER



















(e) SP5, M4, CEI









(f) SP5, M4, NBER



















(h) M2, M4, CEI
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(k) 10TFF, M4, CEI
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(n) CCE, M4, CEI









(o) CCE, M4, NBER
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Figure 3.10 In-sample one-month-ahead recession probabilities, revised data
























NBER indicator. Second, the interest rate spread seems slightly more important in leading
the zero-one state of the economy. Despite the small differences, these results sustain our
assumption of equal relative importance of the indicators across the two equations in M3.
Moreover, in the next section we further see that relaxing this assumption, leading to model
M4, does not pay off in terms of improved forecasting of recessions.
3.4.3 Forecasting
We start with an inspection of the in-sample forecasting performance of our leading indexes.
We compute in-sample recession probabilities by mixing the marginalized (with respect to
CEI) probability of a recession Φ(−γµ∗2t) over the full-sample posterior distribution p(θ |Y),
such that we average out uncertainty about lead times and indicator weight(s).9
In Figure 3.10 we depict the in-sample recession probabilities for the model including
solely TCB’s LEI, and our alternative leading-index models, all obtained with revised data.
If we compare Figure 3.10(a) to 3.10(b), we observe thatM2 provides a substantially better fit
of the recessionary months which we indicate by the shaded areas. The in-sample forecasts of
9Additionally, we also have the conditional in-sample probabilities Pr [y2t = 1 |y1t], given CEI’s growth
rate. As the first release of month t’s CEI is issued months before the NBER announces its recession decision,
with our model we generate an updated predictive probability for month t. These updated probabilities are
more pronounced since we find a correlation of ρ ≈ 0.7 between the innovations in the two equations.
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Figure 3.11 In-sample one-month-ahead recession probabilities, real-time data
























M3 in Figure 3.10(c) are even more pronounced compared toM2’s, especially during the first
five recessionary periods. This finding visually confirms our testing results in Section 3.4.1.
With all models the 2001 recession turns out to be the most difficult to accurately predict.
Using the unrestricted-weights model M4 does not change this either, since its recession
probabilities are almost equal toM3’s (and therefore not reported). The probability forecasts
for the 2001 slow-down period obtained with our indexes do behave relatively volatile and
are steadily increasing about a year in advance of the recession.
We plot the in-sample probabilities with real-time data in Figure 3.11. Allowing each of
the ten leading variables to have its own lead time results in an even stronger improvement
over LEI’s predictive power compared to the revised-data setting. The real-time variant
of TCB’s leading indicator does a reasonable job when predicting the 1974, 1980 and 1990
recessions, but otherwise its performance is modest. Both our new real-time indexes better
anticipate recessionary periods. Comparing Figures 3.10 and 3.11 we find only small differ-
ences between applying latest-available data or leading indicators as they were historically
available for one-month-ahead forecasting, at least visually.
Since we do not explicitly model persistence in the dependent variable in addition to
the temporal dependence induced by the autodependent leading indicators, our smoothed
recession probabilities are not as clear-cut as Markovian regime-switching models’ (Hamilton,
1989, 1994, Ch. 22). However, the forecast probabilities of these regime-switching models
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Figure 3.12 Out-of-sample one-month-ahead recession probabilities, revised data
































Table 3.4 Marginalized predictive likelihoods and predictive Bayes factors
Forecasting horizon
h = 1 h = 3 h = 6
Model P.L. BFi,1 BF3,2 P.L. BFi,1 BF3,2 P.L. BFi,1 BF3,2
Panel A: Revised
TCB’s LEI (M1) −27.8 − − −27.7 − − −26.5 − −
M2 −22.7 5.0 − −22.1 5.6 − −25.1 1.4 −
M3 −21.1 6.7 1.6 −23.8 3.8 −1.7 −24.4 2.1 0.7
Panel B: Real-time
TCB’s LEI (M1) −32.2 − − −32.4 − − −31.6 − −
M2 −22.0 10.2 − −22.9 9.5 − −25.5 6.1 −
M3 −24.3 7.9 −2.3 −26.5 6.0 −3.5 −24.3 7.3 1.2
Notes: “TCB’s LEI” is the bivariate model with LEI as single explanatory variable, but with unknown lead
time; M2 is the bivariate model with heterogenous lead times, and each leading variable has the same weight;
M3 is the bivariate model with both heterogenous weights and lead times. For all three forecasting horizons,
the first forecast we always construct at the end of December 1993, i.e., for h = 1 the first forecast concerns
January 1994; h = 3, March 1994; h = 6, June 1994. Predictive likelihoods (“P.L.”) are marginalized with
respect to CEI’s growth rate: p(Yτ+1,T2 |Y1,τ ) =
∫
p(Yτ+1,T |Y1,τ )dYτ+1,T1 and, as the Bayes factors, on
the log10-scale. Panel A shows results for revised and Panel B for real-time leading-indicator data.
have difficulty in signalling a change in regime because the prevailing state is most likely
to persist with estimated probability almost 1. On the contrary, we find out-of-sample
probabilities close to their smoothed in-sample counterparts. If we implement the recession
forecasting procedure with fully revised data, we obtain the one-month-ahead probability
forecasts in Figure 3.12 for the period January 1994–May 2011.
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Figure 3.13 Out-of-sample one-month-ahead recession probabilities, real-time data
































We report marginalized predictive likelihoods and Bayes factors in Panel A of Table 3.4
for three forecasting horizons, using latest-available data. For all three horizons both our
alternative leading indexes outperform The Conference Board’s, with Bayes factors decisively
in favor of M2 and M3 for h = 1, 3, and very strong to decisive support for the six-month
forecasting horizon. For one month and six months ahead the indicator-specific-weights
index produces strongly to very strongly improved forecasts compared to our index with
leading indicators equally weighed.
From a practical point of view the real-time probability forecasts are the most useful.
We obtain these forecasts with our leading indexes as they were historically available and
the posterior beliefs about the model parameters up to and including the month in which
we produce the forecast. In Figure 3.13 we plot Pr [y2t = 1 |Y1,t−1], (t = τ + 1, . . . , T ), as
they were actually computable at the end of months December 1993–April 2011.
In Figure 3.13(a) we see very modest real-time forecasting performance of TCB’s com-
posite leading indicator. The probabilities just calmly fluctuate around 0.1, with a small
increase for the 2008 recession. We remark that the last two recessions are generally harder
to predict, as LEI does a better job in-sample for the other recessionary periods. Our lead-
ing index with equal weights for the ten indicators generates real-time forecasts depicted
in Figure 3.13(b), which obviously bring forth a substantial improvement over LEI’s. If we
compare the respective marginal predictive likelihoods for h = 1 in Panel B of Table 3.4
we obtain a predictive Bayes factor of 10, decisively favoring M2’s leading index. Allowing
for indicator-specific weights, we still convincingly outperform the LEI, but BF3,2 favors the
equal-weights case. This is largely due to the forecasts ofM3 during the most recent recession.
Figure 3.13(c) shows that the recession probabilities start decreasing during 2008, whereas
for M2 the probability forecast suddenly drops at the end of the recession. The fact that
we predict the 2008 recession more accurately in-sample [Figure 3.11(c)] suggests that this
long-lasting recessionary period contains strong information for identifying the parameters
of M3.
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Table 3.5 Cross correlations leading indexes versus business cycle
Business cycle measure h months ahead
Leading index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Panel A: Revised data CEI’s growth rate
LEI 0.27 0.38 0.34 0.35 0.29 0.31 0.26 0.27 0.30
M3, h = 1 0.55 0.47 0.46 0.42 0.37 0.38 0.36 0.31 0.33
M3, h = 3 0.44 0.47 0.51 0.45 0.42 0.44 0.38 0.37 0.38
M3, h = 6 0.38 0.42 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.48 0.41 0.40 0.41
NBER indicator
LEI −0.35 −0.41 −0.43 −0.42 −0.39 −0.40 −0.40 −0.39 −0.35
M3, h = 1 −0.65 −0.64 −0.59 −0.54 −0.49 −0.46 −0.42 −0.37 −0.33
M3, h = 3 −0.59 −0.63 −0.65 −0.62 −0.59 −0.57 −0.54 −0.49 −0.43
M3, h = 6 −0.54 −0.58 −0.59 −0.59 −0.59 −0.61 −0.59 −0.55 −0.51
Panel B: Real-time data CEI’s growth rate
LEI 0.16 0.29 0.24 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.12
M3, h = 1 0.55 0.47 0.46 0.43 0.37 0.41 0.36 0.31 0.32
M3, h = 3 0.42 0.46 0.50 0.44 0.41 0.43 0.38 0.37 0.38
M3, h = 6 0.34 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.44 0.38 0.39 0.39
NBER indicator
LEI −0.24 −0.29 −0.28 −0.24 −0.21 −0.20 −0.18 −0.16 −0.13
M3, h = 1 −0.65 −0.63 −0.58 −0.53 −0.49 −0.46 −0.42 −0.37 −0.32
M3, h = 3 −0.57 −0.61 −0.63 −0.60 −0.57 −0.55 −0.53 −0.49 −0.44
M3, h = 6 −0.45 −0.51 −0.54 −0.56 −0.57 −0.59 −0.57 −0.53 −0.49
For three months ahead we obtain similar results. Both our alternative indexes produce
better recession forecasts than TCB’s, butM3 does not improve overM2 out-of-sample, with
BF3,2 = −3.5. If we derive an index leading the business cycle half a year, the model with
indicator-specific weights does provide a stronger signal as indicated by the predictive Bayes
factor of 1.2 for M3 relative to M2.
We conclude the forecasting experiment with two further remarks. That our leading
indexes more accurately anticipate changes in the state of the economy out-of-sample than
LEI is evident from the predictive Bayes factors. Comparing M2 to M3 is however more
delicate. We see thatM3 does better in-sample, but since it does slightly worse compared to
M2 in forecasting the 2008 recession, the predictive Bayes factors choose the equal-weights
leading index for three out of six cases. Second, as seen in-sample, the 2001 recession is
difficult to predict regardless of the model used, it is however one of just two recessions in
our hold-out sample to assess forecasting performance.
3.4.4 Properties alternative indexes
To analyze the time-series properties of our leading indexes extracted with model M3, we
plot both its growth rates and levels in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for the final and real-time
data, respectively, and for one, three and six months ahead. These time series clearly ex-
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Figure 3.14 Alternative model-based (M3) leading economic indexes, revised data








(a) Detrended indexes leading one month (solid line), three months (“#”), six months (“N”)





(b) Demeaned growth rates one-month-ahead index





(c) Demeaned growth rates three-months-ahead index





(d) Demeaned growth rates six-months-ahead index
hibit cyclical behavior, with recessions starting on average when the index changes from
negatively to positively decreasing (second derivative changes sign). We observe three pe-
riods of pronounced decline of the index, but not persistent enough though to lead to the
announcement of a recession (1967, tensions in the Middle East; 1987, stock market crash;
1997 Asian financial crisis). From these figures we also learn why the 2001 recession is diffi-
cult to forecast. Although the index is decreasing about six months in advance of the start
of the recession, the decline is not as severe as for the other recessions.
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Figure 3.15 Alternative model-based (M3) leading economic indexes, real-time data








(a) Detrended indexes leading one month (solid line), three months (“#”), six months (“N”)





(b) Demeaned growth rates one-month-ahead index





(c) Demeaned growth rates three-months-ahead index





(d) Demeaned growth rates six-months-ahead index
Our methods allow us to compose indexes leading the business cycle for a given number
of months. From the figures we derive that the six-months leading index signals changes in
business conditions earlier than the one-month index. This feature is most notable when
the economy comes out of a recession. During the 1974 recession for example, we see the
six-months index reaching its through first. The sample correlations reported in Table 3.5
establish this numerically. They show that for a given h we automatically find the com-
position of leading variables with the highest correlation with the business cycle. Both in
terms of leading CEI and the recession indicator, our h-months leading index realizes the
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highest correlation with these two business cycle measures h months ahead. TCB’s LEI
is most useful for forecasting two/three months ahead. Nonetheless, our methods offer a
better alternative as they are especially designed for user-specified forecasting horizons, and
they achieve substantially higher correlations with the business cycle. Naturally, the longer
the horizon, the more difficult it becomes to foresee changes in the state of the economy as
shown by the decreasing maximum correlations for h increasing. Final data provide stronger
leading signals, as for all h their indexes attain higher correlations. Finally, the table cor-
roborates our previous finding that especially LEI measured in real time can be improved
upon substantially.
3.5 Conclusion
The construction of the commonly used and intently watched composite leading index as
monthly released by The Conference Board involves two rather stringent assumptions. Its
ten constituents are assumed to have identical lead times and are assigned equal weights.
Obviously, individual leading indicators may differ in the number of months they lead the
business cycle. Moreover, some leading indicators may maintain a stronger relation with the
business cycle than others. We find empirical evidence supporting these two relaxations of
TCB’s methods and we propose an improved leading index that better signals changes in
business conditions. Especially the enhancements of real-time forecasting are useful since
first releases of TCB’s leading index are known for their modest predictive power (Diebold
and Rudebusch, 1991a).
We use a bivariate model to combine both quantitative (TCB’s composite coincident
index) and qualitative (NBER’s turning points) measures of the state of the economy and
relate these to the ten individual leading indicators. Each leading variable has its own
lead time and relative weight. We deal with the resultant discrete-continuous parameter
space in a Bayesian set-up. This approach also provides the natural context to construct
real-time predictions for changes in the business cycle. That is, we employ real-time data
(in addition to final data) and each month we recursively update the model parameters’
posterior distribution.
We find decisive support for heterogeneity in the lead times and strong empirical evi-
dence for differences in relative importance of the individual leading indicators. Our resulting
alternative composite indexes outperform TCB’s both in-sample and out-of-sample, provid-
ing more accurate recession-probability forecasts. Especially the improvement in real-time
forecasting is important as it offers a framework that can actually be operationalized in
practice.
Further research should reveal whether lead times and relative weights of the individual
leading indicators are dependent on the state of the business cycle as well. Previous research
finds that TCB’s composite leading index has a longer lead time for the business cycle when
the latter is in expansion than when it is in contraction (Paap et al., 2009).
3.A Technical details
In this appendix we provide the technical details of the Bayesian analysis of our models.
First, we introduce some additional notation to facilitate the exposition of the methods,
next we discuss the derivation of the posterior distribution and the simulation routines to
obtain a sample thereof.
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We sample T times the bivariate observation yt = (y1t, y2t)′, (t = 1, . . . , T ), (continuous
CEI and binary recession indicator). To model the contemporaneous dependence between
these two variables we define the unobserved continuous random variables z∗2t, (t = 1, . . . , T ),
that determine the value of the recession indicator. We use the reparameterized model
specification in which the variance of these latent variables is identified due to the additional




′, which contains the two continuous variables of which the second component is not
observed as opposed to the first. Realizations of the leading variables are arranged in the





2 · · · x1−κJ ,T−κJJ
]
,
with vectors x1−κj ,T−κjj = (xj,1−κj , . . . , xj,T−κj)
′, containing leading indicator j’s lagged ob-
servations. Finally, we define the following three T × 2 matrices
Y = (y1, . . . ,yT )
′, Y∗ = (y∗1, . . . ,y
∗
T )




We write the model for the continuous dependent variables in matrix notation as
Y∗ = ιTΠ
′ + X(κ)(ι′2 ⊗ β) + ε∗, ε∗ ∼ MN(0T×2,Σ⊗ IT ),
in which the two intercepts are stacked in Π = (β0, α∗0)
′. Thus, we obtain a bivariate SUR
model for y∗t , in which each equation has the same regressors and the regressors have identical
partial effects across the two equations. The probit equations y2t = I{z∗2t<0}, (t = 1, . . . , T ),
complete the model specification.
3.A.1 Prior distribution and complete data likelihood
We discuss the more general case (M3) in which each leading variable has its own weight βj .
The model with equal weights βj = β¯ (M2) follows as a special case. The prior specification
from Section 3.2.2 leads to the prior density function



























with N = 2 the dimension of yt.
To compose the complete data likelihood we first vectorize the SUR model in (3.A.1)
such that we obtain the normal linear regression model
w = vec [Y∗ − ιTΠ′] = [ι2 ⊗X(κ)]β + vec [ε∗] , vec [ε∗] ∼ N(02T ,Σ⊗ IT ), (3.A.3)
in which we denote the lead-time-dependent design matrix as V(κ) = ι2 ⊗X(κ). With the
latent data stacked in z∗2 = (z
∗
21, . . . , z
∗
2T )
′, we obtain the complete data likelihood funtion
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3.A.2 Posterior simulation steps
If we combine (3.A.2) with (3.A.4), we obtain the kernel of the augmented posterior distri-
bution p(θ, z∗2 |Y), from which we sample by implementing an efficient MCMC scheme. We
expect the dependence between the lead times and the regression weights of the individual
leading indicators to be strong and therefore to slow down the mixing of a full Gibbs sampler
considerably. To resolve this issue we marginalize with respect to the regression weights and
sample the lead times independent from β. The four steps in Section 3.2.2 are implemented
as follows.
Step 1: Latent data
Sample each latent variable from p(z∗2t |Y, θ), (t = 1, . . . , T ). Conditional on y1t and θ, z∗2t is
independent from all other y1i and z∗2i. It depends on the contemporaneous CEI growth rate
though. If we use the properties of the multivariate normal distribution, we sample each z∗2t
from a univariate truncated conditional normal distribution with moments as in (3.5)–(3.6).
Thus, we update z∗2 by sampling each of its T components as
z∗2t | {Y, θ} ∼ N(µ2|1,t, σ22|1)× (I{y2t=1}I{z∗2t<0} + I{y2t=0}I{z∗2t≥0}).
Step 2: Lead times
Sample each lead time from p(κj |Y, z∗2,Π,Σ,κ−j) ∝ p(κ |Y, z∗2,Π,Σ), (j = 1, . . . , J). Due
to the conditionally conjugate prior for the indicator weights, we analytically marginalize
with respect to β. First, we collect the terms involving β from (3.A.4) and (3.A.2), then we
apply the decomposition rule (see Greenberg, 2008) and integrate the kernel of the normal
distribution with mean and variance
b(κ) = B(κ)[V(κ)′(Σ⊗ IT )−1w + B−1b], (3.A.5)
B(κ) = [V(κ)′(Σ⊗ IT )−1V(κ) + B−1]−1. (3.A.6)
Keeping all terms involving κ, we obtain the marginalized density
p(κ |Y, z∗2,Π,Σ) ∝
∫









r(κ)′r(κ) = [w−V(κ)b(κ)]′(Σ⊗ IT )−1[w−V(κ)b(κ)]
+ [b(κ)− b]′B−1[b(κ)− b].
We evaluate the kernel in (3.A.7) for all supported values of κj to obtain
p¯κj ,k = p(κj = k,κ−j |Y, z∗2,Π,Σ), (k = 1, . . . , Kmaxj ).
After normalization we draw from the discrete distribution with probabilities p¯κj ,k/
∑
i p¯κj ,i,
(k = 1, . . . , Kmaxj ). For the equal-weights restricted model we substitute {V(κ)ιJ , b, B} for
{V(κ),b,B} in the above derivations.
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Step 3: Indicator weights
Sample indicator weights in one block from p(β |Y, z∗2, θ−β). If we use the auxiliary regression
model with 2T observations in (3.A.3) and the Gaussian prior, we sample





with the mean and variance matrix as in (3.A.5)–(3.A.6). To sample β¯ in M2, we replace
again the explanatory variables matrix and the prior mean and variance with their counter-
parts as in Step 2.
Step 4: Intercepts and covariance matrix
Sample intercepts and covariance matrix in one block from p(Σ,Π |Y, z∗2,β,κ). We obtain
a conditional multivariate normal linear regression model and combined with the natural
conjugate prior choice for {Σ,Π} we simulate Σ from the inverted Wishart distribution
Σ | {Y, z∗2,β,κ} ∼ IW(T + ν,S),
S = S + (W− ιTp)′(W− ιTp) + q−1(p− p)′(p− p),
W = Y∗ −X(κ)(ι′2 ⊗ β), p = (Tq + 1)−1(qι′TW + p),
and Π conditional on Σ from the bivariate normal distribution
Π | {Y, z∗2,β,κ,Σ} ∼ N
(
p′, q(Tq + 1)−1Σ
)
.
For the SD-testing procedure in Section 3.2.3 we replace this step with the following. We
define the auxiliary matrices U˜ = (ιT ,LEI1−`,T−`) and W˜ = Y∗ −X(κ)(ι′2 ⊗ β). With the
resulting multivariate normal regression model and its conjugate prior in (3.13), we sample
the regression parameters and the covariance matrix {Π˜,Σ} in one block as
Σ | {Y, z∗2,β,κ} ∼ IW(ν + T, S˜),
Π˜ | {Y, z∗2,β,κ,Σ} ∼ MN(P˜,Σ⊗ Q˜).
The posterior parameters of these distributions are
S˜ = S + (W˜− U˜P˜)′(W˜− U˜P˜) + q−1P˜′P˜,
Q˜ = (U˜′U˜ + q−1I2)
−1, P˜ = Q˜U˜′U˜,
using the prior zero mean and q = 10. To sample the lead times and the indicator weights we
substitute vec[W˜] for w, and to simulate the latent data we use Y∗ = U˜Π˜+X(κ)(ι′2⊗β)+ε∗
instead.
3.A.3 Unrestricted bivariate model
In this section we discuss the technical details of the general unrestricted form (M4) of our
model (3.1)–(3.2). We fix the intercept of the latent variable at 1 such that we have the
reparameterized latent variable z†2t and the unrestricted errors’ covariance matrix Σ†.10
10The lower-right element of Σ† is α−20 . Expansions occur more frequently than recessions, hence α0 > 0.
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We arrange the 2J weights in Λ = (β,α†), with α† = α−10 α. The model parameters
are θ = {κ,Λ,Σ†, β0}. Defining the auxiliary matrix W(β0) = Y† − ιT (β0, 1), with Y† =
(Y1, z
†
2), we have the complete data likelihood function
















We choose the relatively uninformative conditionally conjugate prior
Σ
† ∼ IW(ν,S), Λ |Σ† ∼ MN(P,Σ† ⊗Q), (3.A.9)
with parameters ν = 6 and S = diag(15, 1), and P = 02×2 and Q = 10I2. For the single
intercept we opt for β0 ∼ N(b, B), with mean 0 and variance 10. The prior for the lead times
is as in (3.8). All together, the density of the prior distribution in this unrestricted model is





























with N = 2 the dimension of yt.
The product of (3.A.10) and (3.A.8) results in the kernel of the augmented posterior
distribution of which we obtain a dependent sample by implementing the following MCMC
scheme. In this model we use an even more efficient MCMC procedure since we analytically
integrate out both the indicator weights Λ and the variance matrix Σ†.
Step 1: Latent data
Sample each latent variable from p(z†2t |Y, θ), (t = 1, . . . , T ). This step is the same as for
the restricted model, of course with the modified regression means.
Step 2: Lead times
Sample each lead time from p(κj |Y, z†2, β0,κ−j) ∝ p(κ |Y, z2, β0), (j = 1, . . . , J). The
conditionally conjugate prior in (3.A.9) allows for the analytical integration of {Λ,Σ†} in
this step. That is, we first collect terms involving Λ from the augmented posterior, apply
the decomposition rule (see Greenberg, 2008) and integrate the kernel of the matricvariate
normal MN(P(κ),Σ† ⊗Q(κ)) with parameters
Q(κ) = (X(κ)′X(κ) + Q−1)−1, P(κ) = Q(κ)(X(κ)W(β0) + Q
−1P).
We save terms from this integral involving κ and Σ†, which means that we multiply the
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The deteminant terms with the J/2 powers cancel out, leaving us with the kernel of the
inverted Wishart IW(T + ν,R(κ)′R(κ) + S). This kernel integrates to the determinant of
the inverted Wishart’s matrix to the power −(T + ν)/2. Thus, we end up with
p(κ |Y, z†2, β0) ∝
∫
p(θ, z†2 |Y) d{Λ,Σ†}
∝
∣∣∣Q(κ)∣∣∣N/2 × |R(κ)′R(κ) + S|−(T+ν)/2 × p(κ). (3.A.11)
We evaluate the kernel in (3.A.11) for all supported values for κj , normalize and sample
from this discrete distribution.
Step 3: Indicator weights and covariance matrix
Sample the weights and variance matrix in one block from p(Λ,Σ† |Y, z†2, β0,κ). From the
derivations for Step 2 it follows that we simulate
Σ
† | {Y, z†2, β0,κ} ∼ IW(T + ν,R(κ)′R(κ) + S),
Λ | {Y, z†2, β0,κ,Σ†} ∼ MN(P(κ),Σ† ⊗Q(κ)).
Step 4: Intercept
Sample the single intercept from p(β0 |Y, z†2, θ−β0). We define the auxiliary regression model
for y†t = (y1t, z
†
2t)
′, with x′t(κ) the t-th row of X(κ):
y†t −Λ′xt(κ)− (0, 1)′ = (β0, 0)′ + ε†t , ε†t i.i.d.∼ N(02,Σ†), (t = 1, . . . , T ), (3.A.12)
in which the errors are contemporaneously correlated. The latent z†2t’s are informative about
β0, if and only if correlation ρ 6= 0. We manipulate this model such that we obtain an
equivalent regression in which the errors are uncorrelated. If we define the Cholesky matrix
L such that LL′ = Σ† and multiply both sides of (3.A.12) by the inverse of the Cholesky,
we have
L−1[y∗t −Λ′xt(κ)− (0, 1)′] = L−1(β0, 0)′ + L−1ε†t
⇐⇒ wt = l1β0 + ηt, ηt i.i.d.∼ N(02, I2), (t = 1, . . . , T ),
in which l1 is the first column of L−1 = (l1, l2). Therefore we get the univariate regression
model with the 2T ×1 vector w = (w′1, . . . ,w′T )′ with dependent variables, one column with
regressor observations V = ιT ⊗ l1, and all errors mutually uncorrelated with unit variance.
We simulate the intercept as
β0 | {Y, z†2, θ−β0} ∼ N
(




Parameter Changes in Empirical Macroeconomic Models
4.1 Introduction
Over the last two decades, empirical evidence showing that macroeconomic and financial time
series are subject to changes in their statistical properties has mounted, see Stock andWatson
(1996) and Andreou and Ghysels (2009), among many others. A prominent example in
macroeconomics is the Great Moderation, referring to the large drop in volatility experienced
by many macroeconomic time series in the first half of the 1980s, see, for example, McConnell
and Perez-Quiros (2000), Stock and Watson (2002a), Sensier and van Dĳk (2004) and Kim
et al. (2008). Also in finance, the presence of structural breaks in predictive regression
models for asset returns is by now well documented, see Pesaran and Timmermann (2002),
Paye and Timmermann (2006), Rapach and Wohar (2006), Lettau and Van Nieuwerburgh
(2008), Ravazzolo et al. (2008), Pettenuzzo and Timmermann (2011) and Dangl and Halling
(2012).
Many empirical studies reporting evidence for structural changes in macroeconomic and
financial time series make use of frequentist methods for detecting and dating such changes,
as developed by Andrews (1993), Andrews and Ploberger (1994), Bai and Perron (1998), Bai
et al. (1998) and Qu and Perron (2007), and we refer to Perron (2006) for a recent survey.
These methods are classified as “historical” testing procedures (Andreou and Ghysels, 2009),
in the sense that they are designed for testing for structural change and the identification
of potential break dates ex post for time series observations spanning a given historical,
in-sample period.1 Out-of-sample forecasting in the presence of parameter changes has pre-
sented a much bigger challenge when relying upon frequentist methods, see the survey of
Clements and Hendry (2006). A Bayesian approach better suits this problem, in the sense
that parameter change is made an inherent part of the statistical time series model, in par-
ticular including the possibility that parameter changes occur in the out-of-sample period.
Surprisingly then, accounting for possible future parameter changes when constructing out-
of-sample forecasts has not received much attention yet in the Bayesian literature, with the
1A different strand of literature concerns testing for structural change “in real time,” i.e., monitoring
whether new, incoming observations are consistent with a previously specified model, see Chu et al. (1996)
and Zeileis et al. (2005), among others.
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notable exceptions of Pesaran et al. (2006), Koop and Potter (2007), Maheu and Gordon
(2008), Geweke and Jiang (2011), Maheu and Song (2014) and Song (2014).
In this chapter we propose a Bayesian mixture approach based on Dirichlet process
mixture (DPM) methods to deal with parameter changes in empirical macroeconomic (time-
series) models, with an explicit focus on the implications for out-of-sample forecasting. The
stochastic DPM specification to describe the dynamic behavior of the parameter has a simple
and intuitively appealing interpretation. In each period, with a particular probability a
parameter change occurs and in that case the new parameter value is generated by a so-called
base prior distribution. Otherwise the parameter value is equal to one of the already existing
values. Thus, the (conditional) distribution of the model parameter is a two-component
mixture of which one component is the base prior distribution and the other component
consists of parameter values from the elapsed period thus far. The mixing probability for
the first component is the probability of a new-born parameter value.
The key advantage of the specification lies in the flexibility of the Bayesian procedures
for estimation and forecasting to deal with a wide range of different models. For estima-
tion purposes, we use the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based algorithms by Neal
(2000) to simulate from the posterior distribution of the model parameters. These posterior
simulators boil down to sampling from continuous-discrete mixture distributions. For fore-
casting purposes, the predictive distributions of future observations are of a mixture type
as well, with one component being the model under the no-change scenario and the other
being the model integrated over the base prior in case of a change. If the forecast horizon
grows, the probability of a break in the out-of-sample period increases and the latter mixture
component gets more weight.
Our approach to parameter changes offers two key advantages compared to other existing
methods. Both are closely related to the desirable properties of parameter-change models as
formulated by Koop and Potter (2007). The first advantage is that our specification allows
for an a priori unknown number and timing of changes. In particular, the specification
naturally allows for the possibility that changes occur beyond the in-sample period. It
is commonly recognized that allowing for future changes is important for realistic out-of-
sample forecasting. Previous attempts to do so have certain limitations. Pesaran et al.
(2006) propose an out-of-sample extension of the Markovian model of Chib (1998). In that
approach (structural) changes are modeled by means of a non-recurring Markov process
which requires the specification of the number of breaks that occur, both in- and out-of-
sample, see also Koop and Potter (2007). Pesaran et al. (2006) circumvent this issue by
applying Bayesian model averaging over distinct scenarios, each with a specific number of
breaks in the out-of-sample period. However, this procedure is computationally cumbersome,
and still requires a specific plausible choice of the maximum number of breaks to happen
during the forecasting horizon. The DPM approach solves these problems by specifying
the number of parameter changes to be stochastic, both in- and out-of-sample. Moreover,
parameter values from the past can recur, allowing for temporary, reversible parameter shifts.
A second advantage of our approach lies its ability to deal with parameter changes in var-
ious types of models. Existing structural break approaches are confined to linear regression
models (e.g.Maheu and Gordon, 2008, Geweke and Jiang, 2011) or models that can, at least
conditionally, be written in Gaussian state-space form, as in the dynamic mixture innovation
models advocated by Gerlach et al. (2000), Giordani et al. (2007) and Giordani and Kohn
(2008). By contrast, our set-up includes different types of models (or sampling distributions)
as well, including models for limited dependent variables, and copula models for describing
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non-standard dependence structures, within or between time series. This flexibility is due to
the computational advantages offered by the posterior simulators of Neal (2000). Each run
of his simulators only requires evaluations of one-observation likelihoods and sampling from
simple mixture distributions. Other simulators require analytical integration with respect
to the regime-specific parameters to establish convergence, see Geweke and Jiang (2011), or
Gerlach et al. (2000) for a similar solution in a (conditional) Gaussian state-space specifi-
cation. Their application is, therefore, limited to conditionally conjugate models, and their
feasibility relies on the computational ease of the integration step.
The dynamic mixture innovation framework of Giordani et al. (2007) and Giordani and
Kohn (2008) crucially depends upon the assumption that the model can be written in Gaus-
sian state-space form (at least conditionally) with the parameters treated as the states. The
state equations are specified such that the parameter values are sampled from a mixture of a
degenerate and a Gaussian component. For computational reasons, this Gaussian state-space
approach requires the change in the parameter to come from a (mixed) normal distribution,
otherwise the sampling methods developed by Giordani and Kohn (2008) cannot be applied.
Theoretically this would not be too restrictive as long as the support for the parameter is
unrestricted. If, however, the support of the parameter is restricted or prior beliefs confine
the supported region (e.g. by truncation), this approach breaks down. The DPM framework
is flexible with respect to distributional assumptions of the parameters, as we just opt for
a base prior that has the appropriate features. Furthermore, the dynamic mixture innova-
tions approach not only requires the (mixed) Gaussian assumption of the state innovations,
but also of the measurement equation. The DPM methods are applicable to any kind of
parametric sampling distribution, including models for continuous and discrete time-series
variables, or a combination of the two.
The base prior distribution forms an important part of the modeling process. In the
case of a parameter change the new parameter value is drawn from this distribution, inde-
pendently from previous values. Its choice is guided by the model opted for, in terms of
support, and, second, by prior beliefs. By including a third layer in the model, the inde-
pendence assumption is relaxed and we update the prior beliefs (formulated by the base
prior’s hyperparameters). Such an additional hierarchical step makes regimes from the past
informative for future parameter values and this information is properly absorbed into the
predictive distribution. We find a similar step for structural break models in Carlin et al.
(1992), Pesaran et al. (2006), Geweke and Jiang (2011) and Song (2014).
The outline of the remainder of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2 we introduce
the DPM specification to account for parameter changes, analyze its implications for out-
of-sample forecasting and describe issued related to the choice of an appropriate base prior
distribution and the probability of a parameter change. We discuss the methods to simu-
late from the posterior distribution in Section 4.3, and as a demonstration we analyze an
example with simulated data from an autoregression augmented with explanatory variables.
In addition to the example model, in Section 4.4 we further demonstrate the use and wide
applicability of our approach, both for descriptive in-sample analysis and for constructing
out-of-sample forecasts. We examine three macroeconomic applications involving different
types of models, including a copula model, a Poisson predictive regression model, and a
Markov regime-switching model with variance changes. We provide a conclusion in Sec-
tion 4.5. Issues related to simulation from the posterior distributions and to out-of-sample
forecasting are exposed in Appendix 4.A.
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4.2 Model specification
In this section we introduce the modeling framework to account for changes in an empirical
model’s parameters. In Section 4.2.1 we discuss the hierarchical modeling procedure. We
focus on the implications of the model specification for out-of-sample forecasting in Sec-
tion 4.2.2. We conclude this section with a discussion on the two inputs of the procedure,
i.e., the base prior distribution (Section 4.2.3) and the smoothness parameter (Section 4.2.4).
4.2.1 Hierarchical model
We let yt be the target variable, which is observed for t = 1, . . . , T , and we define yk,l =
(yk, yk+1, . . . , yl)
′, (1 ≤ k < l ≤ T ). Thus, y1,T = y denotes the complete set of time-
series observations in the in-sample period. The time series in period t is characterized by a
distribution with probability density function (pdf) p(yt |y1,t−1, θt), which is parameterized
by the time-varying parameter θt.2 This is the first layer of the model.
The second model layer specifies the stochastic process that assigns each θt its value.
We account for heterogenous θt’s by employing a Dirichlet process, see Ferguson (1973) and
Antoniak (1974) for a (technical) introduction, and Escobar (1994) for its applications. In
particular, θt, (t = 1, . . . , T ), is the outcome of a Dirichlet process with base distribution
with pdf f0(·;λ), and smoothness parameter α. This specification implies that with positive
probability some θt’s equal the same value θ∗i , (i = 1, 2, . . . , I
∗
T ≤ T ), such that θt’s cluster
into a “regime” with parameter value θ∗i .
The stochastic process which describes the evolution of the time-varying parameters
behaves according to the following set of conditional densities
p(θt |θ1,t−1) = αat−1f0(θt;λ) + at−1
t−1∑
s=1
δ(θt − θs), (t = 2, . . . , T ), (4.1)
with initialization by p(θ1) = f0(θ1;λ). δ is the Dirac delta function which concentrates unit
point mass at zero,3 and the integrating constants are as = (α+ s)−1. At time t the process
takes on either a newly f0-generated value, with probability proportional to the smoothness
parameter, or equals one of the t− 1 existing values.
The discrete part of the mixture specification in (4.1) implies that particular parameter
values recur with positive probablity. Consequently, we partition a sample θ = (θ1, . . . , θT )′
into I∗T subsets indexed by i. Each subset contains N
∗
i members and we denote the corre-
sponding parameter value as θ∗i . Therefore, after having “observed” θ, the first out-of-sample
parameter θT+1 is generated from the conditional distribution with density




N∗i δ(θT+1 − θ∗i ). (4.2)
The number of unique parameter values is a random variable of which the distribution
depends upon α and sample size T . We discuss further issues related to the implied prior
for I∗T in Section 4.2.4.
2The distribution’s parameters may depend on explanatory variables xt or time-constant ω as well, which
we leave out from the conditioning set here for reasons of legibility.
3Furthermore, we use the point-mass measure and define
∫
g(θ)δ(θ)dθ ≡ g(0).
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The model specification is applicable to a multivariate parameter setting as well. In
that case we either impose simultaneous changes in all parameters or we allow individual
parameters to change independently by adopting for each a different process as in (4.1).
Similarly, although we restrict the notation to univariate time series here, the modeling
framework can straightforwardly be extended to multivariate dependent variables.
4.2.2 Forecasting implications
One of the main reasons why times series models may perform poorly in terms of (out-of-
sample) forecasting is the often incorrect assumption that model parameters are constant
over time. As shown by Clements and Hendry (2001, 2006), among others, neglecting pa-
rameter changes that occur during the in-sample period yields biased forecasts. Various
(frequentist and Bayesian) methods are available for detecting and modeling parameter in-
stability in-sample. However, if parameter changes have occurred in the past, it is likely
that further changes occur during the out-of-sample period as well. Not accounting for this
possibility results in more concentrated predictive densities, though an essential source of
uncertainty is ignored and the location of the predictive density is possibly misplaced. In this
section we focus on the implications of our methods in terms of out-of-sample forecasting
by examining how this uncertainty with regard to any future parameter changes affects the
predictive densities.
A Bayesian forecast is a specific property of the target variable’s posterior predictive
distribution which depends on the loss function of the forecaster (or decision maker). The
predictive distribution formalizes the combination of the model structure, prior belliefs about
parameter values and information revealed by the data. At time τ , yτ+1’s predictive density
p(yτ+1 |y1,τ ) is demarginalized, by recalling the hierarchical steps of Section 4.2.1, as
p(yτ+1 |y1,τ ) =
∫ ∫
p(yτ+1 |y1,τ , θτ+1)p(θτ+1 |θ1,τ) dθτ+1 p(θ1,τ |y1,τ ) dθ1,τ .
The second density under the integral is supplied by (4.2). Thus, given the parameters
from the past, θτ+1 equals one of the I∗τ parameter values with probability N
∗
i /(α + τ),
and with probability α/(α + τ) a new regime occurs with a parameter value generated
by f0(θτ+1;λ). We mix the conditional distribution of yτ+1 over this discrete-continuous
mixture distribution, and finally, we integrate out parameter uncertainty with respect to the
parameter values from the past.
A number of remarks are in order. First, all regimes that have taken place in the past are
allowed to recur in the future. Second, the total duration (N∗i ) of a regime, possibly divided
over separated time periods, determines the importance of that regime in the predictive
distribution. For example, if a single change has occured, the weight of the pre-change
regime dies out as time proceeds, and the new regime starts dominating the predictive
distribution. The downside is also evident. In case of a parameter change near the end of
the sample, the old regime is assigned most weight. However, each structural break model
contains issues of this kind. If a structural break model is able even to detect the break near
the end of the sample, it has only very few observations to reliably identify the new regime’s
parameter value, leading to p(yτ+1 |y1,τ , θτ+1) being mixed over a distribution close to the
prior of θτ+1. In such a situation we at least use parameter values obtained from the data.
We note that Pesaran and Timmermann (2002), Pesaran and Pick (2011) and Pesaran et al.
(2013) propose frequentist methods to address this kind of location-scale trade-off issues.
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Third, the method accounts for future parameter changes. At time τ , the one-period-
ahead predictive distribution accounts for a parameter change with probability α/(α+ τ) in
period τ + 1. Regardless of the size of τ , with positive probability there will be parameter
shifts in the future. However, the greater τ , the less likely a new regime occurs in the next
period. There has been ample opportunity to “generate” new parameter values such that
the need for additional regimes gets smaller and in case of a parameter change, we rather
expect one of the existing regimes to recur.
Fourth, if we construct an h-period-ahead forecast, we expect
∑h−1
j=0 α/(α + τ + j) new
parameter values to be generated in the next h periods from τ on.4 Obviously, for fixed τ ,
the larger the forecasting horizon, the more new parameter values we expect and as a result,
existing values get a smaller weight in the predictive density.
Finally, we compute the predictive distributions by Monte Carlo integration. With
θ1,τ ;(m) as a draw from the posterior p(θ1,τ |y1,τ ), (m = 1, . . . ,M), we simulate M paths









, (h = 1, 2, . . .),
which is a simulation-consistent estimator of p(yτ+h |y1,τ ).
4.2.3 Base distribution
From (4.1), if a new parameter value is born, it is generated from the base distribution with
pdf f0. To operationalize the methods we need to choose (i) the type of distribution and (ii)
its parameter λ.
When choosing the type of base prior distribution, two considerations are of importance.
First, the distribution yt is generated from indicates the parameter space of θt. The support
of f0 must coincide with this space. Second, for computational reasons we favor a base prior
that forms a conjugate pair with the sampling distribution, though non-conjugate pairs can
be dealt with equally well.
The setting of the hyperparameter λ partly depends on the ultimate goal of the research.
If it is mostly exploratory, that is, if we merely want to check for the possibility of parameter
changes in the past, it suffices to choose a relatively uninformative prior that covers regions
with plausible values sufficiently. But if we want to optimally learn from the past in order
to more accurately forecast future yt’s, we put a prior on λ.
Suppose there turn out to be I∗T regimes during the in-sample period, each with param-
eter value θ∗i . Each element of θ




)′ is generated from the base distribution.
Moreover, conditional on λ these I∗T unique parameters are statistically independent. The
first advantage of the additional model layer is that after marginalizing with respect to λ
the regimes show dependence. Second, and more important, it allows for a data-updating
step to learn about λ. Both advantages combined have the desirable effect that parameter
values from the past provide information relevant for future regimes.
4The increase in the number of unique parameter values from time τ + 1 up to and including τ + h
equals
∑h−1
j=0 I{Uj<α/(α+τ+j)}, with Uj
i.i.d.∼ U([0, 1]). We note that the number of new parameter values is
independent of the number generated during period 1–τ . Its variance equals
∑h−1
j=0 α
2/(α+ τ + j)2. Hence,
for τ →∞ no new regimes are to be expected.
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If we integrate out λ, we obtain the marginal base prior
∫
f0(θt;λ)p(λ)dλ. This distri-
bution provides insights in what values for θt are a priori covered. We note that in our
parameter-change setting there will be a limited number of regimes and, hence, a limited
number of unique θ∗i values. Since these contain all the information in the data relevant for
learning about λ, p(λ |y) is generally close to p(λ).
4.2.4 Smoothness parameter
The smoothness parameter of the Dirichlet process governs the number of regimes the time
series is subjected to. That is, the choice of α implies a prior distribution for the number
of unique parameter values I∗T . Beside α, the distribution of I
∗
T automatically depends
(positively) on the sample size T as well. Antoniak (1974) and Escobar and West (1995)
provide the implied distribution of the number of regimes given α and T , which is
Pr [I∗T = i |α] = cT (i)αi
Γ(α)
Γ(α+ T )
, (i = 1, 2, . . . , T ), (4.3)
with cT (i) the unsigned Stirling numbers of the first kind. I∗T covers the entire imaginable
support, ranging from no parameter changes at all to the most extreme case with a different
parameter value in each period. The smoothness parameter determines the distribution of
the probability mass over this range. A prior belief about the number of regimes helps to
set this parameter. We propose to set α in terms of the prior mode of I∗T . That is, if we a
priori believe mode [I∗T ] = i





exp {−∆c(i∗ + 1)}+ exp {−∆c(i∗)}
)
, (4.4)
with ∆c(k) = log cT (k) − log cT (k − 1), and for the end points of the spectrum we define
∆c(1) = log cT (1) and ∆c(T + 1) = ∆c(T )− 1. Here we will not apply the latter, which is
only required for the case of a new-born parameter in each of the T periods.
As Conley et al. (2008) remark, fixing the value of the smoothness parameter can result
in a too informative prior on the number of regimes, especially when α is small, which holds
in our case. By putting a prior on α and using the data to learn, this issue can be dealt
with. Escobar (1994), Escobar and West (1995) and Conley et al. (2008) each suggest a
type of prior distribution. Both the first and the latter propose to discretize the support of
α, whereas Escobar and West (1995) suggest the most elegant solution by using a Gamma
distribution such that we sample α with an additional data augmentation step in a Gibbs
sampling routine.
We proceed as follows. First, we consider what number of unique parameter values would
be most likely, and next check whether the implied prior is not too informative. In case it
is, we opt for a Gamma prior on α with a mode equal to the value in (4.4), implying the
required mode of I∗T , however with sufficient dispersion such that the prior probability mass
of I∗T is more evenly distributed. To a priori examine the effects of the prior for α on the
number of mixture components, we compute the marginal prior probability mass function
p(I∗T ) =
∫
p(I∗T |α)p(α) dα, (I∗T = 1, 2, . . . , T ),
with Monte Carlo integration. The first density under the integral is evaluated by applying
the mass function (4.3) and p(α) is the pdf of a Ga(aα, bα) distribution such that aα/bα = αi∗ .
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4.3 Posterior simulation
In this section we discuss the procedure to simulate from the posterior distribution with
pdf p(θ, α, λ |y) ∝ p(y |θ)p(θ |α, λ)p(α, λ). We use simulation techniques from the class of
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, see, for example, Robert and Casella (2004).
Section 4.3.1 deals with the core of the sampling method, i.e., with sampling the time-
varying parameters. In Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 we provide the simulation methods for the
smoothness parameter and the parameters of the base distribution, respectively.
4.3.1 Time-varying parameters
We decompose the likelihood function as p(y |θ) = ∏Tt=1 pt(yt; θt), with individual contri-
butions pt(yt; θt) = p(yt |y1,t−1, θt). p(θ |α, λ) is given in (4.1). The simulation scheme for
the time-varying parameters consists of two steps (we leave out the explicit conditioning on
{α, λ} for notational convenience).
Step 1. Simulate each parameter θt, (t = 1, . . . , T ), from its full conditional posterior distri-
bution with density p(θt |y, θ−t) ∝ pt(yt; θt)p(θt |θ−t);
Step 2. In order to enhance convergence of the Markov chain, implement a so-called remix
step as described by Escobar and West (1995) and Neal (1998) (published as Neal,
2000).
In the following we further discuss issues related to the implementation of both these steps.
Step 1: Single-move step
Ferguson (1973) shows that the T parameters in (4.1) have full conditional prior densities
p(θt |θ−t) which are also of the discrete-continuous mixture type. Conditional independence
of (the innovations of) observations yt given the time-varying parameters, and applying
Bayes’ rule results in the full conditional posteriors
p(θt |y, θ−t) ∝ pt(yt; θt)p(θt |θ−t) (4.5)
∝ αp0(yt;λ)p(θt | yt) +
∑
s 6=t
pt(yt; θs)δ(θt − θs), (t = 1, . . . , T ).
Thus, θt equals one of the other T − 1 values with probability proportional to the likeli-
hood contribution of yt under regime parameter θs, and with probability proportional to
αp0(yt;λ) = α
∫
pt(yt; x)f0(x;λ) dx a new regime is born and its value is a realization of the
distribution with pdf p(θt | yt) ∝ pt(yt; θt)f0(θt;λ). In Section 4.2.3 we favored the use of
conjugate pairs likelihood-f0, the computational reason is obvious from the preceding: we
simulate θt from a distribution of a known type in case of a new-born regime, and the “one-
observation” marginal likelihoods are available analytically. We refer to Example 1 and the
illustrations in Section 4.4 for various specific cases.
In empirical applications in which the pair pt(yt; θt)-f0(θt;λ) is non-conjugate, we follow
Neal (1998) and employ a Metropolis–Hastings (MH) sampler for this step of the simulation
scheme. This sampler is particularly useful in, for instance, a copula approach to model the
joint distribution of a number of variables, or, a Poisson model with heterogeneity in an
explanatory variable’s effect on yt.
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Neal’s (1998) Algorithm 5 prescribes to sample a proposal value θ# for θt from the dom-
inating part of the target distribution in (4.5). That is, we sample from the full conditional
prior distribution with pdf




With probability α/(α + T − 1) we sample a new regime from the base prior f0 and with
probability N∗i /(α+T −1) we select an existing regime’s parameter value. N∗i is the number
of the other T − 1 observations assigned to regime i.
The missing term of the target density in the candidate-generating pdf is the likelihood













We set θ(m+1)t = θ# with probability αt and with probability 1 − αt we keep the current
value and set θ(m+1)t = θ
(m)
t . When generating proposals the algorithm does not discount θt-
information revealed by yt. The dominance of a regime in terms of its duration is important,
and, if a new regime is chosen, its parameter value just comes from the base prior. Neal
(1998) therefore proposes to repeat, for fixed t, the previous MH step R times in order to
give the algorithm a reasonable chance to arrive at fruitful proposal values.
Step 2: Remix step
As the first step of the sampler is of the single-move type, the Markov chain generally shows
slow mixing. After running one iteration of Step 1, we obtain a value for θ. Conditional on
these T parameter values we have I∗T unique regimes, according to which we partition the
sample of y into subsamples y(i) = {yt : t ∈ T(i)}, with T(i) = {t : θt = θ∗i }, (i = 1, . . . , I∗T ).
Every unique parameter value is an independent realization from f0 (conditional on {α, λ}).
In this second step we update each parameter value θ∗i by simulating from





i ), (i = 1, . . . , I
∗
T ). (4.6)
In the conjugate setting, this density is the “multi-observation” version of the continuous
mixture component p(θt | yt) in Step 1, and hence it has a known form and we simulate from
it directly.
For non-conjugate settings we implement a 2D slice sampler to simulate from (4.6), see
Neal (1997) and Robert and Casella (2004, Ch. 8). Given a value θ# in the support of
(4.6), we evaluate the kernel of this density and draw a value ui uniformly distributed on
[0, ki(θ
#)]. Then we find the interval A(ui) = {x : ki(x) ≥ ui} and sample θ∗i from the
uniform distribution on A(ui). As long as the value θ# is in the support of the target
distribution, the next draw of θ∗i is exactly distributed as in (4.6). Since we do not know the
posterior support yet, we use the current value of regime i’s parameter as input to the slice
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For multidimensional time-varying parameters we use the slice sampler to successively sim-
ulate from each univariate full conditional posterior distribution.
When the parameter space of θ is restricted, we implement the above slice sampler to
an unrestricted transformation g(θ) ∈ (−∞,∞). Because the form of the target density
is generally unknown, probability mass can be concentrated at boundary values such that
it becomes difficult to determine the set A(ui). In these cases we sample the transformed
parameters ϑi = g(θ∗i ) by slice sampling with the kernels
kgi (ϑi) = ki(g
−1(ϑi))× |Jθ 7→g(ϑi)| , (i = 1, . . . , I∗T ). (4.7)
The I∗T updated regime parameters obtained in this second step serve as input to the next
iteration of Step 1. In the following example we illustrate the approach and demonstrate the
previous two simulation steps.
Example 1 (A dynamic regression model with changing mean and variance parameter):
We consider a first-order autoregression augmented with an exogenous explanatory variable5
yt = β0 + ϕyt−1 + β1xt + σεt, εt
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1), (t = 1, . . . , T ).
We accommodate this basic model to account for changes in the regression parameter asso-
ciated with xt and the conditional variance σ2. We show that the approach easily allows for
changes in both parameters to occur simultaneously. With existing structural break models
this is not straightforward, especially not when parameters of different “types” are under
consideration, such as a mean and a variance parameter. We choose a conjugate base prior
distribution for θ = (β1, σ2)′ consisting of the normal-inverted Gamma–2 pair, that is,
f0(θ) : β1 |σ2 ∼ N(bβ , σ2Bβ), σ2 ∼ IG2(νσ2 , Sσ2).
For the other two parameters, ω = (β0, ϕ)′, assumed to be constant over time, we take
independent priors, consisting of an unrestricted and a truncated univariate normal distri-
bution, β0 ∼ N(b, B), and ϕ ∼ N(a, A)× I{0<ϕ<1}.
To simulate from the posterior p(θ1,T ,ω |y), we first condition on ω and compute wt =
yt−β0−ϕyt−1, (t = 1, . . . , T ). Both the T (conditional) one-observation marginal likelihoods
and posterior distributions have known form. The former are given by




















which are the densities of the Student’s t distributions T(bβxt, (x2tBβ +1)Sσ2/νσ2 , νσ2) evalu-
ated in wt. The latter, the one-observation posterior distributions, consist of the components
β1t | {yt,ω, σ2t } ∼ N(b¯, σ2tBβ/B¯), σ2t | {yt,ω} ∼ IG2(νσ2 + 1, S¯), (4.9)
with parameters b¯ = (wtxtBβ + bβ)/B¯, B¯ = x2tBβ +1, and S¯ = Sσ2 + (wt− bβxt)2/B¯. These
two results form the inputs to the simulation steps of Section 4.3.1, and we notice that the
distributions to sample from during the remix step are just the multi-observation equivalents
of (4.9).
5We condition on the very first observation y0.
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Figure 4.1 Posterior results dynamic regression example, no-change model






(a) Simulated time series









(b) Posterior density β1






(c) Posterior density σ2
Given θ1,T we complete the posterior simulation scheme by simulating ω in one block
from its full conditional posterior. That is, we first simulate ϕ from its marginal (truncated
Gaussian) and then β0 conditional on ϕ (Gaussian). We refer to Appendix 4.A.1 for details.
We compute a realization of the data-generating process using β0 = 2, ϕ = 0.8, xt
i.i.d.∼
N(0, 1.52), and we impose a change in the regression parameter and the conditional variance
halfway the sample period: θt = (2, 1)′ for 1 ≤ t ≤ bT/2c, and θt = (1, 4)′ for dT/2e < t ≤
T = 400. The simulated time series is depicted in Figure 4.1(a), and ostensibly no parameter
changes have taken place.
With the following values for the hyperparameters, bβ = 0, Bβ = 10, νσ2 = 5, Sσ2 = 15,
and a = b = 0, A = B = 10 we compute posterior results.6 If we totally ignore parameter
changes (the special case with α = 0), the posteriors of β1 and σ2 are obtained with f0 as
the regular prior. We depict the posterior densities in Figures 4.1(b)–(c), respectively. Ob-
viously, both densities are concentrated around a value in between the respective two regime
values. The ignored changes hardly have any impact on the posteriors of the time-constant
parameters, since the regressors are orthogonal. We obtain E [β0 |y] = 2.10, (1.73; 2.47) and
E [ϕ |y] = 0.81, (0.77; 0.84), with the numbers in parentheses the 5th and 95th percentiles of
the respective marginal posterior distributions.
We accomodate the model to incorporate parameter changes by examining the three
scenarios α ∈ {0.08; 0.40; 1.83}, each corresponding to a prior mode (1, 3 and 10) for the




= 15/(5 − 2) = 5, Var [σ2] = 52 · 2/(5 − 4) = 50, and
E [β1] = 0, Var [β1] = 15 · 10/(5− 2) = 50, since marginally β1 ∼ T(bβ , (Sσ2/νσ2)Bβ , νσ2).
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Figure 4.2 Posterior densities dynamic regression example, parameter-change models







(a) β1, mode [I
∗
T ] = 1







(b) β1, mode [I
∗
T ] = 3







(c) β1, mode [I
∗
T ] = 10





(d) σ2, mode [I∗T ] = 1





(e) σ2, mode [I∗T ] = 3





(f) σ2, mode [I∗T ] = 10
number of distinct regimes. Figures 4.2(a)–(c) show the posterior densities of β1 and Fig-
ures 4.2(d)–(f) the posteriors of σ2 for the three settings. For both parameters, in all three
settings we obtain bi-modal distributions with posterior modes at the two regime values.
When α = 1.83 we see that the very generous prior heterogeneity creates a superfluous “con-
nection” between the two modes. The posterior of β0 is slightly more concentrated around
the true value with E [β0 |y] = 2.02, (1.69; 2.34). The marginal posterior of ϕ is the same as
in the α = 0 case.
In Figure 4.3(a) we plot the prior probabilities of the number of distinct parameter values
as described in Section 4.2.4. The three values of α are chosen such that the prior modes
correspond to 1 (“#”), 3 (“+”) and 10 (“2”). After updating with the data we have the
posterior distributions of I∗T which we show in Figures 4.3(b)–(d). In the first two cases the
posterior mode is shifted 1 upwards and downwards, respectively, to 2, the true number of
regimes. When we set α too extreme, we see that the data shift probability mass substantially
downwards to more moderate values of I∗T , and its mode is halved to 5.
4.3.2 Smoothness parameter
If we use the prior of Escobar and West (1995) for the smoohtness parameter, we augment
the MCMC procedure with a third step to simulate α. Its full conditional posterior only
depends upon the categorization of the data according to their regime membership and the
(implied) number of unique regimes I∗T . Therefore, combining the “likelihood” in (4.3) with
the Gamma prior of Section 4.2.4, we obtain
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Figure 4.3 Probabilities number of distinct parameter values, dynamic regression example








(a) Prior, modes at 1 (“#”); 3 (“+”); 10 (“2”)











(b) Posterior, mode [I∗T ] = 1











(c) Posterior, mode [I∗T ] = 3











(d) Posterior, mode [I∗T ] = 10
Escobar and West (1995) rewrite the ratio of gamma functions in terms of a beta function
such that the target distribution’s density becomes
p(α | I∗T ) ∝ αaα+I
∗
T




Thus, the target distribution is the marginal of the joint distribution of {α, η}. With this
demarginalization Escobar and West (1995) suggest a Gibbs step to simulate from this
joint distribution by successively sampling from the two full conditionals p(η | I∗T , α) and
p(α | I∗T , η). The former gives η | {I∗T , α} ∼ Be(α + 1, T ), and the latter is a mixture of two
Gamma distributions, i.e., a Ga(aα+I∗T , bα− log η) and a Ga(aα+I∗T −1, bα− log η), with the
weight of the first being proportional to aα + I∗T − 1 and that of the second to T (bα− log η).
4.3.3 Base prior parameters
In case of a prior on the parameter of the base distribution, we sample λ by extending the
simulation scheme with a fourth step. Conditional on the sampled values for the parameters
as obtained from Steps 1 and 2, we form the vector θ∗ containing the I∗T unique values θ
∗
i .
According to the model specification in (4.1), these values are independent realizations from
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the base distribution. To update λ we therefore sample from the distribution with density







A prior p(λ) that forms a non-conjugate pair with f0 requires some tailoring to implement
this simulation step, e.g. by employing a slice or a Metropolis–Hastings sampler. We refer
to Section 4.4 for applications.
4.4 Macroeconomic applications
In this section we demonstrate the practical use of the approach by presenting three empir-
ical macroeconomic applications. As we want to highlight the general applicability of the
approach to different types of models, the illustrations involve a copula model, a predictive
Poisson regression, and a Markovian regime-switching model with changes in the variance
parameter. These three examples will touch on issues relevant with respect to the modeling
process and posterior simulation, including prior specification and the computational steps
of the approach in nonlinear models.
4.4.1 Clayton copula model for employment growth
To demonstrate the methods of Section 4.3.1 for non-conjugate settings we examine a cop-
ula application. The copula approach is becoming increasingly more popular, especially
in empirical finance, to capture non-standard cross-sectional dependence (see, for example,
McNeil et al., 2005, Jondeau and Rockinger, 2006), or time-series dependence as in Chen
and Fan (2006b). We adopt the copula-based approach of the latter and apply it to the
monthly growth rate of the number of employees on nonagricultural payrolls (EMP), one of
The Conference Board’s coincident indicators.
Based on previous research (for example, Hamilton, 1989) we expect to find asymmetry in
the statistical behavior of EMP. More in particular, we suspect a higher degree of persistence
in the time series when in the lower quantiles of its marginal distribution. When economic
conditions are adverse, they are so for a number of consecutive months, whereas when they
are favorable, the series tends to fluctuate relatively more heavily in the upper quantiles.
A Clayton copula function covers this type of dependence and we apply it to model the
annualized monthly net log-growth rates yt = 1200(logYt− log Yt−1), for the period January
1960–December 2010, with Yt the number of employees.
Methodology
We assume the EMP series to be first-order Markovian and its temporal dependence to be
described by a bivariate Clayton copula function given by CCl(ut; θ) = (u−θt + u
−θ
t−1− 1)−1/θ,
with θ > 0 and ut = (ut, ut−1)′, (we condition on y0, the growth rate in December 1959).
The cumulative-distribution-function (CDF) transforms are marginally ut ∼ U([0, 1]), (t =
0, 1, . . . , T ), and we use the rescaled empirical CDF to compute the realizations.7
7That is, we do not make any assumptions about the form of the marginal distribution of yt and simply




s=0 I{ys≤yt}, such that 0 < ut < 1.
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This copula model has the following characteristics. The parameter θ determines the
strength of the temporal dependence between ut and ut−1, with higher values indicating
stronger dependence. For example, Kendall’s rank correlation, a measure of dependence
that only depends on the copula function, is equal to θ/(θ + 2). Furthermore, the Clayton
copula allows for consecutive “extreme” negative events, but independent positive events,
which is formalized by lower tail dependence and upper tail independence, in the sense that
lim
q↓0
Pr [ut ≤ q |ut−1 ≤ q; θ] = lim
q↓0




Pr [ut ≥ q |ut−1 ≥ q; θ] = lim
q↑1
[
1− 2q + CCl(qι2; θ)
]
/(1− q) = 0.
To account for parameter changes in the Clayton copula’s parameter we apply the model
specification of Section 4.2 in which we use the following lognormal distribution as base prior,
f0(θ; aθ, Aθ) : θ ∼ LN(aθ, Aθ).
The lognormal distribution (its generalized form) has the desirable property that it can be
used as a prior for any parameter which is bounded from below/above. Evidently, this
base prior and the likelihood contribution pt(ut; θ) = ∂2CCl(ut; θ)/(∂ut∂ut−1) form a non-
conjugate pair, so in Step 1 of the posterior simulation we use the Metropolis–Hastings sam-
pler to simulate from the full conditional posteriors p(θt |u, θ−t), with u = (u0, u1, . . . , uT )′.
For Step 2 we implement a slice sampler to update each of the I∗T distinct parameter values
obtained in Step 1. For this slice-sampling step we take into account that θ > 0, apply the
transformation ϑ = log(θ) and, according to (4.6)–(4.7), we simulate each unrestricted ϑ∗i
from the distribution with pdf
























We note that the Jacobian term exp(ϑ∗i ) cancels out against the first term of the base-prior
lognormal density.
We follow Section 4.2.4 to specify the prior for the smoothness parameter α. We take the
parameters of its Gamma distribution such that the prior mode of the number of distinct
parameter values is 1, but we inflate the scale parameter to make the prior less informative,
i.e., we set aα = 0.07 × 25 and bα = 25. Taking a small prior mode makes posterior
determination of the number of regimes easier, because in Example 1 in Section 4.3.1 we
saw that although the posterior number of regimes decreased considerably if we used a large
value for α, a few prior-induced “irrelevant” ones remained.
Our base prior distribution requires the specification of the two parameters λ = {aθ, Aθ}.
To learn about their values we apply the two independent priors
aθ ∼ N(b0, B0), Aθ ∼ IG2(ν0, S0),
which are both conditionally conjugate, since log(θ) |λ ∼ N(aθ, Aθ). We choose to set the
hyperparameters relatively uninformative and we use prior simulation to set b0 = 1, B0 = 1,
Figure 4.4 Posterior results Clayton copula model for employment growth







(a) Monthly employment growth rate, December 1959–December 2010










(b) Posterior density θ








(c) Probabilities I∗T , prior (“+”); posterior (“#”)












(d) Base density θ, prior (dashed); posterior (solid)












(e) Scatter empirical-CDF transforms (ut−1, ut)
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ν0 = 12, and S0 = 10. In each iteration of the MCMC procedure we simulate
























that is, we successively sample both parameters from their respective full conditional poste-
rior distributions as in Section 4.3.3.
Results
We run the MCMC simulation scheme for 50, 000 iterations and establish convergence of the
chain after a burn-in period of 5, 000 runs. With the draws after the burn-in period we obtain
the following posterior results. In Figure 4.4(b) we show the marginal posterior density of
the copula parameter p(θT+1 |u), which shows clear bimodality. One regime imposing strong
dependence between consecutive observations with a parameter value close to 3, and hence
a Kendall’s rank correlation of about 0.6. The other regime is, with a parameter value of
0.5, much closer to the independence copula. These two dominant regimes also show up
when we look at the posterior distribution of the number of unique components, depicted in
Figure 4.4(c). Although the prior assigns most mass to just one component, the posterior
places the mode at 2 with probability 0.5. The presence of the strong-dependence regime
is also reflected in the updated base distribution that generates new parameter values. In
Figure 4.4(d) we show the prior (obtained by Monte Carlo) and the posterior base density.
The prior’s right tail is considerably deflated in favor of posterior values in the range [0, 3].
Thus, future new parameter values are less likely to be greater than 3.
In Figure 4.4(a) we plot the EMP time series and we depict whether an observation is
assigned to the strong-dependence (“+”) or the weak-dependence (“#”) regime according
to the posterior mean of θt. Periods containing recessionary months (shaded areas) with
decreasing employment growth rates are associated with increased temporal dependence in
the series. If we further look at the scatter of the empirical-CDF transforms in Figure 4.4(e)
we evidently observe asymmetric temporal dependence because the transforms are more
concentrated in the lower quantiles than in the upper. A finding that we also visually
extract from the plot of the time series. When yt drops negative, it remains so for some
time, while being positive, it traverses the positive range more randomly. In addition to the
two obvious regimes, we also observe the effects of the “nonparametric” mechanism of the
model specification. The pairs ut that are about equally likely under both regimes (“S”) are
alternately assigned to either one, which is a well-known property of a mixture model.
4.4.2 Predictive Poisson regression for weeks of unemployment
In this application we investigate possible parameter changes in a count data model, that
is, a model for a time series that is positive integer-valued. We demonstrate the approach
with these limited dependent variables and show how to model a joint change in multiple
parameters. We use a Poisson regression model to describe the average number of weeks
of unemployment (MDU) for the period January 1949–December 2013. Valletta (1998)
discusses the importance of MDU for, for instance, labor market interventions and policy.
We formulate a predictive model for MDU by relating it to an indicator reflecting business
cycle fluctuations. Based on previous research by, e.g., Baker (1992) and Verho (2008) we
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know that the unemployment rate leads MDU and therefore we use it as predictor.8 We
use its twelve-month moving average, first, to obtain a smoother estimate of business cycle
fluctuations, and second, to partly account for its unknown lead time. Finally, the thus
imposed persistence in the explanatory variable is helpful to describe the dynamics in the
number of weeks unemployed.
Unlike Mukoyama and Şahin (2009), who look into economic-theoretic explanations for
changed charachteristics of MDU, we examine the case from a forecasting perpective and
accommodate an empirical model to parameter changes to generate more accurate forecasts.
The MDU time series is published to one decimal, but it only takes relatively small values,
and, hence, a Poisson regression for the series rounded to the nearest integer suits better
than a standard linear regression model.
Methodology
After defining yt as the number of weeks of unemployment, and ut as the unemployment
rate in month t, we formulate the following predictive Poisson regression9 such that we can
produce one-step-ahead forecasts,
yt |ψt ind.∼ Poi(ψt), logψt = β0 + β1
∑12
j=1
ut−j/12, (t = 1, . . . , T ).
As an increase in β1 changes the unconditional mean of MDU, we also allow the intercept
to change to absorb the implied level shift. We therefore implement the parameter-change
approach with potential joint changes in both regression parameters. The two model pa-
rameters are unrestricted and the natural choice for the base prior is the bivariate normal
distribution
f0(β;bβ,Bβ) : β = (β0, β1)
′ ∼ N(bβ ,Bβ). (4.10)
With a conditionally conjugate layer for its parameters λ = {bβ,Bβ}, consisting of a con-
ditional bivariate normal distribution for the base-prior mean, and an inverted Wishart
distribution for the base-prior variance matrix,
bβ |Bβ ∼ N(b0, B0Bβ), Bβ ∼ IW(ν0,S0), (4.11)
we straightforwardly simulate λ during the MCMC routine. Considering the log-linear rela-
tion between yt and its regressors, we use prior Monte Carlo simulation to set b0 = (1, 1)′,
B0 = 1, ν0 = 12, and S0 = 5I2.
The data cover a large time span (780 observations) which makes it more plausible that
parameter changes have taken place. We take a Ga(0.36 × 15, 15) prior for the smoothness
parameter such that the implied marginal prior distribution for the number of regimes is
substantially dispersed about 3, with E [I∗T ] = 3.45 and Var [I
∗
T ] = 3.30.
8We use the following data series. MDU: Average (mean) duration of unemployment: Seasonally ad-
justed; UR: Civilian unemployment rate: Seasonally adjusted: Percent: The unemployment rate represents
the number of unemployed as a percentage of the labor force. Data are taken from the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis’ Fred2 database: http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/categories/12, and were
originally collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor by means of monthly
household surveys.
9Overdispersion of the data relative to the model-implied variance, a feature common to many empirical
Poisson regression models, is no issue here.
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Since observation t’s likelihood contribution pt(yt;β) = exp {ytxt′β − exp(xt′β)} /yt!
forms a non-conjugate pair with the normal base prior in (4.10), we rely on the MH method
described in Section 4.3.1 to sample the time-dependent parameters βt. For the remix step
we use slice sampling and successively sample β∗0,i and β
∗
1,i, (i = 1, . . . , I
∗
T ), from their full
conditional posteriors p(β∗0,i |y(i),λ, β∗1,i) and p(β∗1,i |y(i),λ, β∗0,i), respectively. Both these
densities are proportional to
p(β∗i |y(i),λ) ∝ exp
{





′β∗i − exp(xt′β∗i )
]}
,
with the other parameter held fixed at its most recent update.
We sample the smoothness parameter as in Escobar and West (1995). Considering β∗i ,
(i = 1, . . . , I∗T ), as the “observations,” we simulate λ in one block as in a conjugate multi-
variate normal regression model (see Appendix 4.A.2 for details of this step).
Results
We warm up the Markov chain with 5, 000 iterations to attain convergence, and use the next
50, 000 draws as a dependent sample from the posterior p(β1,T ,λ, α |y). In Figure 4.5(b) we
display the full-sample posterior density of the intercept β0, and in Figure 4.5(c) we show
the posterior of the effect of the unemployment rate on MDU, β1. For both parameters two
obvious regimes appear. This outcome is supported by the posterior probabilities for the
number of distinct parameter values, which we plot in Figure 4.5(d) (“#”: posterior; “+”:
prior) and in which we observe an almost degenerate distribution for I∗T at 2.
Plotting the time series gives us some more insights. Figure 4.5(a) shows the monthly
series of the discrete dependent variable yt (solid line) and the unemployment rate (dashed
line). They clearly co-move with the unemployment rate leading MDU, and both are slug-
gishly lagging the business cycle (shaded areas reflect NBER-announced recessionary pe-
riods). However, since the two latest recessions the distance between the two series has
changed while it has been relatively constant since the start of the sample in 1949 (see also
Mukoyama and Şahin, 2009, who use Andrew’s testing method to identify structural change).
After the severe 2008 recession, the number of weeks of unemployment rose to an all-time
high, and stayed there during 2011–13. Whereas, although being high, the unemployment
rate did not display similar behavior, and its post-recession level is comparable to that of
the early-1980s economic crisis.
The visual change in the relation between yt and ut is reflected in the increased respon-
siveness of MDU to the lagged unemployment rate. We find a β1 which doubles from 0.11 to
0.24, and we label periods associated with this higher responsiveness by “#” in Figure 4.5(a).
In turn, the larger β1 is accompanied with a smaller value for the intercept. We find two
modes for β0, one at 2 and the other at 1.35.
In order to check the effect of allowing for changes in the model parameters, we employ an
out-of-sample forecasting experiment and compute the predictive likelihood p(yτ+1,T |y1,τ ).
We compare it to the forecasting results of a model with time-constant parameters, which
is the nested variant obtained with a smoothness parameter α = 0. Considering the in-
terpretation of the predictive likelihood as the marginal likelihood of yτ+1,T under “prior”
p(β1,τ ,λ, α |y1,τ), we use the resulting predictive Bayes factors for model comparison (see
Greenberg, 2008, Table 3.1).
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(a) Weeks unemployed (solid) and unemployment rate (dashed), January 1949–December 2013












(b) Posterior density β0







(c) Posterior density β1











(d) Probabilities I∗T , prior (“+”); posterior (“#”)
In Table 4.1 we report the full-sample posterior properties of the time-constant param-
eters in Panel B. Both Poisson regression parameters are in between the two regime values
which we found in the parameter-change specification. The predictive Bayes factor based
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Table 4.1 Posterior and forecasting results models for weeks of unemployment
Posterior Forecasting
Percentiles Predictive likelihood
Parameter Mean St.D. 5th 95th Jan 87–Dec 13 Jan 00–Dec 13
Panel A: Parameter-change model
α 0.30 0.12 0.14 0.52 −500.6 −325.0
Panel B: No-change model
β0 1.68 0.03 1.63 1.74 −504.8 −329.3
β1 0.17 0.01 0.16 0.18
on the hold-out sample January 1987–December 2013 has a log10-value of 4.8, decisively
favoring the model with parameter changes. To get a better understanding of the changed
behavior of MDU, we also compute the predictive likelihoods for the final fourteen years
which we show in the last column of Table 4.1. Then we find a Bayes factor of 4.3 which
indicates that for the first thirteen years of the hold-out sample the parameter-change model
is only weakly to substantially favored. Concluding, the decisive support is gathered in the
latter part of the sample during which MDU reveals the atypical high-level behavior [Fig-
ure 4.5(a)], which demonstrates the efficacy of the approach to harnass an empirical model
to parameter changes.
4.4.3 Forecasting U.S. quarterly GDP growth
With this final application we illustrate the parameter-change approach when forecasting
the growth rate of U.S. gross domestic product (GDP). This economic series is extensively
examined in the empirical literature and one of the main findings is the drop in its volatility
during the 1980s, often referred to as the Great Moderation. See, amongst others, the studies
of McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000), Kim et al. (2008) and Geweke and Jiang (2011).
This macroeconomic application shows how our approach holds when we suspect that
a single sudden structural change has taken place. Moreover, we demonstrate how the
approach is easily applied to models proven useful for time series analysis. We model the
quarterly growth rates with a Markovian switching mean and we implement the parameter-
change approach to account for changes in GDP’s conditional variance. We particularly
focus on the consequences for out-of-sample forecasting.
Methodology
If Yt represents real GDP in quarter t, then we define yt = 400(logYt − log Yt−1) as the
annualized quarterly log-growth rate for the sample period 1948 Q1–2013 Q4. We follow
Hamilton’s (1989) seminal hidden-Markov approach with different mean-growth-rate regimes
and the switching between them is directed by a latent homogenous first-order Markov
chain {st}. In addition to Hamilton’s (1989) two regimes, Boldin (1996) and Clements and
Krolzig (2003) suggest a third, bounce-back regime to account for the peaks in growth rates
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immediately after a recession to relatively rapidly arrive back at the pre-recession level.10
The first step of the modeling process results in
yt = β1I{st=1} + β2I{st=2} + β3I{st=3} + σεt, εt
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1), (t = 1, . . . , T ), (4.12)
in which βj is the mean growth rate of yt in regime j. The unobserved process {st} is first-
order Markovian with transition-probabilities matrix P = (P1,P2,P3)′, Pi = (pi1, pi2, pi3)′,
and invariant distribution pi(P), such that
Pr [st = j | st−1 = i,P] = pij, (i, j = 1, 2, 3), (t = 2, . . . , T ), (4.13)
and the initialization of the process is given by Pr [s1 = j |P] = pij(P), (j = 1, 2, 3).
To complete the conditional-mean part of the model we specify the following priors. We
choose the truncated trivariate normal distibution
β = (β1, β2, β3)
′ ∼ N(b,B)× I{β1<β2<β3},
for the three mean growth rates. The truncation serves to circumvent the label-switching
problem. For interpretation, this prior makes that st = 1 is associated with a recessionary
month, st = 2 with an expansion, and st = 3 with the highest mean growth rate and
is therefore interpreted as the bounce-back state. We use the three independent Dirichlet
distributions
Pi
ind.∼ Dir(ai1, ai2, ai3), (i = 1, 2, 3),
as prior for the elements of the transition matrix. We establish a prior close to uninforma-
tiveness with b = 03, B = 15I3, and aij = 1 for all i,j.
With the second part of the model specification we check for support of the hypothesis
that the economy has structurally become less volatile. We apply the parameter-change
method to the conditional variance of the GDP growth rates. Since σ2 > 0 and the inverted
Gamma–2 distribution forms a conditionally conjugate pair with the normal distribution of
the innovations, we take as base prior
f0(σ
2; νσ2 , Sσ2) : σ
2 ∼ IG2(νσ2 , Sσ2). (4.14)
As for the copula model in Section 4.4.1, we take a prior mode for the number of distinct
variances equal to one and inflate the tails of I∗T by using the prior Ga(0.08× 25, 25) distri-
bution for the smoothness parameter. If the posterior support of I∗T is shifted away from 1,
we have evidence for changes in GDP’s variance parameter.
We further introduce a new prior for the parameters of the base prior, λ = {νσ2 , Sσ2}. We
suggest to use a Gamma distribution for the location parameter and a discrete distribution
for the number of degrees of freedom, i.e.,




= pν,j, (j = 1, 2, . . . , J). (4.15)
Aided by prior simulation, we set a0 = 4, b0 = 8, νj = 2j + 4, pν,j ∝ 1, and J = 8.
10During the posterior simulation procedure of a two-regime model with this sample, we find a recessionary
regime that occasionally jumps to the expansion mean and the expansionary regime, in turn, jumps to a
high-growth level. These computational findings sustain the motivation for the choice to use a third regime.
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This prior specification results in an efficient and easy-to-implement posterior simulation
step for λ. In each iteration of the MCMC simulation we have I∗T unique conditional variance
parameters σ2;∗i , and we update λ as in Section 4.3.3. That is, with the prior in (4.15) we
sample both parameters in one block, for which we use11




































One iteration of the complete posterior simulation scheme consists of (i) conditional on
the mean parameters β and regime indicators s = (s1, . . . , sT )′, we execute the four steps of
Section 4.3, and (ii) conditional on the T conditional variances σ2 we sample the elements
of β (from their full conditional posteriors); s (in one block with the simulation smoother of
Chib, 1996); and, successively, the three rows of P (with MH steps as in Geweke, 2005). In
Appendix 4.A.3 we provide all steps in detail.
To compare our model with variance changes, we consider two additional model spec-
ifications. The first is the mean-switching model in (4.12)–(4.13), but with time-constant
variance σ2. To make a fair comparison, we use the same prior as in the variance-change set-
ting and also allow for updating of the prior’s parameters. That is, we have σ2 | {νσ2 , Sσ2} ∼
IG2(νσ2 , Sσ2), and {νσ2 , Sσ2} has the prior distribution in (4.15). We note that to update the
latter pair in this model, we only have a single “observation” in each run of the simulation
procedure.
The second benchmark model consists of (4.12)–(4.13) plus a single structural break
in the variance during the sample period, located at unknown quarter ζ . We assume the
two resulting variance parameters, σ21 and σ
2
2, to be a priori independent and each has the
base prior as prior distribution: σ2j | {νσ2 , Sσ2} i.i.d.∼ IG2(νσ2 , Sσ2), (j = 1, 2). Again for a
fair comparison, we learn about the two hyperparameters as well, and now we have two
“observations” in each MCMC iteration. For the unknown location of the single variance
break we take the prior distribution
Pr [ζ = t] = pζ,t, (1 < t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 < T ),
in which we exclude the break to occur during the first and last two observations in the
sample. We consider the remaining quarters all equally likely to contain the break by setting
pζ,t ∝ 1. We note that we efficiently sample {σ21 , σ22, ζ} in one block, since we integrate out
the variance parameters analytically (see Appendix 4.A.3).
For all three models we employ a forecasting exercise to compute the one-step-ahead
predictive densities p(yt |y1,t−1), for the hold-out period t = τ+1, . . . , T . In order to decrease
the computational burden we do not re-run the entire posterior simulation routine for each
one-observation-expanded period, but use importance sampling techniques instead. We only
re-run the posterior sampler after each additional three years (= twelve observations) and
correct for not using the exact posterior distribution by weighing the draws. Appendix 4.A.3
contains a detailed description of our forecasting methods.
11Analytically we integrate out Sσ2 and compute the marginal support for all (discrete) values νj . For
derivations to arrive at this step we refer to Appendix 4.A.3.
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Table 4.2 Posterior results transition matrix GDP growth rate model
State st
State st−1 1 2 3
1 0.56 (0.32; 0.78) 0.27 (0.04; 0.57) 0.16 (0.02; 0.33)
2 0.07 (0.03; 0.11) 0.87 (0.78; 0.94) 0.07 (0.01; 0.13)
3 0.06 (0.00; 0.17) 0.29 (0.13; 0.45) 0.65 (0.50; 0.79)
Notes: The table reports the posterior means of the transition probabilities, and in parentheses the 5th and
95th percentiles of the respective marginal distributions. Due to rounding, the posterior means in the first
two rows do not sum columnwise to exactly 1.
Table 4.3 Posterior and forecasting results models for GDP growth rate
Posterior Forecasting
Percentiles Predictive likelihood
Parameter Mean St.D. 5th 95th 95 Q1–13 Q4 00 Q1–13 Q4
Panel A: Variance-change model
β1 −2.42 1.20 −4.29 −0.35 −78.8 −59.0
β2 2.93 0.26 2.53 3.37
β3 7.56 0.54 6.71 8.39
Panel B: No-change model
σ2 6.50 1.04 4.94 8.33 −79.7 −59.7
Panel C: One-break model
σ21 18.06 2.73 13.87 22.76 −76.3 −58.9
σ22 3.25 0.57 2.42 4.27
Results
First we look at the full-sample posterior results which we compute with 50, 000 runs of the
MCMC routine after a warm-up batch consisting of the first 5, 000 runs. In Figure 4.6(a) we
plot the GDP time series and in Figures 4.6(b)–(d) we show the smoothed mean-growth-rate
regime probabilites Pr [st = j |y], (t = 1, . . . , T ). We find the absence of a bounce-back effect
for the three latest recessions, whereas the effect is prominently present directly after the
pre-1990 recessions. We report posterior results for the transition matrix in Table 4.2, from
which we derive that if GDP is in its bounce-back state, it either was in that state too during
the previous quarter, or it comes out of the recessionary regime. In Panel A of Table 4.3 we
see the more than doubled mean growth rate in the bounce-back regime compared to the
expansion’s.
In Figure 4.7(a) we depict the full-sample posterior of the variance parameter in the
parameter-change model. We obviously find support for different variances, with support
concentrated around the two modes of 3 and 10. We, therefore, find quarters with a standard
deviation of GDP’s growth rate that is more than twice as large as in the low-volatility
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Figure 4.6 Posterior results regime-switching mean GDP growth rate model







(a) Quarterly GDP growth rate, 1948 Q1–2013 Q4




(b) Smoothed probability recession regime




(c) Smoothed probability expansion regime




(d) Smoothed probability bounce-back regime
periods. Figure 4.7(b) shows the posterior of the number of unique variance parameter
values, which is in line with this outcome. After updating with the data, the mode has
changed from 1 (“+”: prior) to 2 (“#”: posterior), with considerable posterior mass at 3.
The found segregation of the data according to the changed volatility sustains the Great
Moderation hypothesis.
The posterior base distribution with density
∫
f0(σ
2;λ)p(λ |y) dλ is depicted (solid line)
in Figure 4.7(c). It shows that the prior (dashed line) supports low values too much, since
the posterior shifts to the right substantially, which is caused by the higher volatility during
the first part of the sample.
Figure 4.7 Posterior results models for GDP growth rate with variance changes







(a) Posterior density σ2, 1948 Q1–2013 Q4








(b) Probabilities I∗T , prior (“+”); posterior (“#”)








(c) Base density σ2, prior (dashed); posterior (solid)







(d) Posterior density σ2, 1948 Q1–1994 Q4










(e) Posterior break date ζ, one-break model
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To grasp the dynamic evolution of the variance parameter, we plot the posterior density
of σ2 based on data y1,τ , τ = 1994 Q4, in Figure 4.7(d). The high-volatility values are still
dominant in this posterior, but a low-volatile regime has already been born and assigned a
considerable number of observations. Next we examine what these results imply in terms of
out-of-sample forecasting.
We compute the log10-valued predictive likelihoods
∑T
t=τ+1 log10 p(yt |y1,t−1) to compare
the forecasting performance of the three models, by using Jeffreys’ model-comparison guide-
lines for the resulting predictive Bayes factors. If we compare our variance-change model to
the model specification with time-constant variance, for the out-of-sample period 1995 Q1–
2013 Q4 (penultimate column of Panels A and B of Table 4.3), we find a predictive Bayes
factor of 0.9. Thus, we have substantial to strong evidence in favor of the model with vari-
ance changes. Comparing our model to the one-break specification, we obtain a Bayes factor
decisively favoring the latter.
We attribute these findings to the following. First, as we see in Figure 4.7(e), in the
one-break model the decline in variance is most likely located during 1984 Q1–3. Hence,
before we start the forecasting experiment, we have about 40 observations to identify the
post-break variance parameter which takes a value of about 3.25 (Panel C of Table 4.3).
The first five years of the hold-out sample contain “stable” expansionary growth rates and
therefore ideally fit into this low-volatility state.
Second, though we saw the already born smaller variance in the new regime in our
variance-change model in Figure 4.7(d), the high-volatility values still have dominant weight
in the posterior. With this posterior the first five calm years of the forecasting period are
considerably less supported. On the contrary, the period thereafter contains two recessions
and here the differences in forecasting performance are less prominent. To further illustrate
this finding, we report predictive likelihoods for the last fourteen years in the final column
of Table 4.3. Now, Bayes factors show hardly any difference between the one-break and the
parameter-change model, and both still strongly dominate the no-change specification.
The analysis of the out-of-sample results may provide support for the hypothesis that
the Great Moderation is over (Clark, 2009), or at least overestimated. On the other hand,
simple visual inspection of Figure 4.6(a) points otherwise, that is, it suggests that growth
rates have returned to the calm and steady pre-2008 state. We further note that with the
one-break variance model we implicitly use data information, since we already know about
the Great Moderation and that model is ideally tuned to it. It therefore better serves as
best benchmark model and we rather check how close our parameter-change model comes.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we demonstrate the use of Dirichlet process mixture models to accommodate
an empirical model to changing parameters. This parameter-change approach is character-
ized by a number of desirable properties to account for issues of this kind.
The number of in-sample and out-of-sample changes are a priori unknown. The dynamic
specification for parameter changes contains positive implications in terms of out-of-sample
forecasting. In existing models, out-of-sample parameter changes are either neglected or
require computationally demanding extensions. The approach we propose implies a random
number of out-of-sample breaks, the distribution of which depends on the forecasting horizon
and the smoothness parameter. The uncertainty regarding possible future changes is properly
assimilated in the posterior predictive distribution.
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The parameter-change models can handle both small and gradual, and sudden and large
parameter changes. Moreover, it provides a model-implied location-dispersion trade-off for
situations with a parameter change but few observations to identify the new regime’s param-
eter. In such cases, the model parameter’s posterior is smoothly and dynamically adapted.
The approach is flexible in the sense that the required posterior simulation methods do
not impose any restrictions on the model under consideration. That is, it is not confined
to linear regression models or models which are fit to a (mixed) Gaussian state-space rep-
resentation. Nor are non-conjugate pairs of sampling distribution and prior excluded. The
modeling stage involves the choice of a (time series) model, and a base prior distribution that
generates the new parameter value in case of a change. The posterior simulation techniques
are computationally less complex and intensive than existing methods for structural break
models, which usually need Kalman recursions or filtering techniques.
We illustrate the approach both with macroeconomic applications and with artificially
generated data. It turns out that the parameter-change approach provides robust results
with respect to changes in the model parameters. It generates more accurate out-of-sample
forecasts than models with time-constant parameters. As we effectively demonstrate with a
model to forecast the duration of unemployment, if parameter change is slow and gradual
the approach is especially useful. On the other hand, if we are a priori pretty sure a small
and known number of sudden breaks have taken place, and we have available a fair amount
of observations to identify the regimes’ parameters, it proves more advantageous to opt for a
structural break model. We show this with a time series model for GDP growth rates, a series
known for its large and sudden drop in volatility. Though, for most empirical applications
we do not have this kind of specific prior knowledge and it pays off to choose for the more
robust parameter-change approach.
4.A Technical details
In this appendix we provide the details of the computational procedures for so far as they
are not yet discussed in the text. In Sections 4.A.1 and 4.A.2 we discuss posterior simulation
steps for the model in Example 1 (Section 4.3.1) and for the Poisson model (Section 4.4.2),
respectively. In Section 4.A.3 we focus on both posterior simulation and the applied fore-
casting methods for the models for GDP (Section 4.4.3).
4.A.1 Dynamic regression example
The dynamic regression model in Example 1 contains two groups of parameters. The time-
invariant model parameters ω = (β0, ϕ)′ and the time-varying parameters θt = (β1,t, σ2t )
′,
(t = 1, . . . , T ). First, we implement the MCMC steps of Section 4.3.1 to simulate θ = {θt}Tt=1
conditional on ω and, second, we simulate the time-constant parameters conditional on θ.
Given a sampled value for ω, we compute the auxiliary dependent variables vt ≡ yt −
β0 − ϕyt−1 = β1xt + σεt, (t = 1, . . . , T ). To simulate the parameters liable to changes, we
implement Step 1 of Section 4.3.1 with the marginal likelihoods as in (4.8) and the posterior
distributions as in (4.9). For Step 2 we first construct the I∗T subsamples {v(i),x(i)} =
{(vt, xt) : θt = θ∗i , t = 1, . . . , T} indexed by i = 1, . . . , I∗T . We then update the unique
parameter values in one block by simulating
σ2;∗i | {v(i),ω} ∼ IG2
(
νσ2 + |T(i)|, Sσ2 + e(i)′(Bβx(i)x(i)′ + I|T(i)|)e(i)
)
,
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with e(i) = v(i) − x(i)bβ , and conditional on this sampled variance we simulate










To simulate the time-constant parameters given the sampled value for θ, we use the
regression equations vt ≡ (yt − β1txt)/σt = β0σ−1t + ϕyt−1σ−1t + εt. If we further define
σ−1 = (σ−11 , σ
−1
2 , . . . , σ
−1
T )
′, we formulate the auxiliary regression model v = Wω + ε, with
design matrix W = (ι′2 ⊗ σ−1)  (ιT , y0,T−1). With the prior parameters b = (b, a)′ and
B = diag(B,A), the full conditional posterior density of ω is
p(ω |y, θ) ∝ exp
{
−(ω − b¯)′B¯−1(ω − b¯)/2
}
× I{0<ϕ<1}. (4.A.1)
The expression on the right is the kernel of a one-sided truncated bivariate normal distribu-
tion. Its parameters are the matrix B¯ = (W′W+B−1)−1 and the vector b¯ = B¯(W′v+B−1b).
Using the properties of the multivariate normal distribution, we decompose the quadratic
term in (4.A.1) as the product of a conditional Gaussian kernel for β0 |ϕ and a marginal
Gaussian kernel for ϕ. We integrate the former (which has unrestricted support) to obtain
the marginal truncated normal distribution of ϕ.12 We sample in one block from p(ω |y) =
p(β0 |y, ϕ)p(ϕ |y). That is, with b¯(j) and B¯(ij) the j-th and (i, j)-th elements of b¯ and B¯,
respectively, we simulate
ϕ | {y, θ} ∼ N(b¯(2), B¯(22))× I{0<ϕ<1},
β0 | {y, θ, ϕ} ∼ N(b¯(1) + (ϕ− b¯(2))B¯(12)/B¯(11), B¯(11) − B¯2(12)/B¯(11)).
4.A.2 Predictive Poisson regression
For the parameter-change model for the number of weeks of unemployment in Section 4.4.2
we provide the details to implement the sampling of the base prior’s parameters.
When we have a configuration obtained from Step 1 in Section 4.3.1, we have I∗T distinct
values β∗i for the regression parameters. Each is generated from the bivariate normal base
prior distribution in (4.10). First, we form the (I∗T×2)-matrix β∗ = (β∗1,β∗2, . . . ,β∗I∗
T
)′. Next,
with the prior for λ = {bβ,Bβ} as in (4.11), we obtain the full conditional posterior density

























Using computational results for a multivariate normal regression model with a conjugate
prior, we obtain a decomposition of the full conditional posterior density of λ which allows
for the one-block simulation

































12The reverse is not possible since β0 is marginally not Gaussian due to the truncation of ϕ, unless the
two parameters are (a posteriori) independent, which in general they are not.
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4.A.3 Models GDP growth rate
In this section we provide the steps to implement the MCMC scheme in the mean-switching
variance-change model for the GDP growth rate as presented in Section 4.4.3. We also discuss
posterior simulation for the two benchmark models. We end the section by describing the
forecasting methods to compute the posterior predictive distributions.
Posterior simulation
The simulation algorithm is divided into two main parts. In the first part we sample the
time-dependent variance parameters given the conditional-mean components ω = {s,β,P}.
In the second part we simulate ω conditional on the variance parameters.
Part 1: Conditional variance
We start with defining the demeaned dependent variables
vt ≡ yt −
∑3
j=1
βjI{st=j} = σtεt, (t = 1, . . . , T ),
which we arrange in the vector v = (v1, . . . , vT )′. These are the “data” with which we
execute the two simulation steps of Section 4.3.1. The Gaussian sampling distribution and
the inverted Gamma–2 base prior form a conjugate pair, so we compute the (conditional)
marginal likelihood analytically as










= pi−T/2Γ((νσ2 + T )/2)/Γ(νσ2/2)S
ν
σ2/2
σ2 (Sσ2 + v
′v)−(νσ2+T )/2. (4.A.2)
For the remix step (Step 2) we simulate σ2;∗i | {y(i),ω,λ} ∼ IG2(νσ2 + |T(i)|, Sσ2 + v(i)′v(i)),
(i = 1, . . . , I∗T ). The one-observation marginal likelihoods and one-observation posteriors
required to implement Step 1 are just special cases of the previous two expressions. With




We simulate the base prior parameters λ = {νσ2 , Sσ2} in one block as in (4.16)–(4.17).
To derive the two distributions we notice that the I∗T unique variances σ
2;∗ are independent
realizations from the inverted Gamma–2 base prior in (4.14). We combine their “likelihood”
with the prior in (4.15) to obtain λ’s full conditional posterior pdf






























σ2+2)/2 · p(νσ2). (4.A.4)





i )/2), which leads to p(Sσ2 |y,σ2;∗, νσ2) from wich we sample as in (4.17), after we
have simulated νσ2 from the marginal p(νσ2 |y,σ2,∗) as follows.











we multiply with the expression in (4.A.4) to obtain the probability mass function in (4.16).
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We evaluate this function in all supported values νj , normalize and simulate νσ2 from the
resulting discrete marginal distribution.
To complete the simulation procedure for the variance-change part of the model, we
simulate the smoothness parameter α as in Section 4.3.2.
Next, we discuss sampling of the variance parameters in the two benchmark models. For
the no-change model we have σ2t = σ
2 for all t. With the prior in Section 4.4.3, we simulate
σ2 | {y,ω,λ} ∼ IG2(νσ2 + T, Sσ2 + v′v).
Conditional on a draw of the single variance parameter we define σ−1 = σ−1ιT , and we
sample λ as in (4.16)–(4.17)
In the one-break model with unknown break location ζ , the conditional variance equals
σ21 when t ≤ ζ , and σ22 for t > ζ . Since the two variance parameters are a priori (condi-
tionally) independent and their priors form a (conditionally) conjugate pair with the sam-
pling distribution, we sample all three parameters in one block using the decomposition
p(σ21, σ
2
2, ζ |y) = p(σ21 |y, ζ)p(σ22 |y, ζ)p(ζ |y), (here, we temporarily suppress the condition-
ing on the other parameters).
Applying the result in (4.A.2), we obtain the probability mass function
p(ζ |y,ω,λ) ∝ p(ζ)
∫
p(y |ω, σ21, σ22, ζ)p(σ21 |λ)p(σ22 |λ) d{σ21, σ22}
∝∑t2
t=t1
I{ζ=t}pζ,t Γ((ζ + νσ2)/2)(Sσ2 + v
1,ζ ′v1,ζ)−(ζ+νσ2)/2
× Γ((T − ζ + νσ2)/2)(Sσ2 + vζ+1,T ′vζ+1,T )−(T−ζ+νσ2)/2.
We evaluate this function for all supported break dates, normalize and sample ζ from the
discrete marginal distribution. Conditional on the break date, the two variance parameters
are independent and we simulate
σ21 | {y,ω,λ, ζ} ∼ IG2(νσ2 + ζ, Sσ2 + v1,ζ
′
v1,ζ),
σ22 | {y,ω,λ, ζ} ∼ IG2(νσ2 + T − ζ, Sσ2 + vζ+1,T ′vζ+1,T ).





′, and with the two independent “realizations”
from the IG2(νσ2 , Sσ2) distribution, we sample λ according to (4.16)–(4.17).
Part 2: Conditional mean
In the second part of the MCMC routine we condition on the variance parameter(s) sampled
in Part 1, and simulate the components of the conditional mean. This part is the same for
all three models under consideration. We first rewrite the model in the regression form
vt ≡ yt/σt = σ−1t
∑3
j=1
I{st=j}βj + εt, (t = 1, . . . , T ),
such that we obtain a switching regression with the vector of dependent variables v, single-
regressor vector w = σ−1, and independently N(0, 1)-distributed errors. Sampling ω consists
of three steps.
First, we simulate all T regime indicators s in one block from p(s |y,σ2,β,P) with Chib’s
(1996) simulation smoother.
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Second, due to the identifying restriction on the regression parameters, we sample them
successively from their respective full conditional posteriors distributions, which are uni-
variate truncated normal. If we define the subsample {v(j),w(j)} = {(vt, wt) : st = j, t =
1, . . . , T}, we successively (j = 1, 2, 3) simulate
βj | {y,σ2, s,β−j} ∼ N((Bj|−jv(j)′w(j) + bj|−j)/B˜j, Bj|−j/B˜j)× I{βj−1<βj<βj+1},
in which B˜j = Bj|−jw(j)′w(j) + 1. We additionally set β0 = −∞ and β4 = ∞, and use the
conditional prior parameters bj|−j = bj +Bj ′(β−j −b−j)/Bjj, and Bj|−j = Bjj −Bj ′Bj/Bjj,
in which Bj is the j-th column of prior variance matrix B, with the element Bjj deleted.
Third and finally, we sample the transition probabilities. The Markov property of {st}














In combination with the independent Dirichlet priors for the three rows of P, we obtain the
full conditional posterior densities











, (i = 1, 2, 3),
with Tij =
∑T
t=2 I{st−1=i ∧ st=j} as the number of transitions from state i to state j in the
sampled value of s, such that
∑
i,j Tij = T−1. We note that P’s rows are mutually dependent
due to the initialization of the latent process. Nevertheless, the second term is the dominating
part and equals the kernel of a Dirichlet distribution which does not depend upon the other
rows. We follow Geweke (2005) and implement a Metropolis–Hastings sampler. In simulation
run m+ 1, we do the following successively for i = 1, 2, 3.
Step 1. Sample a proposal vector P∗i | s ∼ Dir(ai1 + Ti1, ai2 + Ti2, ai3 + Ti3);
Step 2. Compute the invariant distribution pi(P∗) under this proposal;
Step 3. Compute α(P∗i ,P
(m)






, and accept the pro-
posal with probability α and update the transition matrix by replacing its i-th row
by P∗
′






In this final section we discuss the computation of the predictive distributions, for which we
use sequential importance sampling techniques (see, for example Robert and Casella, 2004).
We first demarginalize the one-quarter-ahead predictive density of yt as
p(yt |y1,t−1) =
∫ ∫
p(yt |y1,t−1, θt, st)p(θt, st |y1,t−1, θ1,s−1, s1,t−1) d{st, θt} (4.A.5)
× p(θ1,t−1, s1,t−1 |y1,t−1) d{s1,t−1, θ1,t−1}.
The first term of the integrand equals pt(yt; st, θt). Since θt and st are a priori independent,
the second term in (4.A.5) simplifies to p(θt |θt−1)p(st | st−1), in which the first pdf is given
in (4.1) and the second is the transition density of the Markov process in (4.12). The final
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term is the posterior density in quarter t − 1. Given a draw from the latter we proceed as
follows to solve the first integral.
First, we simulate θt according to (4.12). Given that draw, we analytically integrate with
respect to st and obtain the “predictive” likelihood contribution
pt | st−1=i(yt; θt) =
∑3
j=1
pijpt(yt; st = j, θt).
To compute the second integral we apply sequential importance sampling. Instead of
using a sample from p(θ1,t−1, s1,t−1 |y1,t−1), we use one from the posterior one quarter back
and compensate by importance sampling. We decompose the target posterior as
p(θ1,t−1, s1,t−1 |y1,t−1) = p(st−1 |y1,t−1, θ1,t−1, s1,t−2)p(θ1,t−1, s1,t−2 |y1,t−1). (4.A.6)
We simulate from the first distribution on the right, which is the “updated” distribution of
st−1. That is, we sample from the discrete distribution with probabilities obtained with
p(st−1 |y1,t−1, θ1,t−1, s1,t−2) ∝ pt−1(yt−1; st−1, θt−1)p(st−1 | st−2). (4.A.7)
We write the second term on the right in (4.A.6) as the product of three terms
p(yt−1 |y1,t−1, s1,t−2, θ1,t−1)
p(yt−1 |y1,t−2) p(θt−1 |θ
1,t−2, s1,t−2,y1,t−2)p(θ1,t−2, s1,t−2 |y1,t−2).
The ratio equals the importance weight and the second term reduces again to the transition
density p(θt−1 |θ1,t−2), which we use to simulate θt−1. Since the third term is the posterior
in quarter t− 2, we repeat the previous for another quarter back, and we obtain a recursion
for the importance weights.
To summarize the above in algorithmic form, we start with a sample from the posterior
with pdf p(θ1,τ , s1,τ |y1,τ ), and for t = τ + 1, . . . , T we implement the following.
Step 1. Simulate θt according to (4.1);
Step 2. Simulate st−1 according to (4.A.7);
Step 3. Update the importance weights by
wt(θt−1, st−2) =
pt−1 | st−2(yt−1; θt−1)
p(yt−1 |y1,t−2) wt−1(θt−2, st−3),
with the predictive likelihood contribution already computed in Step 2; we start
with wτ+1 = 1;
Step 4. Compute pt | st−1(yt; θt) ·wt, of which the simulation-sample average gives the Monte
Carlo estimate of the predictive density p(yt |y1,t−1).
CHAPTER 5
Economic Activity Nonparametrically Related to a Leading Indicator
5.1 Introduction
Cyclical changes in economic activity form an extensively studied topic in the empirical
macroeconomics literature since the 1920s. Its interest originates both from a theoretical
point of view to trace any cycle-driving structural causes, as well as from a forecasting per-
spective to anticipate future activity changes, as demonstrated in the seminal works of Per-
sons (1919) and Burns and Mitchell (1946). In this field of research, (macro)economic vari-
ables leading the state of economic activity hold a central position. In spite of all economic-
theoretical controversy and the invariably changing macroeconomic debate (Diebold, 1998,
Qin, 2010), new releases of leading indicators have proven to be informative about the fu-
ture state of the economy throughout the last century. The leading indcators are therefore
intently watched and analyzed, mainly for forecasting purposes.
Inter alia, Diebold and Rudebusch (1991a), Lahiri and Wang (1994), Hamilton and Perez-
Quiros (1996), Marcellino (2006) and the various chapters in Lahiri and Moore (1991) effec-
tively demonstrate the usefulness of leading indicators for macroeconomic forecasting. The
applied leading-indicator forecasting methods mainly address two issues. First, determining
which leading variables are most useful for forecasting economic activity for a given number
of months ahead (Clements and Galvão, 2006). This is also related to the identification of
the different lead times of the indicators (see Paap et al., 2009, and Chapter 3). The second
issue concerns the functional form of the forecasting relation. Neftçi (1984), for example,
established the stylized fact that many individual macroeconomic variables show statistical
behavior dependent on the state of the business cycle. In this chapter we analyze issues of
the second kind and investigate nonstandard relations between leading indicators and coin-
cident variables. We apply a methodology that not only incorporates nonlinear relations,
but which also covers any further nonstandard properties such as heteroskedasticity and rare
large economic shocks which are insufficiently supported by a normal distribution.
If the distribution of the economic activity measure is of a nonstandard type (that is, non-
Gaussian), ignoring this has serious consequences in terms of the reliability and usefulness
of a business-cycle forecasting method. When the decisionmaker has a loss function different
from standard squared loss, an adequate description of economic activity’s whole conditional
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distribution is important, in addition to only modeling its first two moments. In such cases,
special attention is often directed to less likely, but more influential events like an extremely
slackening economy. In this chapter we apply The Conference Board’s (TCB) composite
coincident index to indicate the current state of economic activity and TCB’s composite
leading index as compound measure that leads the business cycle (The Conference Board,
2001). We nonparametrically estimate the joint distribution of these two economic variables
for the period January 1965–December 2013. As such, we estimate both the unknown form
of the predictive relation as well as the marginal distributions. For neither we impose any
particular prior assumptions.
We examine nonlinearities to check whether the strength of the predictive relation changes
with the value of the leading indicator. Moreover, the uncertainty surrounding a conditional-
mean point forecast, as measured by the predictive variance of the future coincident-index
growth rate, can vary with the value of the leading indicator as well. Finally, since the
nonparametric method uses a mixture of normal distributions, the shocks to economic ac-
tivity are non-Gaussian in general, thus it is able to more accurately estimate, and avoid
underestimation of, the probability of more extreme changes in business conditions.
A Bayesian nonparametric method based on Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) models,
as applied to univariate density-smoothing problems by Escobar (1994) and Escobar and
West (1995), and generalized for the multivariate setting as in Müller et al. (1996), serves as
our econometric instrument. DPM models have wide applicability and have recently gained
increased interest due to advances in computational possibilities. Besides density estimation
its applications also include survival analysis, hierarchical models and heterogeneity model-
ing. We refer to, amongst others, Bush and MacEachern (1996), Campolieti (2001), Gelfand
and Kottas (2002), Müller and Quintana (2004) and Burda et al. (2009) for examples. In
our application the approach amounts to estimating the unknown joint distribution with a
mixture of multivariate normal distributions with an a priori unknown number of mixture
components. From a forecasting perspective and for macroeconomic analysis our key inter-
est lies in the conditional distribution of the coincident-index growth rate given the value of
the leading index. This distribution naturally follows from the estimated joint and is of the
mixture type too.
To examine what typical statistical features characterize the relation between the leading
indicator and the coincident index, we make a comparison with threshold-regression models
by computing Bayes factors. In threshold regressions, the various forms of the predictive
relation are parametrically modeled such that they can explicitly vary with the value of
the predictor. As such we use these models to help identifying which statistical properties
of economic activity depend on the leading indicator, which is not immediately clear from
the nonparametric approach because it estimates the whole distribution at once. We use
threshold regressions for model comparison and not, for example, Markov-switching models,
since in the latter the (strength of the) predictive relation is driven by an unobserved variable
instead of the predictor variable as in our estimated conditional distribution of economic
activity.
The set-up of our procedure is as follows. First, we check for any deviations from Gaus-
sianity of the joint distribution of the growth rates of the coincident and leading economic
indexes. We obtain the Bayes factors for this model comparison by applying the marginal
likelihood methods of Basu and Chib (2003). Second, we compute the conditional distribu-
tion of economic activity given the growth rate of the leading indicator. This conditional
distribution forms the basis for forecasts of economic activity. By building on Basu and
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Chib’s (2003) methods we derive and compute the marginal likelihood of this nonparametric
model. Third, in the analyses we use both revised data of the leading index and data as
they were historically available. Fourth, we estimate threshold-regression models with inde-
pendent switching between regimes for the conditional mean and the conditional variance of
economic activity. We compute their marginal likelihoods and Bayes factors and compare
them to the nonparametric model’s.
Various research has established significant nonlinear relations between macroeconomic
variables. We mention Diebold and Rudebusch (1996), Fornari and Mele (1997), Morley
and Piger (2012), and recently, examining Okun’s law, Jardin and Stephan (2011) and
Chinn et al. (2013). Instead of imposing a fixed functional form between the leading and
coincident index, we let the data be leading in what form fits best. This contrasts with
parametric alternatives to model a nonstandard joint distribution. One of these alternatives
is copula modeling. Although we find most of its applications in finance, as for instance in
Jondeau and Rockinger (2006), Chen and Fan (2006a) and Ausin and Lopes (2010), recently
they also appear in marketing research (Smith et al., 2010) and empirical macroeconomics
(Dowd, 2008, Chollete and Ning, 2009). The chosen copula function generally imposes
a stringent specific type of dependence. Moreover, the copula approach entails explicit
modeling of the respective marginal distributions, whereas in the nonparametric approach
these are simultaneously estimated.
Another alternative is to apply nonparametric regression techniques to flexibly model
the conditional mean of the economic activity measure. From a frequentist perspective
we mention Racine and Li (2004), and Bayesian alternatives are discussed by Smith and
Kohn (1996, 1997), whereas Hamilton (2001) provides a flexible nonlinear regression method
suited for both kinds of statistical inference. The Bayesian nonparametric method we apply is
however not confined to the conditional mean, but incorporates possibly predictor-dependent
higher moments as well.
One of the stylized facts of macroeconomic data is the increased uncertainty during
downturns of the economy, which, though univariately, has been noted by Hamilton (1989).
In a recent paper by Foerster (forthcoming), this type of time-varying volatility is further
analyzed and empirically shown to be (asymmetrically) correlated to economic activity. To
identify nonlinearities or any changing volatility in our macroeconomic application, both
induced by the value of the leading indicator, we compare the nonparametric model to
threshold regressions.
Finally, we note that the estimated conditional distribution of the coincident-index
growth rate is described by a discrete mixture of normal distributions with an a priori
unknown number of mixture components. Hence, the economic shocks, which are defined
to be the deviations of the coincident-index growth rate from its conditional mean, are
non-Gaussian in general. With one of the essential properties of normal mixtures (see,
e.g., Richardson and Green, 1997, Dellaportas and Papageorgiou, 2006, Frühwirth-Schnatter,
2006), the nonparametric model can capture any skewness or peakedness in economic activ-
ity’s conditional distribution. This property is especially important for an adequate quantifi-
cation of the likelihood of rare, but more extreme and influential shocks to economic activity.
For example, recent research by Cúrdia et al. (2014) shows support for heavier-than-Gaussian
tails of economic shocks.
We briefly summarize our findings as follows. We first find overwhelming empirical
evidence in favor of the nonparametric model for economic activity compared to the linear
Gaussian regression model. This preference is partly attributable to a nonlinear relation
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with the leading indicator. In particular, the latter’s leading signal turns out to be stronger
when it attains negative values, indicating a future downturn. With real-time data the
forecasting rule almost breaks down completely during periods of normal economic activity.
Second, the predictive variance of the coincident-index growth rate strongly varies with the
growth rate of the leading index, both for real-time and fully revised data. A decline in the
leading index, which anticipates a decline in economic activity, is associated with increased
uncertainty about the amount of change in economic activity. Third, in addition to the
leading-indicator-varying location and scale, we find empirical evidence for a non-Gaussian
distribution of economic shocks. With revised data we estimate a relatively long and heavy
left tail, which would be seriously underestimated if normality were imposed. The real-time
leading index tends to overestimate future economic activity, since it has considerably fewer
large negative observations, and as a result does a worse forecasting job.
The remainder of this chapter consists of the following. We start with a discussion of
the data in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we introduce the Bayesian nonparametric method
for density estimation and the testing procedure to compare the nonparametric model to
threshold-regression parametric alternatives. We describe the empirical results in Section 5.4
and conclude with a discussion in Section 5.5. The two appendices present the technical
details of the simulation methods applied for posterior analysis and of the marginal likelihood
computations required for model comparison.
5.2 Data and real-time issues
We use coincident indicators to measure economic activity in each month. Examples are
sales, (industrial) production and employment. These economic variables are assumed to
coincide with the business cycle as opposed to leading indicators which tend to anticipate
changes in business conditions. We apply variables of the leading type, which include, for
instance, financial variables and survey measures, to establish a predictive link with economic
activity.
To obtain a less noisy signal of economic conditions it is good practice to report compound
single economic indexes (leading as well as coincident). For example, TCB produces these
indexes by summarizing information from fixed sets of individual indicators as follows (The
Conference Board, 2001). First, the raw, trending series are transformed to (symmetric)
growth rates (except interest rates, for which spreads are used), and these transformed
series are standardized and summed to obtain the single-index growth rate.1 For the sample
period January 1965–Deceomber 2013 we display the one-month symmetric growth rates
of the thus constructed composite coincident (CEI) and leading economic (LEI) indexes in
Figure 5.1(a). With the shaded areas we indicate the recessionary periods as decided upon
by the National Bureau’s of Economic Research (NBER) business cycle dating committee.
A number of leading indicators are liable to revisions after their initially released esti-
mates, for example new orders and claims for unemployment insurance. In addition to the
final data on the composite leading index [Figure 5.1(a)], we also apply our methods to the
leading-indicator data as they were available in real time. We are interested in forecasting
the “true” state of economic activity, and therefore we use final data for the dependent
variable CEI in both settings (Diebold and Rudebusch, 1991a).
1To (partially) account for the large decrease in volatility of many macroeconomic series during the 1980s
(Kim et al., 2008), the standardization is computed separately for the pre-1983 subsample and for the period
January 1984–December 2013.
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In the real-time setting, at the end of month t we have data available on the LEI pertaining
up to and including month t−1. If we define LEI(t)s as the value of LEI in month s as released
in month t, then at the end of month t, when we construct the real-time forecast of CEIt, we
can use LEI(t)s , (s ≤ t− 1). The initial release for CEIt is only available in next month t+ 1
and therefore we “predict” the present, which is termed nowcasting. We refer to Bańbura
et al. (2013) for a survey of nowcasting and its methods. To check the predictive power
of partly revised releases of LEI we use the `-months lagged values (` > 0) in month t’s
vintage (`-th off-diagonal of the real-time data matrix). In this respect, if we use the fully
revised LEI data, we obtain the “final” forecast of CEIt by exploiting the true (reduced-form)
relation between the leading index and economic activity.
Since the real-time LEI performed poorly in anticipating the two most recent recessionary
periods of 2001 and 2008, as we can already derive from the modest leading-index decline in
advance of these recessions in Figure 5.1(b) (see also Chapter 3), TCB has recently revised the
construction of its leading index. This redefinition mainly consists of incorporating additional
individual leading variables. However, in order to avoid the use of ex-post knowledge, for
the pre-redefinition sample period we use the then prevailing construction of LEI.
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5.3 Methodology
In Sections 5.3.1–5.3.2 we start with a description of the Bayesian nonparametric model, and
we briefly discuss the simulation procedure to obtain a sample from the posterior distribution
in Section 5.3.3. We describe the method to compare the nonparametric model to parametric
alternatives in Section 5.3.4. We introduce these parametric alternatives, the threshold
regressions, in Section 5.3.5.
5.3.1 Model specification
We define yt as the symmetric monthly growth rate of CEI in month t. With xt = LEI
(t)
t−`
we denote the symmetric monthly growth of LEI in month t − `, (` ≥ 1), as available in t,
which serves as predictor of yt. The two variables are collected in the vector yt = (yt, xt)′,
(t = 1, . . . , T ). The matrix Y = (y1, . . . ,yT )′ = (y,x) contains all T bivariate observations.
We apply the density-smoothing methods as described in Müller et al. (1996) to estimate
the joint distribution of CEI and LEI. This Bayesian nonparametric approach states that
each of the bivariate observations is sampled from a multivariate normal distribution,
yt |θt ind.∼ N(µt,Σt), (t = 1, . . . , T ), (5.1)
with its own mean and covariance matrix arranged in θ′t = (µ
′
t, vec [Σt]
′). With a second
layer of the model a structure is imposed onto the observation-specific parameters. Among
others, Escobar (1994) and Escobar and West (1995) show that the DPM approach applies
the set of conditional distributions with densities
p(θt |θ1,t−1) = α
α + t− 1f0(θt;λ) +
1
α + t− 1
t−1∑
s=1
δ(θt − θs), (t = 2, . . . , T ), (5.2)
in which θ1,s = (θ1, . . . , θs)′. With θ1 ∼ F0(λ), the joint distribution of all T parameters
is completed. f0 is the pdf of the so-called base distribution F0, parameterized by hyperpa-
rameters λ, and δ is the Dirac delta function indicating unit point mass at the origin.2
First, due to the point mass at existing values this particular structure implies that
some of the θt’s equal each other with positive probability. Therefore, on average, some
observations are generated from the same normal distribution. The number of unique normal
distributions depends on both the smoothness parameter α and sample size T , both in a
positive sense. If we take the sample size fixed, the smoothness of the estimated distribution
is manipulated by choosing different values for α. The larger it is, the more unique mixture
components are selected to more accurately fit the data. On the other hand, the more
mixture components, the more bumpy the estimated distribution becomes.
Second, since the approach is nonparametric in a Bayesian way, the “parameters” do not
have a clear-cut (economic) interpretation and simply serve as instruments to mould the
model such that it describes the features of the data best. To choose the base distribution
we therefore rely on the more practical considerations such as computational ease. We follow
Escobar and West (1995) and take their multivariate equivalent which decomposes into an
inverted Wishart distribution for the marginal of the covariance matrix and a conditional
normal distribution for the vector of means. The main computational argument for the





choice of this distribution is that it forms a conjugate pair with the sampling distribution.
We specify the base distribution as
F0(λ) : µ |Σ ∼ N(bµ, BµΣ), Σ ∼ IW(νΣ,SΣ). (5.3)
Its key role in the model specification is to generate a new mean and covariance matrix when
a new normal mixture component is activated.
Next, we show the power of this approach to flexibly model nonstandard statistical
properties of the joint distribution of CEI and LEI. Given a value of θ ≡ θ1,T , we have I∗T ≤ T
unique parameter values, a number in general much smaller than the sample size. Each
unique parameter value θ∗j , (j = 1, . . . , I
∗
T ), occurs nj,T times in θ, such that
∑
j nj,T = T .
After having observed Y, we derive the posterior predictive distribution which is of the
discrete-mixture type. We obtain its pdf
p(yT+1 |Y) =
∫ ∫













p(θ |Y) dθ, (5.4)
after integrating out the future θT+1 analytically using (5.1)–(5.2). The one-observation
marginal likelihood under prior F0, p0(yT+1;λ) =
∫
p(yT+1 |θ)f0(θ;λ) dθ, is available in
closed form due to the conjugate choice of base distribution. However, since its weight is
relatively small in the mixture in (5.4), for convenience we consider a future observation to
be generated from a mixture of multivariate normal distributions. The number of mixture
components and corresponding mixture weights and components’ parameters are weighed
according to the posterior distribution. This amounts to a very flexible way to estimate
an unknown distribution, due to the well-known richness of Gaussian mixtures, while at the
same time the method circumvents the often cumbersome procedure to reliably determine the
number of mixture components (see, among others, Richardson and Green, 1997, Frühwirth-
Schnatter, 2006).
Since we model the joint distribution of (CEI,LEI), both the unknown dependence struc-
ture between, and the marginal distributions of the various elements of yT+1 (and combina-
tions thereof) are estimated at the same time. In our economic application we have specific
interest for one element (CEI) conditional on a predictive variable (LEI) and hence require
a conditional distribution. To derive the conditional distribution of CEI given LEI, we use
their joint distribution in (5.4). The mixture form is maintained and we obtain







wjp(yT+1 |xT+1, θ∗j )
]
p(θ |Y) dθ,
for its pdf, in which the mixture weights are given by
w0 =
αp0(xT+1;λ)
(α + T )p(xT+1 |Y) , wj =
nj,Tp(xT+1 |θ∗j )
(α + T )p(xT+1 |Y) , (j = 1, . . . , I
∗
T ).
For the denominators of these weights we derive p(xT+1 |Y) =
∫
p(yT+1 |Y) dyT+1, which
is the marginal posterior predictive pdf of LEI evaluated in xT+1. This density is given by











p(xT+1 |θ∗j )]p(θ |Y) dθ. All individual densities
required to compute the conditional pdf in (5.5) are just conditionals and marginals of the
bivariate densities in (5.4). Hence, all but two are Gaussian with the familiar conditional
and marginal parameters. The exceptions are p0(yT+1 |xT+1;λ) and p0(xT+1;λ), which are
univariate Student’s t densities (see Appendix 5.A.1). We define the model of CEI given
LEI which coincides with the derived conditional distribution as the nonparametric model
of economic activity.
To examine nonlinear effects of the leading indicator on economic activity we need the
regression function, which describes the conditional mean of CEI given LEI. Moreover, since
we have a specification for the whole conditional distribution, (5.5) enables us to compute
any expectation of a function of CEI given LEI. For example, we also use it to examine
the degree of heteroskedasticity. The expression of the posterior predictive expectation of
f(yT+1) (conditional on xT+1 = x) becomes
f¯(x) ≡ E [f(yT+1) |Y, x]
=
∫ [




wjE[f(yT+1) |x, θ∗j ]
]
p(θ |Y) dθ. (5.6)
Thus, we evaluate and weigh the expectations of f under each of the I∗T+1 distinct “regimes.”
The more observations assigned to a regime, the larger the weight of its expectation. Also,
the likelier the predictor value under regime j (as measured by p(x |θ∗j )), again the larger
the weight of that regime’s expectation. We further note that the (for the dominant part,
Gaussian) mixture form of the conditional predictive distribution can straightforwardly in-
corporate nonnormality due to, for example, infrequent large economic shocks.
5.3.2 Prior distribution
The parameter α drives the number of mixture components to estimate the joint distribution
of CEI and LEI, given fixed sample size T . In extremis, α = 0 and we only have a single
component, reducing the model to a standard bivariate Gaussian distribution with prior
F0. Equation (5.2) shows that with increasing α it becomes more likely that a new mixture
component is generated. Antoniak (1974) derives the prior distribution of the total number
of unique components I∗T as a function of α. This result is important for dealing with the
smoothness parameter in our application. Instead of using a fixed value, Escobar and West
(1995) propose an extension consisting of a prior on α, to avoid a too informative prior for
I∗T . They opt for the Gamma prior
α ∼ Ga(aα, bα). (5.7)
We consider two of such priors and check the dependence of the results on the implied priors
on I∗T . First, we locate prior modes of I
∗
T at 5 and 10, and next, we fatten the tails of I
∗
T
with the two prior distibutions Ga(0.72 × 15, 15) and Ga(1.68 × 15, 15) for α. These steps
result in Var [I∗T ] = 5.5; 10.7, respectively, which we obtain by prior Monte Carlo simulation.
Escobar (1994) proposes to also put a prior on the base distribution’s hyperparameters,
for two main reasons. First, it results in a smoother density estimate as it directs the
hyperparameters towards data-supported values. Second, a computational argument, it
improves the mixing of the Markov chain used for posterior simulation as it induces additional
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Table 5.1 Effects ceteris paribus of prior parameters’ settings
b0 B0 S0 ν0 Sw,ii Sw,ij νw νΣ
Effect on
Location + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 + + − + 0 + −
Dependence 0 0 0 0 − + 0 0
Value 02 5I2 10 5 10 0.5 8 6
Notes: The table shows the effects on the three reported properties of the (joint) distribution of CEI and
LEI, when the prior parameter concerned is increased. To determine the effects on the dependence we use
the standard correlation coefficient.
“shocks” to the chain. Moreover, it may be difficult to choose sensible values for λ a priori.
We follow Müller et al. (1996) and choose for a prior on the two parameters of the Gaussian
part and the matrix of the inverted Wishart component in (5.3). The first consists of
a normal-inverted Gamma–2 distribution, and for the second part we choose a Wishart
distribution. Thus, we specify this prior as
Bµ ∼ IG2(ν0, S0), bµ |Bµ ∼ N(b0, BµB0), (5.8)
SΣ ∼ W(νw,Sw). (5.9)
The components of this prior are conditionally conjugate with the base distribution. With
adding levels to the model it becomes increasingly more difficult to set the parameters of
the prior distributions. Therefore we adopt the approach by Geweke (2010) and use a type
of prior predictive analysis to set the prior’s parameters in (5.8)–(5.9). This results in a
number of guidelines which we show in Table 5.1. Following these rules of thumb, we choose
the parameter values for our empirical analysis as reported in the last line of this table.
5.3.3 Posterior simulation
When we have observed the data Y, we use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
to obtain a sample from the posterior distribution of {θ,λ, α}. Neal (2000) lists a number of
MCMC algorithms for DPM models to simulate the elements of θ. We implement his routine
for conjugate models as, for instance, Escobar andWest (1995), Bush and MacEachern (1996)
and Campolieti (2001) do in their applications.
The MCMC simulation procedure consists of the four following steps.
Step 1. Sample each θt, (t = 1, . . . , T ) from its full conditional posterior
p(θt |Y, θ−t,λ, α) ∝ p(yt |θt)p(θt |θ−t,λ, α)
∝ αp0(yt;λ)p(θt |yt,λ) +
∑
s 6=t
p(yt |θs)δ(θt − θs),
for which we use (5.2), and the prior exchangeability of θt to obtain its full condi-
tional prior. p(θt |yt,λ) ∝ p(yt |θt)f0(θt;λ) is the one-observation posterior under
the base prior;
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Step 2. After one run of Step 1, Neal (2000) shows that the single-move sampler is sub-
stantially improved in terms of mixing speed if we add a remix step. We have I∗T
unique values in θ and the corresponding configuration of data. If Y(j) contains all
observations for which it holds that θt = θ∗j , we simulate each unique parameter
value (j = 1, . . . , I∗T ) from




which is the multi-observation posterior with data Y(j) under the base prior;
Step 3. We sample λ as in any hierarchical model (Rossi et al., 2005), noticing that each of
the unique values θ∗j is generated from the base prior. Hence, we sample from







with the prior as in (5.8)–(5.9). We sample all three hyperparameters in one block;
Step 4. With the prior in (5.7), Escobar and West (1995) show that the smoothness pa-
rameter α can be sampled from a two-component mixture of Gamma distributions
once an auxiliary variable has been sampled from a Beta distribution. We use their
approach.
In Appendix 5.A.1 we show that all necessary components for Steps 1–2 are available
analytically and we provide expressions. Moreover, we derive the distributions to sample
from in Step 3, and give details for the implementation of Step 4.
5.3.4 Model comparison
To compare the nonparametric model to parametric specifications, we follow the Bayesian
literature (Kass and Raftery, 1995) and compute the respective marginal likelihoods and the
implied Bayes factors. The implemention of the marginal likelihood methods of Chib (1995)
or Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) in the nonparametric model involves an analytically intractable
integral to evaluate a likelihood ordinate. Basu and Chib (2003) provide the tools, based
on collapsed sequential importance sampling, to estimate the likelihood ordinate and we
implement their routine.
First we compute the marginal likelihood p(Y) =
∫
p(Y |θ)p(θ |λ, α)p(λ, α) d{θ,λ, α}
and compare it to the Gaussian model’s which is the special case under the restriction α = 0.
We note that with this comparison we consider all statistical properties at once (since we
use the whole joint distribution), and test for any deviation from (joint) normality of the
(CEI,LEI) data.
Second, because central economic interest lies in the future state of economic activity
given the predictive leading indicator, we also need p(y |x), the marginal likelihood of the
nonparametric model for CEI. To compute it we use the relation
p(y |x, A) = p(Y |A)/p(x |A), (5.10)
in which we condition on the model assumptions A explicitly to denote that both parts of
this ratio are to be computed under the same set of conditions. That is, the multivariate
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model specification in (5.1)–(5.3) and the priors (5.7)–(5.9). The numerator in (5.10) is the
output of Basu and Chib’s (2003) method as before. The denominator is the “marginalized”
marginal likelihood of the multivariate Y with respect to y, i.e., p(x |A) = ∫ p(Y |A) dy.
Using the sampling distribution in (5.1), we integrate each yt in the first model level and
obtain the marginalized likelihood contributions of the predictor
p(xt |θt) =
∫
p(yt |θt) dyt = φ(xt;µ2,t,Σ22,t) = p(xt |θ2,t), θ2,t = (µ2,t,Σ22,t)′.
This shows that there is no direct sample information for parameters θ1,t = (µ1,t,Σ11,t,Σ12,t)′
if we only observe x. These parameters drop from the model’s first level with the re-
sult that we can integrate them analytically in the second level. We integrate out all θ1,t
from (5.2), starting with the final θ1,T , and obtain the conditional densities p(θ2,t |θ1,t−1) =∫
p(θt |θ1,t−1) dθ1,t = p(θ2,t |θ1,t−12 ). Thus we arrive at
p(θ2,t |θ1,t−12 ) ∝ αf0,2(θ2,t;λ) +
t−1∑
s=1
δ(θ2,t − θ2,s), (t = 2, . . . , T ),
and θ2,1 ∼ F0,2(λ). The second marginal of our base prior distribution (F0,2) has known
form and only depends on hyperparameters λ2 = {bµ,2, Bµ, SΣ,22}. In the third level of the
model (5.8)–(5.9), we integrate the hyperparameters λ1 to arrive at p(λ2) =
∫
p(λ) dλ1.
To summarize, “everything” involving the marginal parameters of yt and the parameters
governing the jointness of yt and xt is integrated out analytically and we end up with a
marginal counterpart of the multivariate model.
This marginal model’s sampling distribution is given by
xt |θ2,t ind.∼ N(µ2,t,Σ22,t), (t = 1, . . . , T ),
in which the parameters θ2,t are the result from a Dirichlet process with smoothness param-
eter α and base prior with density f0,2. Using properties of the normal and the inverted
Wishart distribution, this base distribution is specified as
F0,2(λ2) : µ2 |Σ22 ∼ N(bµ,2, BµΣ22), Σ22 ∼ IW(νΣ − 1, SΣ,22) = IG2(νΣ − 1, SΣ,22).
The third level completes the marginal model and provides the prior p(λ2) for the hyperpa-
rameters of F0,2. This prior consists of the components
Bµ ∼ IG2(ν0, S0), bµ,2 |Bµ ∼ N(b0,2, BµB0,22),
SΣ,22 ∼ W(νw, Sw,22) = Ga(νw/2, S−1w,22/2).
By applying the MCMC routines and the DPM marginal likelihood methods to this (univari-
ate) model specification we obtain p(x |A), the denominator in (5.10). In Appendix 5.B.1
we provide the details of our marginal likelihood computations.
5.3.5 Threshold regressions
The nonparametric method has proven to be a powerful tool to estimate an unknown (non-
standard) distribution in various empirical applications. On the other hand, typical features
such as nonlinearity are not explicitly modeled, but they are implicitly accounted for. From
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an economic point of view it is important to identify which of these features are present
in the nonparametrically estimated distribution. We compare the nonparametric model to
parametric model specifications which take the isolated features of interest explicitly into
account. Hence, these alternative models mainly serve as instruments for inference, more
than as serious competitors to the nonparametric specification.
In Section 5.3.1 we derived the nonparametrically estimated distribution of economic
activity conditional on the leading indicator. In general, the statistical properties of CEI
therefore vary with the value of LEI. For example, in case of a nonlinear predictive relation, a
decline in the leading index can contain a stronger predictive signal about economic activity
than when LEI is positive. Threshold-regression models (Tong and Lim, 1980) account for
nonstandard relations between predictor and target variable in a similar fashion, though
in a parametric manner. In particular, in a threshold regression the value of the leading
index determines the parameter values that link LEI to CEI. This contrasts with Markov-
switching models in which an unobserved process governs the relation between predictor and
target variable, and which are therefore less suited for an interpretable comparison to the
nonparametric model.
We specify the relation between economic activity and the leading indicator as
yt = βt
′xt + σtεt, xt = (1, xt)
′, εt
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1), (t = 1, . . . , T ). (5.11)
The most general form of the threshold regression we use is the above specification with two
conditional-mean and two conditional-variance regimes,







This model is substantially restrictive if the predictive relation is highly nonlinear, which
is however unlikely to be the case with macroeconomic data. If nonlinear or heteroskedas-
tic features, of whatever form, are in the data, we expect the Bayes factor to favor the
threshold regression compared to the linear, homoskedastic regression. Applying the thresh-
old regressions in (5.11)–(5.12), we check for typical econometric features as nonlinearity,
heteroskedasticity, and nonnormality of economic shocks as follows.
With the homoskedasticity restriction σ1 = σ2 ≡ σ, we first examine any nonlinearities
in the relation between the coincident and leading index. Second, the linearity restriction
β1 = β2 ≡ β serves to check whether the conditional variance of economic activity varies
with the value of LEI. Finally, if the nonparametric model is favored over the threshold
model without any of the two restrictions, we can attribute this to either more complex
nonlinear/heteroskedastic relations, which the threshold regression can only partly describe,
or, the presence of infrequent but large economic shocks which are insufficiently supported
by the Gaussian distribution.
We complete the threshold-regression model specification by formulating our prior dis-
tribution for its parameters. We consider the four regime parameters a priori statistically
independent with the conditionally conjugate distributions
βj
i.i.d.∼ N(bβ ,Bβ), σ2j i.i.d.∼ IG2(νσ, Sσ), (j = 1, 2). (5.13)





= pγj ,s, (j = 1, 2; s = 1, . . . , S), (5.14)
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with uniform support for the hundred equally-spaced points in the sample range of LEI,
disregarding the five smallest and the five largest LEI values.3
To ensure a fair comparison of the parametric models to the nonparametric one, such
that a priori none is given preference to, we follow Florens et al. (1996). Their principle
prescribes that with just one observation it should be impossible to distinguish between
the two models. From Section 5.3.1 we know the prior belief of an observation (given the
leading index), p(y1 |x1) =
∫
p0(y1 |x1;λ)p(λ) dλ, in which the first density is the conditional
Student’s t given by yt | {xt,λ} ∼ T(b′y|xxt, Sy|xt, νΣ).4 In the threshold-regression setting we
have a conditonal for y1 that looks like, but is not Student’s t. That is, integrating the (first-







2 + 1])p(σ2) dσ2.
In order to establish a close match between the two prior beliefs, we first also put a prior on
the threshold-regression model’s hyperparameters ψ = {bβ,Bβ, Sσ}. We take conditionally
conjugate distributions consisting of a normal-inverted Wishart for the parameters of the
normal distribution, and a Gamma distribution for the inverted Gamma–2’s parameter in
(5.13), i.e.,
bβ |Bβ ∼ N(b, BBβ), Bβ ∼ IW(ν,S), Sσ ∼ Ga(aS/2, b−1S /2). (5.15)
Second, we use Monte Carlo simulation to set the parameters in (5.15) such that the first
two prior moments of yt and its dependence with xt match the nonparametric model’s. To
(approximately) match higher moments, we also calibrate such that the prior tail probability
Pr [yt < −10] is the same in both models.5
We implement a Gibbs sampler with only two blocks to sample the threshold-regression
model’s parameters from their posterior distribution. For both the regression part ω1 =
{γ1,β1,β2} and the conditional-variance part ω2 = {γ2, σ21, σ22} we sample the threshold and
the two regime parameters in one block. We alternately sample from p(ω1 |y,ψ,ω2) and
p(ω2 |y,ψ,ω1). Given the values for these regime parameters, we sample hyperparameters
ψ in one block from p(ψ |y,ω1,ω2). We refer to Appendix 5.A.2 for derivations and distri-
butions. We obtain marginal likelihoods with the method by Chib (1995), of which we give
details in Appendix 5.B.3.
5.4 Results
This section is divided into two parts. In Section 5.4.1 we describe the outcomes of the
model comparison to reveal any nonstandard features of economic activity. We discuss the
posterior results obtained with the nonparametric model in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Testing nonstandard features
First we compare the estimated nonparametric distribution for the bivariate vector yt to the
multivariate Gaussian which we attain by taking α = 0 in the DPM setting. In Panel A of
3In practice only the sampled xt, (t = 1, . . . , T ) influence the likelihood, and point mass at x(t) is
uniformly distributed over (x(t), x(t+1)); any two points strictly in between two consecutive order statistics
of the explanatory variable are equally likely.
4We use the result that the conditionals of a multivariate Student’s t distribution are also Student’s t. In
this case we have by|x = (bµ,1−bµ,2SΣ,12/SΣ,22, SΣ,12/SΣ,22)′, Sy|xt = {1+[(xt−bµ,2)2/SΣ,22−1]/νΣ}(SΣ,11−
S2Σ,12/SΣ,22).
5This procedure leads to b = (0, 1/10)′, B = 1.5, S = 4I2, ν = 16, νσ = 12, aS = 200, and bS = 2.
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Table 5.2 Marginal likelihoods and Bayes factors nonparametric joint models
Lag leading indicator
` = 1 ` = 3 ` = 6 ` = 12
Model M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i
Panel A: Revised data
M1: Prior 1 −1 595.8 − −1 590.4 − −1 597.0 − −1 614.4 −
M2: α = 0 −1 627.5 31.7 −1 621.8 31.4 −1 632.2 35.2 −1 650.1 35.7
M3: Prior 2 −1 595.1 −0.7 −1 589.6 −0.7 −1 596.4 −0.6 −1 613.7 −0.7
Panel B: Real-time data
M1: Prior 1 −1 527.5 − −1 532.9 − −1 534.9 − −1 533.7 −
M2: α = 0 −1 544.7 17.3 −1 547.2 14.3 −1 550.5 15.6 −1 547.6 13.9
M3: Prior 2 −1 526.9 −0.5 −1 532.2 −0.7 −1 534.3 −0.7 −1 533.0 −0.7
Notes: The table contains the marginal likelihoods (“M.L.”) and Bayes factors on a log10-scale. Three
models for the multivariate observations yt = (yt, xt)
′ are considered, and the reported marginal likelihoods
are log10 p(Y |Mi). Bayes factors are computed with M1 as benchmark, the mulivariate nonparametric
model with the prior on α such that mode [I∗T |M1] = 5. M2 is the nested case with α = 0, which reduces
to a multivariate Gaussian model. M3 is the nonparametric model with prior mode [I
∗
T |M3] = 10 and
incorporates more mixture components a priori.
Table 5.2 we report marginal likelihoods and Bayes factors with respect to the model with
the “moderate” prior on α (M1), for varying lags of the fully revised predictor variable LEI.
For all four lag values we find Bayes factors greater than 30, which forms overwhelming
evidence in favor of joint nonnormality of the bivariate data. Using additional support
for more mixture components with the second prior on the smoothness parameter, we find
substantial evidence in favor of that model (M3) compared to M1, with Bayes factors about
0.7 as reported in the third line of Panel A.
We display results for real-time data in Panel B. Again, the nonparametric model is
decisively preferred to the multivariate Gaussian model, with Bayes factors in the range
14–17. Here as well, a priori allowing for the selection of more mixture components (M3)
gives even a substantially better fit of the data. We note that we cannot compare statistics
between the two panels. Though CEI is the same in both, LEI is generally not. These first
results clearly show that the two variables are certainly not jointly Gaussian.
For the output in Table 5.2, both the type of cross-variable dependence and the form
of the two marginal distributions are taken into account at once. To exploit the predictive
relation between CEI and LEI for forecasting purposes, we shift attention to the conditional
distribution of CEI given LEI. In Table 5.3 we report the marginal likelihoods of the non-
parametric conditional model for economic activity to examine the predictive qualities of
the leading indicator. The conditional variant of model M2 is the classical linear Gaussian
regression model of CEI given LEI. That is, the conditional mean of the coincident index
always varies linearly with the value of the leading index, and the innovations have constant
variance and are generated from a Gaussian distribution.
The first two lines of Panel A in Table 5.3 give the marginal likelihoods and Bayes
factors of M1 with respect to the linear regression model. The Bayes factors are greater
than 8 for LEI lagging one or three months, which provides decisive evidence in favor of the
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Table 5.3 Marginal likelihoods and Bayes factors nonparametric conditional models
Lag leading indicator
` = 1 ` = 3 ` = 6 ` = 12
Model M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i
Panel A: Revised data
M1: Prior 1 −698.7 − −692.8 − −699.2 − −714.9 −
M2: α = 0 −707.3 8.7 −701.3 8.5 −711.4 12.2 −727.4 12.5
M3: Prior 2 −698.4 −0.3 −692.5 −0.3 −699.1 −0.1 −714.7 −0.3
Panel B: Real-time data
M1: Prior 1 −719.8 − −717.0 − −720.7 − −723.9 −
M2: α = 0 −732.6 12.8 −727.9 10.9 −731.4 10.7 −732.6 8.7
M3: Prior 2 −719.7 −0.2 −716.6 −0.4 −720.4 −0.3 −723.6 −0.2
Notes: The table contains the marginal likelihoods (“M.L.”) and Bayes factors on a log10-scale. Three models
for CEI (yt) given LEI (xt) are considered, and the reported marginal likelihoods are log10 p(y |x,Mi) =
log10 p(Y |Mi)− log10 p(x |Mi). Bayes factors are computed with M1 as benchmark. See the notes accom-
panying Table 5.2 for definitions of the various models.
nonparametric model. For lags six and twelve months, the Bayes factors are even greater
than 12, virtually nullifying the weight of the normal linear regression model in a model-
averaging prediction. The third entry of Panel A shows that we find weak preference for
the more flexible nonparametric model M3, though for ` = 6 almost none. This outcome
suggests that the necessary additional mixture components we found in Table 5.2 are mainly
required to better fit the marginal distribution of LEI. Panel B of Table 5.3 depicts the output
when we use the real-time variant of the leading index instead. Bayes factors evidently opt
again for the nonparametric model, though with increasing lags of LEI, the factors are now
decreasing. The comparison of M1 to M3 gives similar results as when we use fully revised
data.
Since the dependent variable is the same for all settings in Table 5.3, we can infer with
which predictor we describe CEI best. The leading index is most strongly correlated with
economic activity when it is lagged three months (see also Chapter 3). This holds both for
the completely revised data in Panel A and the partly revised LEI in Panel B. Keeping the
lag of LEI constant, we see that the fully revised explanatory variable always results in a
greater marginal likelihood. Per lag the Bayes factors range from 9 to 20 (not shown in the
table, but simply the difference between the marginal likelihoods of the models with fully
revised and real-time LEI). Furthermore, the worst-performing lag of twelve months with
revised data still outclasses the best-predicting real-time LEI (` = 3) with a Bayes factor of
2.1.
From the results sofar we can safely reject the linear Gaussian regression model for CEI
in favor of the nonparametric model. Since the latter automatically, but implicitly, incor-
porates three potentially essential characteristics, i.e., nonlinearity, heteroskedasticity and
nonnormality, we apply the threshold-regression models from Section 5.3.5 to find out which
features determine this manifest rejection. In Table 5.4 we show the marginal likelihoods
and Bayes factors ofM1, the nonparametric conditional model, with respect to the threshold
regressions. We first check for a nonlinear relation between LEI and CEI with β1 6= β2, and
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Table 5.4 Marginal likelihoods and Bayes factors threshold-regression models
Lag leading indicator
` = 1 ` = 3 ` = 6 ` = 12
Model M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i M.L. BF1,i
Panel A: Revised data
M4: Non-lin.; Hom. −706.8 8.1 −701.8 9.0 −712.5 13.3 −728.2 13.2
M5: Lin.; Het. −706.2 7.6 −701.5 8.7 −707.5 8.3 −722.2 7.2
M6: Non-lin.; Het. −705.3 6.6 −701.2 8.4 −707.8 8.6 −722.8 7.8
Panel B: Real-time data
M4: Non-lin.; Hom. −732.3 12.4 −726.5 9.5 −731.9 11.2 −733.2 9.3
M5: Lin.; Het. −729.5 9.6 −726.5 9.5 −731.6 10.9 −733.3 9.4
M6: Non-lin.; Het. −728.7 8.8 −725.4 8.5 −731.6 10.9 −733.5 9.6
Notes: The table contains the marginal likelihoods (“M.L.”) and Bayes factors on a log10-scale. The three
models are variants of the general threshold-regression model: M4 is the nonlinear homoskedastic threshold
regression (σ1 = σ2); M5 is the linear heteroskedastic threshold regression (β1 = β2); M6 is the general
threshold regression allowing for both nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity. Bayes factors are computed with
M1 as benchmark, the nonparametric model with marginal likelihoods as in Table 5.3.
we consider the errors to be homoskedastic. The first entries of Panels A and B give the
results for the revised and real-time leading index, respectively. We compare these Bayes
factors to the ones of M2 (the linear, homoskedastic regression model) in Table 5.3, since
both are with respect to M1.
With the latest-available one-month-lagged leading index we obtain a Bayes factor of 0.6
in favor of the nonlinear threshold-regression model. For the other three lags we weakly
(` = 3) to substantially (` = 6, 12) prefer the linear model, with factors for M4 relative to
M2 equal to −0.5, −1.1 and −0.7 respectively. In Panel B, for the partly revised LEI, Bayes
factors indicate a substantial nonlinear relation for short-term lags of LEI of one and three
months. A leading index lagged six and twelve months does not exhibit a nonlinear relation
to CEI, with Bayes factors of 0.5 and 0.6 in favor of M2.
Next we check whether a LEI-varying conditional variance of CEI is a reason to reject the
normal regression model. ModelM5 in Table 5.4 denotes the threshold-regression model with
linear conditional mean, but σ1 6= σ2. In Panel A we observe strong evidence (BF5,2 = 1.1)
for heteroskedasticity of this type when we take the leading index from the previous month
as explanatory variable. Lags of six and twelve months result in BF5,2 = 3.9; 5.3 respectively,
providing decisive support for two distinct variance regimes. For ` = 3 however, we only find
weak evidence in favor of homoskedastic errors. With real-time predictor values we obtain
Bayes factors of 3.2 and 1.4 for one- and three-month lags (Panel B). With LEI lagging half
a year or a complete year though, allowing for different variance regimes does not improve
the statistical description of the conincident index’ growth rate.
Finally, we apply the threshold-regression model without any kind of restriction (M6).
Incorporating both nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity we find the following pattern. For the
two most moderate lag lengths, Bayes factors increase (substantially to strongly) compared
twoM5. However, for the two longer horizons, this additional flexibility is mildly penalized in
terms of marginal likelihoods, because its improvement in describing CEI is not substantial
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Table 5.5 Posterior properties parameters threshold-regression models
Regression part Conditional-variance part





Panel A: Revised data
M4 0.28 0.13 −6.9 14.4 − −
(0.22; 0.36) (0.07; 0.19) (−13.9; 7.4) (13.1; 15.9)
M5 0.19 − − 37.1 13.8 −15.0
(0.16; 0.23) (24.0; 54.6) (12.5; 15.3) (−19.0; −12.1)
M6 0.28 0.13 −6.6 33.9 13.8 −15.8
(0.19; 0.37) (0.06; 0.19) (−14.4; 8.3) (21.4; 51.2) (12.4; 15.1) (−20.3; −11.7)
Panel B: Real-time data
M4 0.22 0.03 6.3 17.7 − −
(0.11; 0.31) (−0.09; 0.14) (−1.3; 13.6) (16.0; 19.4)
M5 0.08 − − 36.8 15.7 −3.4
(0.03; 0.14) (27.8; 48.1) (14.1; 17.4) (−4.1; − 2.6)
M6 0.21 0.02 6.3 35.4 15.4 −3.4
(0.09; 0.33) (−0.09; 0.13) (−1.3; 14.0) (26.7; 46.2) (13.9; 17.1) (−4.1; − 2.6)
Notes: Per model (“Mod.”) the table reports the posterior means, and (between parentheses) the 5th and
95th percentiles of the marginal posterior distributions. See the notes of Table 5.4 for the definitions of the
three applied threshold regressions. The leading indicator is lagged one month (` = 1). We only report
results for the regression parameter associated with the leading indicator.
enough. Since LEI is generally applied as a short-term predictor of business-cycle variables,
this result is not surprising. The composite leading index tends to have only weak predictive
power for horizons greater than a half year and considering more rich functional relations
between CEI and LEI cannot change this.
In Table 5.5 we report posterior properties of the parameters in the three threshold-
regression models. In Panels A and B we show posterior means and percentiles of the
marginal posterior distributions for latest-available and real-time LEI, both lagged one
month. The nonlinear homoskedastic model reveals two regression regimes with mutually
exclusive posterior density regions for the two parameters.6 The effect of LEI on CEI is twice
as large in the first regime relative to the second. The marginal posterior of the threshold
value indicates substantial uncertainty about its value, though most posterior mass is located
at negative growth of the leading index.7 Therefore, the leading index contains a stronger
signal for anticipating downturns than for an expanding economy. Applying the real-time
predictor shows a similar asymmetric effect on CEI, and in this case LEI hardly has any
predictive power for CEI once it has reached values above γ1. Moreover, the threshold value
6We note that we have not imposed any inequality restrictions on the regression (nor on the variance)
parameters, which are often applied in mixture models with an unobserved switching variable to counter
their label-switching problem.
7The relatively widespread posterior support for γ1 can also point at a more smooth transition between
the two regression regimes.
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is considerably greater compared to its value in Panel A. We attribute this to the fact that
the real-time LEI attains substantially greater values than the revised, especially in advance
of a recession, as we also see in Figure 5.1.
If we apply the linear but heteroskedastic model, we find two very distinct variance
regimes. The threshold value is in the range [−19;−12], and if LEI drops below γ2, the
conditional variance of CEI more than doubles. In Panel B we also find such results for
the leading index measured in real time, in the entry of M5. The uncertainty about the
location of the regime change is strongly diminished though, compared to the application
of the revised LEI, with γ2 about −3.5. Here as well, for the same reason, the estimated
threshold value is substantially greater in the real-time case. These outcomes are in line with
the stylized fact that a business-cycle variable tends to exhibit increased volatility during
recessionary periods.
With model M6 we incorporate both nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity, and we dis-
play its parameters’ posterior properties in the final entries of the two panels in Table 5.5.
Posterior supported values of all six parameters are very similar for the two types of predic-
tor variables compared to the previously discussed nested cases. Especially with respect to
the conditional variance of CEI it is important to allow for different regimes. Keeping σ2
constant over the sample space of LEI causes a serious underestimation of volatility of the
economic activity variable, principally in times when we are particularly interested in what
the future state of the economy will be, that is, when LEI signifies a downturn.
Finally, we compare the nonparametric model to the threshold model without restrictions.
The Bayes factors BF1,6 in the third lines of the two panels in Table 5.4 indicate that despite
incorporating nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity with model M6, the nonparametric model
still decisively outclasses the threshold-regression model, regardless of the number of months
LEI is lagged. Therefore, in addition to the nonstandard relation between the coincident
and the leading index as displayed in the first two moments of the conditional distribution,
we have firm evidence for assuming further nonstandard distributional properties, with non-
Gaussian economic shocks in particular.
To summarize the results of our model comparison, we find evidence for nonlinearity,
the most emphatic when we apply short-term lags of LEI of one to three months. Second,
heteroskedasticity is undoubtedly present in completely revised data and when we apply the
shorter lag lengths of the real-time LEI. Regarding further distributional assumptions, both
predictor types and all values of ` strongly direct towards nonnormal shocks.
5.4.2 Posterior results
In this section we discuss the posterior results of the nonparametric model for economic
activity conditional on the leading indicator. First we look at the marginal posterior predic-
tive distributions of the two macroeconomic variables which result from the Bayesian joint
density smoothing.
In Figure 5.2 we show the histograms of the two series of data and the marginal predictive
densities p(zT+1 |Y), (z = y, x) (solid graphs). Figure 5.2(a) provides visual evidence for
clear rejection of normality of the fully revised LEI growth rates. For constructing the statis-
tics in Table 5.3 we used the marginal likelihoods of the joint model and the marginal LEI
model, which means that we have available the Bayes factor of the marginal nonparametric
LEI model against the Gaussian’s. With a value of log10 p(x |M1)−log10 p(x |M2) = 23.0 the
Bayes factor clearly rejects the Gaussian distribution for LEI in favor of the nonparametric
distribution. The long and heavy left tail is severely underestimated by fitting a Gaussian
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Figure 5.2 Properties marginal posterior predictive distributions









(a) Revised LEI, lagged one month






















(c) Real-time LEI, lagged one month











(d) Prior (“+”) and posterior (“#”) of I∗T
distribution, as we see in the figure (dashed graph). The marginal predictive density of the
real-time leading index is reproduced in 5.2(c) and we immediately observe the thinner left
tail. Although we have a number of large negative growth rates up to −20 for the real-time
LEI, the Bayes factor is, with a value of 4.5, considerably smaller than for its latest-available
series, but still undoubtedly in favor of a non-Gaussian distribution.
From Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(c) we also remark the profound revision the leading index
is liable to. Particularly, initial negative LEI growth, anticipating a recessionary period, is
generally adjusted further downward during the revision process. We also remind TCB’s
recently updated methodology to partly explain the fatter left tail of revised LEI. The
adjusted methods result in ex-post more extreme decreases in the leading index, which better
anticipate the two latest recessions of 2001 and 2008. For example, in the six months leading
up to the 2001 recession LEI before the adjustment showed a decrease of nearly 3%, whereas
with the new methodology it was almost 7%. Likewise for 2008, according to the original
composition the leading index experienced a modest 1% decline during July–December 2008,
while in the same months the new LEI decreased 4%.
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Figure 5.3 Properties joint and conditional posterior predictive distributions














(a) Contour joint density, revised LEI














(b) Regression function ± conditional st.d.














(c) Contour joint density, real-time LEI














(d) Regression function ± conditional st.d.
We plot the marginal posterior predictive density of CEI in Figure 5.2(b). Again we
notice extra peakedness and the more support for negative values compared to the fitted
normal distribution. This nonnormality of the marginal distribution is partially attributable
to the location-scale mixture resulting from the nonlinear and heteroskedastic relation with
its predictor LEI, and, as we saw in Section 5.4.1, to non-Gaussian economic shocks.
Prior and posterior probabilities of the number of normal mixture components used to
estimate the unknown joint distribution of (CEI,LEI) are displayed in Figure 5.2(d). These
probabilities are associated with the “modest” prior on α which results in a prior mode at
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5 for I∗T . After updating with the data a considerable number of additional components
are required, shifting probability mass to the right with a posterior mode at 8. This figure
visually sustains our findings from Table 5.2, in which we saw the substantially greater
support in the data for the more flexible prior on the smoothness parameter. To describe
the characteristics of the relation between CEI and LEI, the topic we turn to next, the two
priors lead to very similar posterior results though.
In Figures 5.3(a) and (c) we show the contours of the joint posterior predictive density
p(yT+1 |Y), which we derived in (5.4), superimposed upon the scatter plots of the latest-
available and real-time data, respectively. If we look at the former we notice a long joint left
tail in the negative quadrant. On the other hand, for positive values of both LEI and CEI
data are more randomly scattered.
We further illustrate these two outcomes in Figure 5.3(b), which depicts the regression
function (solid graph) of the coincident-index growth rate given last month’s growth rate of
the leading index. We obtain this nonparametric relation by applying (5.6) with the identity
function f1(yT+1) = yT+1. The dashed lines represent the one-standard-deviation deviations
of the conditional mean, i.e., f¯1(x)± [f¯2(x)− f¯ 21 (x)]1/2, with f2(yT+1) = y2T+1. The relation
between the two variables obviously changes depending upon the value of the leading index.
If LEI is negative (certainly when smaller than −5) its relation with CEI is stronger. That is,
the conditional mean of CEI reacts more vehemently to changes in LEI compared to positive
leading-index growth. The regession function becomes less steep once LEI is greater than
zero, with its slope halved. Moreover, a negative LEI almost surely leads to below-average
growth of CEI, whereas a positive LEI merely coincides with a random variation of CEI
about its expansion average of 3. These results form a generalization (a smoother transition
between regimes) of our findings with the nonlinear threshold regressions in Panel A of
Table 5.5.
If we use initial releases of the leading index, we obtain the LEI-CEI relation as displayed
in Figure 5.3(d). We find strong similarities with the results in Table 5.5 (Panel B). Although
the relation is stronger too when the leading index decreases, if LEI turns positive, the
relation effectively breaks down. We further remark the infrequent joint negative events
compared to the figures with revised data. It is this outcome that makes the real-time leading
index considerably inferior to the revised LEI in terms of forecasting economic activity.
In Figure 5.4 we show the time-series graphs of properties of the predictive distribtution of
CEI given LEI. Figure 5.4(a) depicts the evolution of its conditional mean and variance over
time. The plot of the latter clearly exhibits the importance of incorporating heteroskedas-
ticity. During expansionary periods, when the leading-index growth is positive and steady,
the variance moves in the range [12, 15], whereas during recessions it attains peaks of 25 and
above. From the graph displaying the predictive first moment of CEI’s growth rate we also
observe different behavior over the business cycle. Obvious downturns in LEI prelude large
negative growth of CEI. On the other hand, when the leading index grows, next month’s
CEI will be positive as well, with values between 2 and 3, but the magnitude of LEI is signif-
icantly less important. This result straightforwardly sprouts from the nonlinear regression
we saw previously, with a less strong relation for positive LEI.
Figure 5.4(b) reproduces the probability of negative CEI given LEI. That is, we apply
(5.6) with f3(yt) = I{yt≤0}, which amounts to the graphed f¯3(xt), (t = 1, . . . , T ). Recessions
are accompanied with large predictive probabilities, and regardless the degree of positive
LEI growth, there always is a substantial probability slightly below 0.2 of a decline in the
coincident index. This outcome stems from the estimated heavier-than-Gaussian left tail
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(a) Conditional mean and variance





(b) Predictive probability negative CEI
of CEI’s distribution. The computed probabilities could serve as the input to recession-
probability forecasting. For example, with similar models for CEI h months ahead, we
could estimate probabilities of events like “consecutive negative growth of CEI in the next
h months.”
Figure 5.5 displays the real-time versions of the properties of CEI’s predictive distribution.
The differences are immediately clear if we compare with the revised LEI. We already saw
the absent events of joint large negative growth rates. Although the predictive mean of CEI
declines for the first five recessions in our sample, the two most recent contractions in 2001
and 2008 are not well anticipated by the real-time leading index. The probability of negative
CEI growth is also less pronounced. From 2006 up to 2008 and during the recession, we do
find increased volatility. Clear is the inferior forecasting performance of the real-time LEI,
which is in line with the findings of Diebold and Rudebusch (1991a). To conclude, for both
predictor types all three properties of future economic activity are strongly affected by the
leading index, an essential result which is ignored in normal linear regression models.
5.5 Conclusion
For decades, identifying economic variables that lead the state of economic activity has
formed a substantial part of the empirical macroeconomics literature. Having available a
set of such variables, it is still a challenge to formulate a statistical model that adequately
relates them to the business cycle fluctuations and, subsequently, obtain a practically useful
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specification for short-term forecasting. For example, the strength of the relation may be de-
pendent upon the state of the business cycle. Moreover, not only the location of the forecast
is important to accurately determine, but other statistical properties such as heteroskedastic-
ity and peakedness of the variable to forecast are relevant as well, especially if the forecaster
is particularly interested in uncertainty or more extreme changes in economic activity. We
find empirical evidence sustaining the assumptions of nonstandard distributional properties
of economic activity.
With a Bayesian nonparametric method based on multivariate Dirichlet process mixtures
we model the joint distribution of economic activity and a leading indicator. We use The
Conference Board’s coincident-index and the lagged leading-index growth rates, respectively.
The joint distribution is estimated as a mixture of multivariate normal distributions with an
unknown number of mixture components. First we perform a model comparison using Bayes
factors to examine potential non-Gaussianity of this joint distribution. Next we compute
the estimated conditional distribution which serves as the basis for producing forecasts. We
suggest a procedure to compute the marginal likelihoods of the nonparametric conditional
models. In turn, these marginal likelihoods serve as inputs to a comparison with threshold-
regression models in order to find out what particular statistical properties of economic
activity are nonstandard.
We apply both latest-available and real-time data of TCB’s leading index and for both
we find decisive support for nonnormality of the joint distribution. If we “decompose”
the nonparametric conditional distribution by comparing it to threshold-regression models
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with different regimes for the conditional mean and the conditional variance, we find that
a substantial part of the nonnormality can be attributed to nonlinear dependence between
economic activity and the leading index, and to a conditional variance that depends on
the value of the predictive variable. More in particular, the predictive relation is stronger
when the leading index signals a downturn, and uncertainty, as measured by the predictive
variance, increases under the same circumstances. With real-time data we establish a similar
pattern, with the notable difference that the leading index is only very modestly informative
about the expected growth rate of economic activity when it indicates an expansion. Finally,
empirical evidence decisively supports the assumption of nonnormal economic shocks, which
is especially important to forecasters with a loss function different from the standard squared
loss type.
Further research should reveal the potential gains from using the Bayesian nonparamet-
ric methodology for forecasting economic activity and recessionary periods. Especially in
settings in which the forecaster is particularly concerned with rare events or uncertainty.
Moreover, instead of using a single (composite) leading indicator we should examine the in-
corporation of more individual leading indicators, possibly with unknown lead times. Multi-
variate extensions of our bivariate setting soon start to suffer from the curse of dimensionality
once the number of leading indicators increases. Bayesian nonparametric regression meth-
ods (for example as applied in Salimans, 2012) extended to cope with heteroskedasticity and
non-Gaussian errors could provide a way out. Augmenting the model with explicit dynamics
of the dependent variable could further improve forecasting results.
5.A Posterior simulation steps
In this appendix we provide a detailed overview of the computational steps to obtain a
sample from the posterior distribution for the various models. In Section 5.3.1 we discuss
the multivariate nonparametric model and in Section 5.3.5 the threshold-regression models.
5.A.1 Multivariate nonparametric model
We model a vector yt, (t = 1, . . . , T ), of K unrestricted random variables. The special
univariate case evolves naturally by taking K = 1. Each vector is sampled from its own
multivariate normal distribution parameterized by θt. θt = (µ′t, vec [Σt]
′)
′ consist of a vector
of means and a covariance matrix. The DPM approach implies that some of the T parameters
equal the same value with positive probability. Each of these unique values is independently
sampled from the base distribution with density f0. The MCMC scheme in Section 5.3.3
consists of four steps.
Step 1: Individual parameters
We derive the one-observation marginal likelihood p0(yt;λ) =
∫
p(yt |θ)f0(θ;λ) dθ, and the
one-observation posterior density p(θt |yt,λ). We start with the latter.
For each t, with a probability proportional to αp0(yt;λ) we sample θt from p(θt |yt,λ) ∝
p(yt |θt)f0(θt;λ). This is the posterior counterpart of the prior in (5.3) (see, for example,
Geweke, 2005, and Appendix B) and consists of
Σt | {yt,λ} ∼ IW(νΣ + 1,S), µt | {yt,λ,Σt} ∼ N(b, Bµ(Bµ + 1)−1Σt). (5.A.1)
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The mean of the Gaussian distribution equals b = (Bµ + 1)−1(Bµyt + bµ), and the matrix
of the inverted Wishart distribution is S = SΣ+ (yt−b)(yt−b)′+B−1µ (b−bµ)(b−bµ)′ =
SΣ + (1 +Bµ)
−1(yt − bµ)(yt − bµ)′.
To obtain the one-observation marginal likelihood we use this distribution, and first
integrate the Gaussian kernel and then the inverted Wishart’s. Accounting the integrating
constants, we obtain the marginal likelihood
p0(yt;λ) = ΓK((νΣ + 1)/2)/ΓK(νΣ/2)pi
−K/2(1 +Bµ)
−K/2|SΣ|νΣ/2
× |SΣ + (1 +Bµ)−1(yt − bµ)(yt − bµ)′|−(νΣ+1)/2. (5.A.2)
With the Cholesky decomposition S−1Σ = L
′L we rewrite the latter determinant in (5.A.2)
as |SΣ||IK +(1+Bµ)−1L(yt−bµ)(yt−bµ)′L′|. We apply the computationally more efficient
expression of the marginal likelihood which becomes
p0(yt;λ) = Γ((νΣ + 1)/2)/Γ((νΣ −K + 1)/2)pi−K/2(1 +Bµ)−K/2|SΣ|−1/2
×
[
1 + (1 +Bµ)
−1(yt − bµ)′S−1Σ (yt − bµ)
]−(νΣ+1)/2
, (5.A.3)
because |IK + xx′| = 1 + x′x. This is the density of the K-variate Student’s t distribution
T(bµ, (1 +Bµ)(νΣ + 1−K)−1SΣ, νΣ + 1−K).
Step 2: Unique parameters
The distributions for this remix step are the multi-observation equivalents of (5.A.1). That
is, if the configuration splits the data into subsamples Y(i), (i = 1, . . . , I∗T ), each of length
Ti, then each of the I∗T mixture components’ parameters has distribution
Σ
∗
i | {Y(i),λ} ∼ IW(νΣ + Ti,S),
µ∗i | {Y(i),λ,Σ∗i} ∼ N(b, Bµ(TiBµ + 1)−1Σ∗i ), (5.A.4)
with parameters




S = SΣ + (Y(i) − ιTib′)′(Y(i) − ιTib′) +B−1µ (b− bµ)(b− bµ)′
= SΣ + (Y(i) − ιTib′µ)′(ITi +BµιTi×Ti)−1(Y(i) − ιTib′µ).
The last equation provides more insight into the inverted Wishart’s scale matrix, whereas the
penultimate expression is computationally more attractive due to the lack of the large-matrix
inversion.
Step 3: Base distribution’s hyperparameters
Each of the I∗T unique parameters θ
∗
i resulting from Steps 1–2 is an independent realization
of the base distribution given the latter’s hyperparameters λ = {bµ, Bµ,SΣ, νΣ}, i.e.,
Σ
∗
i |λ i.i.d.∼ IW(νΣ,SΣ), µ∗i | {λ,Σ∗i} ind.∼ N(bµ, BµΣ∗i ), (i = 1, . . . , I∗T ).
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With the prior in (5.8) we obtain a (conditionally) conjugate “likelihood”-prior pair. Con-




∗ = {Σ∗1, . . . ,Σ∗I∗
T
}. In order to obtain the distributions from which to simulate {Bµ,bµ},
we cast the setting in a normal regression framework. Interpreting the prior as an additional
observation we have the I∗T + 1 equations
µ∗i = bµ + Σ
∗ 1
2
i ηi, (i = 1, . . . , I
∗




in which the errors are ηi
i.i.d.∼ N(0K , BµIK), (i = 0, 1, . . . , I∗T ). We scale these equations to
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and stack them as v′ = (v′0,v
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) and W′ = (W′0,W
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). With this set-up
we sample the two parameters in one block from the joint full conditional posterior, which
is decomposed as
Bµ | {Y,µ∗,Σ∗} ∼ IG2(ν0 +KI∗T , S0 + (v−Wb)′(v−Wb)),
bµ | {Y,µ∗,Σ∗, Bµ} ∼ N(b, Bµ(W′W)−1), (5.A.5)
















To sample the hyperparameter of the inverted Wishart part of the base distribution, we
use the prior on SΣ in (5.9). Its full conditional posterior has known form and is independent
of the other hyperparameters, hence all elements of λ susceptible to updating are sampled
at once. The density of the full conditional posterior becomes



























Thus, we sample from the Wishart distribution












Step 4: Smoothness parameter
With the Gamma prior distribution for α in (5.7), Escobar and West (1995) show that its
full conditional posterior only depends upon the number of unique mixture components.
They sample α using the Gibbs principle by applying a data-augmentation step. We follow
their procedure and first simulate the auxiliary variable η | {Y, θ∗,λ, α} = η | {Y, I∗T , α} ∼
Be(α + 1, T ). Second, we simulate the smoothness parameter from the distribution with
density p(α |Y, θ∗,λ, η) = p(α |Y, I∗T , η), which is the two-component mixture of Gamma
distributions
α | {Y, I∗T , η} ∼ wGa(aα + I∗T , bα − log η) (5.A.7)
+ (1− w)Ga(aα + I∗T − 1, bα − log η),
with mixture weight w = (aα + I∗T − 1)/[aα + I∗T − 1 + T (bα − log η)].
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5.A.2 Threshold-regression models
To simulate from the posterior distribution in the various threshold-regression models of
Section 5.3.5 we implement a three-step Gibbs sampler by simulating ω1, ω2 and ψ from
their full conditional posterior distributions. In this section we discuss technical details of
the three steps.
Step 1: Regression part’s parameters
We draw the three regression-part parameters in one block as follows. Conditional on ω2
and ψ we obtain the unit-variance regression model yt/σt = σ−1t xt′βt+ εt ⇒ vt = wt′βt+ εt,
with the respective priors on the regression coefficients and the threshold parameter as in
(5.13) and (5.14). For each supported γ1 we split up the sample according to whether
xt > γ1 and create the two subsamples {v1(γ1),W1(γ1)} = {(vt,wt), t : xt ≤ γ1} and
{v2(γ1),W2(γ1)} = {(vt,wt), t : xt > γ1}. With these definitions the full conditional
posterior density of ω1 = {γ1,β1,β2} is










(βj − bβ)′B−1β (βj − bβ)/2
}
· p(γ1).
We analytically integrate the regression parameters of the two regimes and obtain the





























β bβ). Since the two regression
parameters are conditionally independent we obtain (suppressing the conditioning on y and
ψ) p(ω1) = p(γ1)p(β1 | γ1)p(β2 | γ1). We first sample γ1 from the distribution given in (5.A.8),
and next we simulate
βj | {y,ψ,ω2, γ1} ind.∼ N(b¯j , (Wj(γ1)′Wj(γ1) + B−1β )−1), (j = 1, 2). (5.A.9)
Step 2: Conditional-variance part’s parameters
In a similar fashion we derive the one-block-simulation step of the conditional-variance pa-
rameters. Conditional on ω1 and ψ we write vt ≡ yt − xt′βt = σtεt. We split up the sample
into the two subsamples v1(γ2) and v2(γ2); if xt ≤ γ2 the corresponding vt ends up in v1,
otherwise it is assigned to the second subsample. Each subsample has length Tj, T1+T2 = T .
The conditional posterior density of ω2 becomes
p(ω2 |y,ψ,ω1) ∝ (σ21)−T1/2(σ22)−T2/2exp
{




−2−1Sσ(σ−21 + σ−22 )
}
· p(γ2).
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We integrate out the variances after identifying the two kernels of the respective inverted
Gamma–2 distributions and we obtain the threshold parameter’s marginal density
p(γ2 |y,ψ,ω1) ∝ Γ((T1 + νσ)/2)[v1(γ2)′v1(γ2) + Sσ]−(T1+νσ)/2 (5.A.10)





The two variances are conditionally independent and we simulate in one block using the
decomposition p(ω2) = p(γ2)p(σ21 | γ2)p(σ22 | γ2). First, we simulate the threshold parameter
using (5.A.10) and, next, we simulate
σ2j | {y,ψ,ω1, γ2} ind.∼ IG2(Tj + νσ,vj(γ2)′vj(γ2) + Sσ), (j = 1, 2). (5.A.11)
Posterior simulation for the threshold regressions with equality restrictions is a special
case of the preceding. In such restricted cases the threshold concerned becomes a nuisance
parameter and its posterior equals its prior.
Step 3: Second-level parameters
The final step of the MCMC routine involves the one-block sampling of the second-level
parameters ψ. {bβ,Bβ} and Sσ are conditionally independent and we use p(ψ |y,ω1,ω2) =
p(bβ ,Bβ |y,ω1,ω2)p(Sσ |y,ω1,ω2). We start with the first pdf of this decomposition.
Depending on the imposed equality restrictions, we have 1 ≤ Tβ ≤ 2 independent draws
for the regression parameters as in (5.13), which we collect in matrix β = (β1, . . . ,βTβ).
Combined with the prior in (5.15) we cast this submodel in the conjugate multivariate
regression form. Thus, we sample in one block by simulating
Bβ | {y,ω1,ω2} ∼ IW(ν + Tβ , S + (β − bι′Tβ)(ITβ +BιTβιTβ ′)−1(β − bι′Tβ)′), (5.A.12)
bβ | {y,ω1,ω2,Bβ} ∼ N(bβ, (Tβ +B−1)−1Bβ), (5.A.13)
in which bβ = (Tβ +B−1)−1(βιTβ +B
−1b).
To sample Sσ we combine the prior belief in (5.15) with the 1 ≤ Tσ ≤ 2 “observations”
σ2j in (5.13). This results in the conditional posterior density












We simulate from a Gamma distribution as follows,












5.B Marginal likelihood computations
We discuss the derivations for and implementation of the collapsed sequential importance
sampling procedure by Basu and Chib (2003) to compute the marginal likelihood for the
nonparametric model in Section 5.B.1. In Sections 5.B.2 and 5.B.3 we consider the compu-
tations of the marginal likelihoods for the benchmark models, i.e., the special case α = 0
(linear Gaussian model) and the threshold-regression models, respectively.
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5.B.1 Multivariate nonparametric model
Basu and Chib (2003) use the marginal density identity log10 p(Y) = log10 p(Y |ω†) +
log10 p(ω
†) − log10 p(ω† |Y) (as originally proposed in Chib, 1995), with the ordinate ω† =
{α†,λ†}. However, computing the likelihood ordinate p(Y |ω†) = ∫ p(Y |θ,ω†)p(θ |ω†) dθ
in the DPM model involves an analytically intractable integral. Therefore, to solve the in-
tegral Basu and Chib (2003) use simulation techniques, in particular, a collapsed sequential
importance sampling method.
The “collapsing” of the procedure exploits the equivalence of the DPM model in terms
of the unique mixture-component parameters θ∗j , (j = 1, . . . , I
∗
T ) and the DPM specification
with mixture-component indicators s1,T = (s1, . . . , sT )′, which is due to MacEachern (1994),
to produce a more simulation-efficient likelihood-ordinate estimator. In the latter model
variant the components’ parameters are integrated analytically and the model is parameter-
ized with the discrete-valued labels st ∈ {1, . . . , I∗T}, (t = 1, . . . , T ), that indicate from which
mixture component each observation is generated.
If we sequentially sample the mixture indicators from the distribution with pdf
p∗(s1,T |Y,ω†) = p(s1 |y1,ω†)
∏T
t=2
p(st |Y1,t, s1,t−1,ω†), (5.B.15)
and use (5.B.15) as importance density for the posterior p(s1,T |Y,ω†), then the Monte Carlo
average of the importance weights forms an estimate of the likelihood ordinate p(Y |ω†). In
iteration m of the procedure we execute the following two steps for each t.
Step 1. Evaluate the t-th predictive likelihood contribution p(yt |Y1,t−1, s1,t−1,ω†);
Step 2. Simulate mixture indicator st from the t-th component in (5.B.15).
We start every iteration with the collapsing for t = 1 in Step 1, resulting in
u1 = p(y1 |ω†) =
∫
p(y1 |θ)f0(θ;λ†) dθ ≡ p0(y1;λ†).
This is the one-observation marginal likelihood of the first observation as provided in (5.A.3).
Therefore, y1 |ω† ∼ T(b†µ, (1 + B†µ)(ν†Σ + 1 − K)−1S†Σ, ν†Σ + 1 − K), and we evaluate the
density of a multivariate Student’s t distribution. For Step 2 we start by setting s1 = 1. In
the remainder of this section we derive the implementation details for t = 2, . . . , T .
Step 1: Predictive likelihood evaluation
The t-th predictive likelihood contribution involves the integral p(yt |Y1,t−1, s1,t−1,ω†) =∫
p(yt |θ)p(θ |Y1,t−1, s1,t−1,ω†) dθ. The first density under the integral is the t-th likelihood
contribution from (5.1). The second density belongs to the distribution of a generic mixture-
component parameter θ given data and mixture indicators up to and including t−1. If s1,t−1
contains kt−1 distinct indicator values, the collapsing is with respect to the corresponding
unique mixture-component parameters in θ∗. The second pdf is therefore expressed as
p(θ |Y1,t−1, s1,t−1,ω†) =
∫
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For this derivation we use the dynamics of (5.2) and the conditional independence properties
of the distinct component parameters. Moreover, we define the matrix Y∗j,t−1 which contains
all those observations yi, (i ≤ t− 1), for which si = j, and nj,t−1 = ∑t−1i=1 I{si=j}.
Thus, we marginalize with respect to θ and compute the predictive likelihood
ut = p(yt |Y1,t−1, s1,t−1,ω†) = α
†
α† + t− 1
∫





α† + t− 1
∫
p(yt |θ)p(θ |Y∗j,t−1,λ†) dθ. (5.B.17)
The integral in (5.B.16) is the one-observation marginal likelihood p0(yt;λ†). The kt−1
integrals in (5.B.17) specify the “marginal” likelihood of yt under assigning it to component
j and having observed data Y∗j,t−1 generated by that same mixture component. Under
conjugacy also the latter integrals are available in closed form.
From the posterior simulation step in equation (5.A.4) we know that given data Y∗j,t−1
the parameters of the j-th mixture component have distribution
Σ
∗
j | {Y∗j,t−1,λ†} ∼ IW(νj,Sj), µ∗j | {Y∗j,t−1,λ†,Σ∗j} ∼ N(bj , BjΣ∗j ). (5.B.18)
This posterior has exactly the same structure as the base prior in (5.3). Hence, for j =
1, . . . , kt−1, substituting the base-prior hyperparameters with the posterior parameters from
(5.B.18) results in the multivariate Student’s t distributions
yt | {Y∗j,t−1,λ†, st = j} ∼ T(bj , (1 +Bj)/(νj + 1−K)Sj, νj + 1−K). (5.B.19)
Step 2: Mixture-indicator sampling
To sample from the distribution with pdf the t-th component in (5.B.15), we derive the
updated mixture indicator’s density
p(st |Y1,t, s1,t−1,ω†) ∝ p(yt |Y1,t−1, s1,t,λ†)p(st | s1,t−1, α†). (5.B.20)
The first density either equals one of the kt−1 Student’s t densities in (5.B.19), or p0(yt;λ†),
dependent upon the value st ∈ {1, . . . , kt−1, kt−1+1}. The second density is the result of the
collapsed model representation of MacEachern (1994) and represented by the probabilities
Pr[st = j | s1,t−1, α†] =
{
α†/(α† + t− 1), j = kt−1 + 1,
nj,t−1/(α
† + t− 1), j = 1, . . . , kt−1.
Thus, we sample from (5.B.20) by using the discrete distribution




p(yt |θ)f0(θ;λ†) dθ, j = kt−1 + 1,
nj,t−1
∫
p(yt |θ)p(θ |Y∗j,t−1,λ†) dθ, j = 1, . . . , kt−1.







t serves as simulation-consistent estimator of the likelihood
ordinate. The two remaining parts to complete the computation of the marginal likelihood
are the posterior and prior ordinates.
To evaluate the posterior ordinate p(ω† |Y) = ∫ p(λ†, α† |Y, θ)p(θ |Y) dθ we follow Chib
(1995). The prior independence of λ and α is maintained in the conditional posterior (given
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µ |Y, θ)p(S†Σ |Y, θ)p(α† |Y, θ, η)p(θ, η |Y) d{θ, η}.
The first three densities have known form and are given in (5.A.5), (5.A.6) and (5.A.7),
respectively. Since we have available a sample from the (augmented) posterior p(θ, η |Y) as
a result of the MCMC simulation, we do not have to run additional MCMC simulations as
is generally the case (Basu and Chib, 2003). We use the Monte Carlo average of the product
under the integral evaluated in the posterior draws as the required estimate.





we evaluate (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) in ω†.
5.B.2 Linear Gaussian model
If α = 0 in the nonparametric model, we have a single Gaussian mixture component from
which all observations are sampled, and we obtain the multivariate model
yt | {µ,Σ} i.i.d.∼ N(µ,Σ), Σ ∼ IW(νΣ,SΣ), µ |Σ ∼ N(bµ, BµΣ), (t = 1, . . . , T ).
The second-layer prior on the hyperparameters is again as in (5.8) and (5.9). Due to conju-
gacy properties we analytically marginalize with respect to {µ,Σ} to obtain the likelihood
ordinate p(Y |λ†), which is the density of a matricvariate Student’s t distribution (see Ap-
pendix B). However, a computationally more attractive expression is provided by the decom-
position p(Y |λ†) = p(y1 |λ†)∏Tt=2 p(yt |Y1,t−1,λ†). We compute the likelihood ordinate by
iterative Bayesian updating.
The first density equals the one-observation marginal likelihood as expressed in (5.A.3),
which results in y1 |λ† ∼ T(b†µ, (1 +B†µ)(νΣ + 1−K)−1S†Σ, νΣ + 1−K). For the remaining
components we derive the updated posterior distribution
Σ | {Y1,t−1,λ†} ∼ IW(νt−1,St−1), µ | {Y1,t−1,λ†,Σ} ∼ N(bt−1, Bt−1Σ), (5.B.21)
with posterior parameters as in (5.B.18), but now with all data up to and including time
t − 1. Thus, the t-th component of the likelihood ordinate is analytically obtained and we
use yt | {Y1,t−1,λ†} ∼ T(bt−1, (1 +Bt−1)(νt−1 + 1−K)−1St−1, ν(t−1) + 1−K).
Concluding, to obtain the marginal likelihood we first iteratively update the four posterior
parameters in (5.B.21) and evaluate the corresponding multivariate Student’s t pdfs. Second,
we compute the “penalizing” part log10 p(λ
†)− log10 p(λ† |Y) of the marginal likelihood in
a similar way as described for the general DPM case.
5.B.3 Threshold-regression models
We follow Chib (1995) to calculate the marginal likelihood in the various threshold-regression
models of Section 5.3.5. That is, we apply Bayes’ marginal density identity (BMI) with the
ordinate {ω†1,ω†2,ψ†} equal to the posterior mode of the parameters. The implementation
of the method requires the evaluation of three densities. Additional simulation steps are
needed to compute them. Next we discuss how to obtain these three inputs.
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Likelihood ordinate
The first input of the BMI is the likelihood function evaluated in the ordinate. The sampling
distribution specified in (5.11) results in






















and φ(·; a, A) denotes the density of the normal distribution with mean a and variance A.
Prior ordinate
BMI’s second input is the prior density evaluated in the ordinate which, due to independence




†) = p(ω†1 |ψ†)p(ω†2 |ψ†)p(ψ†).
Its first component further simplifies to p(ω†1 |ψ†) = p(β†1 |ψ†)p(β†2 |ψ†)p(γ†1), and likewise
for the second holds p(ω†2 |ψ†) = p(σ2†1 |ψ†)p(σ2†2 |ψ†)p(γ†2). To compute these six individ-
ual priors we use (5.13)–(5.14). The final part concerns the second-layer prior p(ψ†) =
p(b†β |B†β)p(B†β)p(S†σ) for which we apply (5.15).
Posterior ordinate
Third and final input is the posterior density evaluated in the ordinate. Using the structure




† |y) = p(ω†1 |y)p(ω†2 |y,ω†1)p(ψ† |y,ω†1,ω†2). (5.B.22)
To evaluate the first density to the right of (5.B.22) we compute the integral p(ω†1 |y) =∫
p(ω†1 |y,ω2,ψ)p(ω2,ψ |y) d{ω2,ψ} by Monte Carlo integration of the first-block density
in (5.A.8)–(5.A.9) over the Gibbs draws.
For the second pdf in (5.B.22) we evaluate p(ω†2 |y,ω†1) =
∫
p(ω†2 |y,ω†1,ψ)p(ψ |y,ω†1) dψ.
In this case we need additional Gibbs runs for {ω2,ψ} with ω1 fixed at ω†1 such that we
obtain a sample from p(ψ |y,ω†1). With these draws we compute the Monte Carlo average
of the second-block density given in (5.A.10)–(5.A.11).
With the conditional independence properties as discussed in Section 5.A.2, the final den-
sity in (5.B.22) simplifies to p(B†β |y,ω†1)p(b†β |y,ω†1,B†β)p(S†σ |y,ω†2). The three components




A random variable Y follows a Beta distribution with parameters α > 0 and β > 0, i.e.,
Y ∼ Be(α, β), if its pdf is
p(y |α, β) = Γ(α + β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
yα−1(1− y)β−1I{y∈(0,1)}.
The mean and variance are
E [Y ] =
α
α + β
, Var [Y ] =
αβ
(α+ β + 1)(α + β)2
.
Dirichlet
A random vector Y = (Y1, . . . , YK)′ with elements Yk ∈ (0, 1) and ∑Kk=1 Yk = 1, follows a
Dirichlet distribution with parameters αk > 0, (k = 1, . . . , K), i.e., Y ∼ Dir(α1, . . . , αK), if
its pdf is






2 · · · yαK−1K I{y∈(0,1)K ∧ y′ιK=1}.
The Dirichlet is the multivariate generalization of the Beta distribution. Marginally, each
element Yk ∼ Be(αk,∑j 6=k αj), and this result also provides the respective means and vari-
ances.
Gamma
A random variable Y follows a Gamma distribution with parameters α > 0 and β > 0, i.e.,
Y ∼ Ga(α, β), if its pdf is
p(y |α, β) = c · yα−1 exp{−βy}I{y>0},
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with the normalizing constant c = βα/Γ(α). The mean and variance are
E [Y ] =α/β, Var [Y ] = α/β2.
Inverted Gamma–2
A random variable Y follows an inverted Gamma–2 distribution with ν > 0 degrees of
freedom and parameter S > 0, i.e., Y ∼ IG2(ν, S), if its pdf is
p(y | ν, S) = c−1 · y− ν+22 exp {−S/(2y)} I{y>0},





. The mean and variance
are
E [Y ] =
S
ν − 2 , if ν > 2, Var [Y ] =
2
ν − 4 (E [Y ])
2 , if ν > 4.
Notes: (1) Y ∼ IG2(ν, S)⇔ S/Y ∼ χ2(ν); (2) Y ∼ IG2(ν, S)⇔ 1/Y ∼ Ga(ν/2, S/2).
Lognormal
A random variable Y follows a lognormal distribution with parameters µ and σ2 > 0, i.e.,
Y ∼ LN(µ, σ2), if X ≡ log(Y ) ∼ N(µ, σ2). Its pdf (using the transformation theorem) is







The mean and variance are (using the moment-generating function of a normal distribution)














A random variable Y follows a Student’s t distribution with location parameter µ, scale
parameter σ2 > 0 and ν > 0 degrees of freedom, i.e., Y ∼ T(µ, σ2, ν), if its pdf is




















2 . Its mean and variance are
E [Y ] = µ, if ν > 1, Var [Y ] = νσ2/(ν − 2), if ν > 2.
Truncated normal
A random variable Y follows a truncated normal distribution with parameters µ and σ2 > 0
and support in the region S ⊆ R, i.e., Y ∼ N(µ, σ2)× I{Y ∈S}, if its pdf is
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with Λ(S;µ, σ2) = Pr [X ∈ S], if X ∼ N(µ, σ2). With S = [γ1, γ2], the mean is






and the variance is always smaller than σ2.
Multivariate Student’s t
A k× 1 random vector Y follows a multivariate Student’s t distribution with k× 1 location
parameter µ, k×k positive definite symmetric scale matrix S and ν > 0 degrees of freedom,
i.e., Y ∼ T(µ,S, ν), if its pdf is
p(y |µ,S, ν) = c · |S|−1/2
{




in which the integrating constant equals c =
νν/2Γ((ν + k)/2)
pik/2Γ(ν/2)
. Its mean and variance are
E [Y] = µ, if ν > 1, Var [Y] =
ν
ν − 2S, if ν > 2.
Notes: (1) It is the distribution of Y |Z ∼ N(µ,Z) mixed over Z ∼ IW(ν + k − 1, νS). Or,
Y |Z ∼ N(µ, ZS) mixed over Z ∼ IG2(ν, ν); (2) The conditional distribution of a subvector
Y1 of length k1 given the remaining elements Y2 is established with the regression-lemma
decomposition
(y− µ)′S−1(y− µ) = (y1 − µ1|2)′S−11|2(y1 − µ1|2) + (y2 − µ2)′S−122 (y2 − µ2)
≡ (y1 − µ1|2)′S−11|2(y1 − µ1|2) +R(y2),
resulting in Y1 | {Y2 = y2} ∼ T(µ1|2, (ν + k − k1)−1(ν + R(y2))S1|2, ν + k − k1), with
µ1|2 = µ1 + S12S
−1
22 (y2 − µ2) and S1|2 = S11 − S12S−122 S′12. Marginally, Y2 ∼ T(µ2,S22, ν).
Inverted Wishart
A k × k random symmetric positive definite matrix Y is said to follow an inverted Wishart
distribution with parameters a k × k positive definite symmetric matrix S and ν > k − 1
degrees of freedom, i.e., Y ∼ IW(ν,S), if its pdf is









in which Λ ⊆ Rk×k is the space of symmetric positive definite matrices, and the integrating
constant is c =
|S|ν/2
2νk/2Γk(ν/2)
, with Γp(a) = pip(p−1)/4
∏p
i=1 Γ(a + (1 − i)/2) as the p-variate
gamma function. The mean and variances are
E [Y] = (ν − k − 1)−1S, if ν > k + 1,
Var [Yij] =
(ν − k + 1)S2ij + (ν − k − 1)SiiSjj
(ν − k)(ν − k − 1)2(ν − k − 3) , if ν > k + 3.
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Notes: (1) For each diagonal block Yii of size k1 it holds that marginally Yii ∼ IW(ν− (k−
k1),Sii), with Sii the i-th diagonal block of S; (2) If k = 1, then Y ∼ IG2(ν, S).
Wishart
If Y ∼ IW(ν,S), then X = Y−1 follows a Wishart distribution with parameter S∗ = S−1
and degrees of freedom ν, i.e., X ∼ W(ν,S∗). Its pdf results from the transformation:
p(X |S∗, ν) = p(Y |S, ν)|









since |JY→X| = |X|−(k+1). The integrating constant is the same as for the inverted Wishart,
with S replaced by S∗−1. The mean and variances are























then marginally Xii ∼ W(ν,S∗ii), (i = 1, 2). If k = 1, X ∼ Ga(ν/2, 1/(2S∗)).
Matricvariate normal
A k × l random matrix X is said to follow a matricvariate normal distribution with k × l
mean parameter P and covariance matrix Q ⊗ R, with the first an l × l and the second a
k × k matrix, i.e., X ∼ MN (P,Q⊗R), if its pdf is






Q−1 (X−P)′ R−1 (X−P)
]}
I{X∈Rk×l}.
The constant is c = (2pi)−
kl
2 |Q|− k2 |R|− l2 . This distribution is a covariance-restricted special
case of a normal distribution for the vectorized X, that is, vec [X] ∼ N (vec [P] ,Q⊗R).
Matricvariate Student’s t
A k × J random matrix Z is said to follow a matricvariate Student’s t distribution with
location parameter M (k×J), symmetric positive definite scale parameter matrices S (J×J)
and L (k × k), and degrees of freedom ν, i.e., Z ∼ MT(M,S,L, ν), if its pdf is
p(Z |M,S,L, ν) = c · |S|ν/2|L|J/2 |S + (Z−M)′L(Z−M)|−(ν+k)/2 I{Z∈Rk×J},
with c = pi−kJ/2
ΓJ((ν + k)/2)
ΓJ(ν/2)
the integrating constant. The expectation and variance are
E [Z] = M, if ν > J, Var [vec [Z]] =
1
ν − J − 1(S⊗ L
−1), if ν > J + 1.
APPENDIX B
Useful Results for Regression Settings
B.1 Normal linear regression model
We have T observations yt, (t = 1, . . . , T ) of the dependent variable. Their conditional
means are linearly related to K explanatory variables xt = (x1,t, . . . , xK,t)′. The errors εt are
mutually independent as well as independent from the covariates, and each follows a normal
(Gaussian) distribution. Then, the normal linear regression model in matrix form is given
by
y = Xβ + ε, ε ∼ N(0T , σ2IT ),
with regression parameters β = (β1, . . . , βK)′, the observations stacked in y = (y1, . . . , yT )′
and X = (x1, . . . ,xT )′, and the errors in ε = (ε1, . . . , εT )′.
B.1.1 Prior and posterior
If we use the prior p(β, σ2) = p(β |σ2)p(σ2), of which the two composing distributions are
σ2 ∼ IG2(ν, S), β |σ2 ∼ N(b, σ2B), (B.1)
then this particular form is maintained in the posterior distribution with density p(β, σ2 |y).
That is, the posterior distribution consists of
σ2 |y ∼ IG2(ν¯, S¯), β | {y, σ2} ∼ N(b¯, σ2B¯), (B.2)
with the posterior parameters ν¯ = ν+T , S¯ = S+(y−Xb¯)′(y−Xb¯)+(b− b¯)′B−1(b− b¯),
b¯ = B¯(X′y+B−1b), and B¯ = (X′X + B−1)−1. Because of the Gaussian-inverted Gamma–2
mixture, marginally the posterior of the regression parameters is the multivariate Student’s t
distribution
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This result for the joint posterior distribution means that the K marginal posteriors of the
individual parameters in β are the univariate Student’s t distributions
βk |y ∼ T(b¯k, (S¯/ν¯)B¯kk, ν¯), (k = 1, . . . , K),
with b¯k and B¯kk the k-th and (k, k)-element of b¯ and B¯, respectively.
B.1.2 Marginal and predictive likelihood
Since the prior in (B.1) forms a conjugate pair with the Gaussian likelihood, the
marginal likelihood is available analytically, i.e., we can evaluate the integral p(y) =∫
p(y |β, σ2)p(β, σ2) d{β, σ2} without using simulation techniques. First, we integate with
respect to β by applying the decomposition rule (Greenberg, 2008) and then integrate the
kernel of the Gaussian density in (B.2). Second, we integrate out σ2 after recognizing the
kernel of the inverted Gamma–2 density of (B.2). Keeping track of the integrating constants,













) S ν2 [Q(y) + S]−T+ν2 |B|− 12 ∣∣∣X′X + B−1∣∣∣− 12 , (B.3)
in which Q(y) = (y−Xb¯)′(y−Xb¯) + (b− b¯)′B−1(b− b¯). Since b¯ is linear in y, Q(y) is
quadratic in y, and the expression in (B.3) is the density of a multivariate Student’s t. It is
not obvious to derive its parameters from this expression though. To that end, we use the
following alternative derivation.
If we condition on the variance σ2, we only deal with Gaussian distributions in y =
Xβ + ε. That is, β |σ2 ∼ N(b, σ2B) and ε |σ2 ∼ N(0T , σ2IT ), which shows that y |σ2 is
Gaussian as well. We obtain
y |σ2 ∼ N(Xb, σ2(XBX′ + IT )), (B.4)
in which the variance matrix is the result of the regression parameters and the error terms
being uncorrelated. Next, integrating out σ2 means mixing the Gaussian distribution in (B.4)
over the inverted Gamma–2 prior, such that marginally y has a Student’s t distribution. We














We integrate the kernel of the IG2(ν +T, S + (y−Xb)′Ω−1(y−Xb)) distribution and keep






Since this is the kernel of a T -variate Student’s t distribution, we obtain the marginal distri-
bution y ∼ T(Xb, (S/ν)(XBX′+ IT ), ν). This implies that a priori yt has expectation b′xt
and variance (xt′Bxt + 1)S/(ν − 2), provided that ν > 2. Due to the large-matrix inversion
in (B.5), to compute the marginal likelihood (B.3) is preferable.
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Using the conjugacy property of the prior, we follow an analogous derivation to find the
posterior predictive distribution of yT+1 given its covariates xT+1. We have β | {y, σ2} ∼
N(b¯, σ2B¯) such that yT+1 | {y, σ2} ∼ N(b¯′xT+1, σ2(xT+1′B¯xT+1 + 1)). We obtain the same
result as for the marginal likelihood, though with the prior hyperparameters substituted
with their posterior counterparts. We end up with
yT+1 |y ∼ T(b¯′xT+1, (S¯/ν¯)(xT+1′B¯xT+1 + 1), ν¯).
For some applications (see Chapters 4 and 5) we need to compute the likelihood only
marginalized with respect to either the regression parameters or the error’s variance param-
eter. We start with the former.
Conditional on σ2


















p(y |β, σ2)p(β |σ2) = (2piσ2)−T+K2 |B|− 12 exp
{
− (v−Wβ)′ (v−Wβ) /(2σ2)
}
.
Applying the decomposition rule
(v−Wβ)′ (v−Wβ) = (v−Wb¯)′(v−Wb¯) + (β − b¯)′W′W(β − b¯),
and integrating the kernel of the N(b¯, σ2 (W′W)−1) distribution results in
p(y |σ2) = (2piσ2)−T2 |B|− 12
∣∣∣X′X + B−1∣∣∣− 12 exp {−Q(y)/(2σ2)} .
We note that this is the compuationally more attractive version of (B.4).
Conditional on β
The required integral is p(y |β) = ∫ p(y |β, σ2)p(σ2 |β) dσ2. The prior in (B.1) implies
that σ2 |β ∼ IG2(ν + K, S + (β − b)′ B−1 (β − b)). Combining this prior with the multi-
variate normal of y | {β, σ2} shows that the integrand is proportional to the kernel of the
IG2 (ν +K + T, S + (v−Wβ)′(v−Wβ)) distribution. If we collect the integrating con-
stants, we get






(y−Xβ)′ (y−Xβ) /S∗ + 1
)− ν+K+T
2 ,
with S∗ = S + (β − b)′ B−1 (β − b). We notice that y |β ∼ T (Xβ, S∗/(ν +K)IT , ν +K).
All T observations share the common unknown σ2, and after marginalization the data are no
longer independent; the diagonal scale matrix of the Student’s t distribution is not sufficient
for independence.
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B.2 Multivariate normal linear regression model
We have T multivariate observations yt = (y1t, . . . , yJt)′, (t = 1, . . . , T ). The conditional
mean of each observation consists of a linear combination of K explanatory variables xt =
(x1t, . . . , xKt)
′. The errors εt = (ε1t, . . . , εJt)′ follow a multivariate normal distribution with
covariance matrix Σ, and are serially independent. Using matrix notation, the model is
given by
Y = XΠ + ε, ε ∼ MN(0T×J ,Σ⊗ IT ),
with the matrices Y = (y1, . . . ,yT )′, X = (x1, . . . ,xT )′, and ε = (ε1, . . . , εT )′. The matrix
Π = (pi1, . . . ,piJ), with pij = (pi1j , . . . , piKj)′, (j = 1, . . . , J), contains the K × J regression
parameters.
B.2.1 Prior and posterior
If we apply the natural conjugate prior distribution consisting of the components
Σ ∼ IW(ν,S), Π |Σ ∼ MN(P,Σ⊗Q),
we obtain the posterior distribution which is decomposed as
Σ |Y ∼ IW(ν,S), Π | {Y,Σ} ∼ MN(P,Σ⊗Q).
The posterior’s parameters are S = S+(Y−XP)′(Y−XP)+(P−P)′Q−1(P−P), ν = ν+T ,
P = Q (X′Y + Q−1P), and Q = (X′X + Q−1)−1.
B.2.2 Marginal likelihood
We integrate out Π by noting that Y given the variance matrix Σ is the sum of two mutually
independent matricvariate normal variables and hence is matricvariate normal itself. Its
conditional expectation is E [Y |Σ] = XE [Π |Σ] + E [ε |Σ] = XP. To derive its conditional
variance we use the zero conditional covariance between Π and ε, and the vectorization of
Y as vec [Y] = (IJ ⊗X)vec [Π] + vec [ε]. Then, the conditional variance is
Var [Y |Σ] = (IJ ⊗X)(Σ⊗Q)(IJ ⊗X′) + Σ⊗ IT = Σ⊗ (IT + XQX′).
Thus, we obtain the matricvariate normal Y |Σ ∼ MN(XP,Σ⊗(IT+XQX′)). If we combine
this distribution’s pdf with the inverted Wishart prior of Σ, we obtain the kernel (in Σ) of the
inverted Wishart distribution IW(ν+T,S+(Y−XP)′Ω−1(Y−XP)), with Ω = IT+XQX′.
Integrating the latter’s kernel and accounting for all constants of integration, we end up with
the marginal likelihood∫
p(Y |Π,Σ)p(Π,Σ) d{Π,Σ} = ΓJ((ν + T )/2)
ΓJ(ν/2)
pi−TJ/2|Ω|−J/2|S|ν/2
× |S + (Y −XP)′Ω−1(Y −XP)|−(ν+T )/2,
which is the density of a matricvariate Student’s t distribution, and shows that the prior
belief about Y is formalized by Y ∼ MT(XP,S,Ω−1, ν).
Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)
Beslissingen op zowel het microniveau, genomen door consumenten en producenten, als op
het institutionele niveau, bestaande uit centrale banken en andere beleidsinstellingen, hangen
vaak sterk af van wat ‘de economie’ doet of gaat doen. In het eerste geval gaat het bĳvoor-
beeld om investeringsbeslissingen door producenten, consumenten die wel of niet een sub-
stantiële aankoop doen, of om werknemers die besluiten op zoek te gaan naar ander werk. In
het tweede geval kan worden gedacht aan monetaire of fiscale beleidsmaatregelen. Ofschoon
de een wat kwantitatiever te werk gaat dan de ander – de consument zal bĳvoorbeeld wat
meer op intuïtie handelen vergeleken met de centrale bank –, allen maken een inschatting
van de toekomstige economische situatie omdat die een aanmerkelĳke invloed zal hebben op
de uitkomst hun respectievelĳke beslissingen.
De onderwerpen in dit proefschrift beslaan verschillende aspecten van de econometrische
benadering om tot voorspellingen van macro-economische variabelen te komen. Met dit doel
voor ogen worden statistische modellen geformuleerd die de kenmerkende facetten van de ge-
analyseerde economische variabele zo realistisch mogelĳk beschrĳven. Met de tegenwoordig
voorhanden zĳnde, sterk toegenomen machinale rekenkracht en de daaruit voortvloeiende
praktische implementeerbaarheid van intensieve rekenkundige methoden, worden macro-
econometrische aspecten behandeld om tot modellen te komen die een beter beeld geven
– en daarmee nauwkeurigere voorspellingen – van de (relaties tussen) economische vari-
abelen dan tot dusver. De uitkomst van de hier toegepaste econometrische benadering
behelst nauwkeurig gekwantificeerde uitspraken over bĳvoorbeeld de toekomstige conjunc-
tuurstand of aanstaande interventies door de centrale bank, welke de parameters vormen in
het besluitvormingsproces van economische actoren.
In de besproken macro-econometrische toepassingen staat het bewerkstelligen van een
bruikbare relatie tussen een te voorspellen variabele (doelvariabele) en een groep voorspel-
lende variabelen (voorspellers) centraal. In dat opzicht vallen alle toepassingen onder de
paraplu van de niet-structurele voorspelmethodologie. Dat houdt in dat in de gebruikte
modellen geen aannames worden gedaan over het gedrag van economische actoren en alleen
de in de economische data aanwezige correlatiestructuren worden gebruikt om voorspellin-
gen te maken. Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 gaan grofweg over de identificatie van die economische
variabelen die de grootste voorspellende kracht bevatten voor een bepaalde doelvariabele.
De functionele vorm van de relatie tussen de twee typen variablen komt aan bod in de
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hoofdstukken 4 en 5. Beide kwesties zĳn evident verbonden aan het doel om accuratere
voorspellingen te produceren.
In hoofdstuk 2 is de doelvariabele de beslissing van het Federal Open Market Commit-
tee (FOMC) aangaande de Federal funds target rate, welke, in ieder geval gedurende de
bestudeerde periode 1990–2008, een belangrĳke rol speelt in het monetaire beleid in de vs.
Deze beslissingen hebben daarmee ook een verregaande mondiale invloed. Er kan worden
besloten de target rate te verlagen, te verhogen of onaangeroerd te laten. Met behulp van
een probit-model waarin het ordinale karakter van de afhankelĳke variabele alsmede de
afhankelĳkheid in tĳd van opeenvolgende beslissingen worden opgenomen, wordt er gekeken
welke variabelen uit een gegeven, uitgebreide verzameling macro-economische indicatoren het
bruikbaarst zĳn om de FOMC-beslissingen te voorspellen. De selectie van de best presterende
voorspellende indicatoren is ‘geëndogeniseerd’, met als resultaat dat in plaats van het sim-
pelweg wel of niet opnemen in het model, iedere voorspeller een kans krĳgt toegedicht die
de gradatie van relevantie aangeeft. Iedere combinatie van voorspellende variabelen heeft
zodoende een kans toegewezen gekregen. Dergelĳke combinaties worden geïnterpreteerd als
verschillende modellen en gebruikmakend van hun modelkansen wordt de modelonzekerheid
meegenomen in de voorspellingen.
Het blĳkt dat indicatoren van economische activiteit en vooruitziende variabelen als
rentespreidingsmaatstaven zeer relelvante voorspellers zĳn. Ook is informatie verkregen met
enquêtes, zoals de mate van consumentenvertrouwen, van substantieel belang. Het corrigeren
voor de modelonzekerheid die het gevolg is van het niet zeker weten wat de beste voorspellers
zĳn, zorgt voor een aanzienlĳke verbetering in het voorspellen van de FOMC-beslissingen.
Voor de geanalyseerde periode wordt binnen de steekproef 90 procent en buiten de steekproef
82 procent van de beslissingen juist voorspeld.
Waar in de toepassing in hoofdstuk 2 helemaal geen aannames worden gedaan over welke
macro-economische variabelen het best dienen als voorspellers, wordt er in hoofdstuk 3 uit-
gegaan van een vaste verzameling voorspellers die allen relevant worden geacht en dus allen
worden opgenomen in de modelspecificatie. In dit hoofdstuk draait het om het voorspellen
van conjunctuurfluctuaties. De doelvariabele in deze toepassing is bivariaat en bestaat,
ten eerste, uit een continue variabele samengesteld uit indicatoren als industriële productie,
werkgelegenheids-, inkomens- en verkoopcĳfers die een afspiegeling vormt van de mate van
economische activiteit en, ten tweede, uit een binaire recessie-indicator die door het National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) wordt gepubliceerd. De bivariate conjunctuurmaat-
staf wordt gerelateerd aan zogenaamde leidende macro-economische variabelen. Dergelĳjke
variabelen staan erom bekend dat ze voorlopen op ‘de economie’ en daarom uitstekend
geschikt zĳn voor het construeren van voorspellingen. Wat echter niet bekend is, is de
periode die zo’n voorspeller voorloopt. Voor een verzameling van tien leidende indicatoren
worden deze periodes geschat aan de hand van gegevens die de jaren 1961–2011 bestrĳken en
wordt er gekeken in hoeverre die voorloopperiodes van elkaar verschillen. Bovendien wordt
onderzocht of bepaalde leidende variabelen meer voorspellende kracht bezitten dan andere.
Empirische resultaten wĳzen uit dat er grote verschillen zĳn in zowel het aantal maanden
dat een indicator voorloopt als in het gewicht dat aan een indicator wordt toegekend. Zo
kan een tweedeling gemaakt worden bestaande uit een eerste groep met variabelen die één
maand tot drie maanden voorlopen (bĳv. werkloosheidsuitkeringsaanvragen en nieuwe orders
voor zowel consumenten- als kapitaalgoederen) en een tweede groep indicatoren met voor-
loopperiodes tot één jaar (zoals consumentenvertrouwen en de interestspreidingsmaatstaf).
Bovendien blĳken financiële variabelen relatief gezien belangrĳk. Gegeven deze gevonden
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heterogeniteit in eigenschappen van de toegepaste leidende variabelen, wordt een ‘barome-
ter’ samengesteld die, gegeven een aantal maanden vooruit, aangeeft wat de verandering in
de conjunctuurstand zal zĳn. De aldus gevormde index is significant beter in staat (zowel
binnen als buiten de steekproef) om de NBER-recessies te voorspellen dan een eenvoudig
maandelĳks gelĳkgewogen gemiddelde van alle gebruikte leidende variabelen.
Om de onbekende parameters in de voorgestelde dynamische modellen te schatten worden
in macro-econometrie vaak tĳdreeksgegevens gebruikt. Aangezien deze verzameld worden
voor opeenvolgende tĳdsperioden, onstaat het risico dat de gespecificeerde relatie verandert
naarmate de tĳd voortschrĳdt. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een methode voorgesteld en toegepast
om dit verschĳnsel op te vangen. Ervan uitgaande dat de functionele vorm tussen doel-
variabele en voorspeller gehandhaafd blĳft en de veranderingen in de relatie te wĳten zĳn
aan modelparameters die met de tĳd wĳzigen, wordt in dit hoofdstuk een model toegepast
dat de dynamiek van de modelparameters beschrĳft. In het bĳzonder gaat het hier om een
dynamische specificatie die aangeeft dat de waarde van de modelparameter in een bepaalde
tĳdsperiode of gelĳk is aan een van de waarden uit het verleden, of een nieuwe waarde aan-
neemt. In dat laatste geval is de nieuwe waarde een realisatie uit een door de econometrist
voorgestelde kansverdeling. De keuze van deze kansverdeling hangt af van het functionele
verband tussen doelvariable en voorspeller, d.w.z., dit verband kan mogelĳk restricties opwer-
pen voor de waarden die de modelparameter kan aannemen, en van de a priori waarschĳnlĳk
geachte waarden, welke gebaseerd kunnen zĳn op expertise of resultaten uit het verleden.
De aanpak in hoofdstuk 4 kent twee belangrĳke krachten ten opzichte van bestaande
methoden voor veranderingen in parameterwaarden. Ten eerste, de flexibiliteit garandeert
dat de methode inzetbaar is voor in principe alle modelspecificaties (functionele verbanden)
voor een te voorspellen variabele. Dat betekent dat ze niet beperkt is tot lineaire specifi-
caties of continue doelvariabelen. Ten tweede, aangezien het hoogst onwaarschĳnlĳk is in
de meeste toepassingen dat het aantal parameterveranderingen van te voren vaststaat, is
het zeer wenselĳk dat in de gebruikte dynamische specificatie voor de modelparameter dit
aantal een kansvariabele is. Bovendien zĳn parameterveranderingen buiten de steekproefpe-
riode niet uitgesloten en het risico hierop wordt verwerkt in de voorspellingen. Beide punten
worden nadrukkelĳk naar voren gebracht in een viertal toepassingen waarvan een met kunst-
matig gegenereerde data en drie macro-economische applicaties, waaronder het voorspellen
van de groei in werkgelegenheid, bruto binnenlands product en de verwachte werkloosheids-
duur. Deze toepassingen tonen aan dat de veronderstelling dat modelparameters constant
over de tĳd zĳn, erg beperkend kan uitwerken en voorspellingen aanzienlĳk verbeterd worden
wanneer die aanname los wordt gelaten en de methode voor parameterveranderingen wordt
toegepast.
In de hoofdstukken 2 t/m 4 wordt de vorm van de functionele relatie tussen de te voor-
spellen economische variabele en zĳn voorspellers bekend verondersteld. In plaats van het
opleggen van een bepaalde structuur, wordt in hoofdstuk 5 een methode toegepast die het
mogelĳk maakt om de verzamelde data te laten aangeven welk patroon er tussen de gebruikte
variabelen bestaat. Op deze wĳze wordt het risico van het verkeerd specificeren van het ver-
band, dat wordt aangewend voor het maken van voorspellingen, aanzienlĳk verkleind. De
toepassing in dit hoofdstuk betreft het voorspellen van veranderingen in macro-economische
activiteit voor de periode 1965–2013, waarbĳ, net als in hoofdstuk 3, een voorlopende macro-
indicator dienst doet als voorspeller. De methode is dermate flexibel dat, gegeven een geob-
serveerde waarde van de leidende indicator, niet alleen een uitspraak gedaan kan worden
over de verwachte verandering in economische activiteit, maar ook over zĳn zogenaamde
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hogere momenten als de variabiliteit en de waarschĳnlĳkheid van gebeurtenissen zoals een
buitengewoon snel krimpende economie. Uitspraken betreffende de laatste twee eigenschap-
pen van toekomstige activiteit hebben in het bĳzonder waarde wanneer de uitwerking van
een beslissing uitermate gevoelig is voor relatief onwaarschĳnlĳke, maar wel zeer verregaande
veranderingen in economische activiteit.
De in hoofdstuk 5 toegepaste methode is van de niet-parametrische soort, wat inhoudt dat
er a priori (bĳna) niets wordt aangenomen over de vorm van de relatie tussen (in dit geval)
economische activiteit en een voorlopende macro-indicator, noch over het type kansverdeling
van de doelvariabele. Door gebruik te maken van een mix van multivariate normale verde-
lingen, bestaande uit een bĳ voorbaat onbekend aantal componenten, wordt de onbekende
gezamenlĳke kansverdeling van doelvariabele en voorspeller gemodelleerd. Na invoer van
de data wordt zodoende de gehele conditionele kansverdeling van de doelvariabele gegeven
de voorspeller geschat en uitspraken over toekomstige economische activiteit zĳn hierop
gebaseerd. Er wordt een drietal bevindingen gedaan. Ten eerste zĳn er sterke aanwĳzingen
voor een niet-lineair verband. In het bĳzonder bevat de voorlopende macro-indicator een
relatief sterker signaal voor neergaande veranderingen in macro-economische activiteit. Ten
tweede, in de aanloop naar en tĳdens economische neergang neemt de onzekerheid rond de
verwachte verandering in activiteit toe. Ten laatste blĳkt dat het risico op buitengewoon
flinke krimp in activiteit serieus onderschat wordt als er simpleweg wordt gekozen voor een
normale verdeling om de veranderingen in activiteit te modelleren.
De statistische analyses van alle toepassingen in dit proefschrift zĳn Bayesiaans. Deze
keuze wordt hoofdzakelĳk gedreven door twee motivaties. De eerste is van conceptuele aard
en de tweede richt zich op de rekenkundige voordelen. Bĳ het econometrisch modelleren van
een doelvariabele onstaat noodzakelĳkerwĳs een aantal vormen van onzekerheid. In de res-
pectievelĳke hoofstukken spelen bĳvoorbeeld de kwesties: welke voorspellers te gebruiken?;
hoe lang is de periode dat een leidende indicator de conjunctuurstand leidt?; zĳn modelpa-
rameters constant over de tĳd of kennen ze waardeveranderingen?; en hoe ziet de functionele
vorm van de relatie tussen doelvariable en voorspeller er nou precies uit? In het algemeen
valt geen enkele van deze vragen met zekerheid te beantwoorden. Daarbĳ komt nog, gegeven
een modelspecificatie, de onzekerheid überhaupt wat betreft de onbekende waarden van de
modelparameters, een aspect dat zeker in macro-econometrie een niet onaanzienlĳke rol
speelt gezien de vaak bescheiden steekproeflengtes. Ofschoon er ad hoc-methoden bestaan
om deze bronnen van onzekerheid mee te nemen in frequentistische voorspelanalyses, biedt
de Bayesiaanse aanpak een elegante en eenvormige context waarin alle onzekerheden volgens
de regels van de kansrekening in de voorspellingen verwerkt worden.
Ten tweede, dankzĳ de ontwikkeling van relatief snelle en krachtige machinale reken-
modules en nieuwe simulatiemethoden heeft de Bayesiaanse aanpak de laatste twee decennia
ook vanuit praktisch oogpunt een enorme toevlucht genomen. De hiërarchische opbouw van
moderne econometrische modellen maakt het mogelĳk om een omvangrĳk (en daarmee vaak
realistischer) model te specificeren wat in blokken ‘opgeknipt’ kan worden om het vervolgens
stapsgewĳs te analyseren met behulp van geautomatiseerde simulatietechnieken. Zo ook in
alle toepassingen in dit proefschrift. De verwachting is dat deze trend door zal zetten met
als gevolg dat toekomstige (macro-)economische voorspellingen verder aan accuratesse en
betrouwbaarheid zullen winnen.
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